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HOOVER FAVORS
HOLDING EUROPE

MATE NOT
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IS ATTACKED

TO ACCOUNT

B

WEEKS GOES TO

Is "Another Form of

Repudiation of the Loans
Would Undermine Whole
'
of International
Fabric
Good Faith, He Says,

Gov-

A

Republican
He

(by the
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German "navy" at maneuvers.
dared challenge England's title,
"The Mistress of tho Seas." The
present navy is but a fkcleton in

President Ebert recently reviewed the relics of the once
powerful

German

MOT

which

navy

5

nar.

,

"Reduction of Armament.
"There must lie rearrange-

ment, of economic boundaries
of Furope that will Rive tho
hopo of economic survival of
stutcs which can Ito. saved by
no financial oKratlon of any
kind. There must bo a reduction of armament, not only as
a guarantee of pence lint as a

tontrfbutlon to 1I10 balancing
of budgets and the ccssution of

inriiitlon..
".Vmcrlca has dealt with
during the lust few years
In terms of idealism.
always given; we have never
received. No one can deny
that wo nre capable of great
sacrifice nnd of great generous
charity. We want to take part
In asking a better world, but !t
must bo clear that sacrifice
aud charity from America do
not themselves bring about a
mro for thoso evils which now
gnaw at Europe's economic
life."
En-ro-

Wo-liav- o

Twenty-Si-

and

Helped

Says M.

DECLARES

Chicago, Oct. 16. Safe blowers
who last night attempted to steal
homo by cracking the safe in the
office of the Chicago White Sox
baseball park in an attempt to ob
tain the receipts of yesterday's city
series game, were credited tonight
with an assisf when tho police an
:ouu
nounced mat
was obtained. approximately
Harry Grabiner, secretary of the
ciud, denied that the bandits ob
talned the 128,872 receipts for the
ounaay game. This money was
taken to a bank after tho game,
he said.
Stanley. Wilson, a' negro watch
man, la being hold for questioning.

Rather Than
Situation,

the

Franklin-Bouillo- n

Paris. Oct.x16 (by the
It was the pacific
Chicago, Oct. 16. Tho correctly ated Press).
of France, combined withattired man of the next few months policy
uinnerA desire of Mustapha Kewill wear trousers with a corset efnot
fect, delegates to the National Knal Pasha to avoid war, and
Clothiers' convention asserted here the British display ot force, wmcu
to prevented war in the Near Kast,
models
today and exhibited
a war which would soon have
prove it. A pliable belt permu
of the
nently atached to euch side of the assumed the proportions
trousers and drawn around and great world war, M. Franklin-Bouillothe special French envoy at
fastened in front, gives the corset effect. The back Is unsupport- the recent Mudania conference told
ed by the belt. Norfolk pants with nearly o hundred newspaper men
corset effect belts and a top coat of 15 nations at the foreign office'
provided with lan effective yoke, tonight.
will be popular, the clothiers said;
"It has been said in British
that the British fleet and
troops alone halted the victorious
SOVIET MINISTER OF
Kemalists," said M. Franklin Boutruth is that every time
illon.
COMMERCE RESIGNS force "The
was used and the British
reinforced, negotia
Riga, Oct. 1ft (by the Associated tions with Mustapha Kemal Pasha
was
toannounced here
Press). it
boeume increasingly uimcuu.
day that Leonid Krassln had re"Thn tieaceful efforts of France
signed as soviet minister of trade always intervened Just in time to
am; commerce.
prevent open warfare, and, had It
not been for France, peace would
ICrassin was the negotiator of not have been realised.
In this
the agreement reached recently connection, I wish to pay tribute
with the Russian Asiatio consolito the consistent struggle the Turkdated limited, a British corpora- ish commander waged to maintain
tion under which extensive prop- peaceful relations with the allies.
erties it had held in Russia were He accomplished this in the face
to be conditionally returned to it. of a victorious army which was
Tho soviet authorities .in Moscow within 40 kilometers of their cupl-ta- l,
turned down the agreement.
Constantinople."
Associ-

in

GEORGIA VOTERS TO .
NOMINATE SUCCESSOR
T0 T.E. WATSON TODAY

n,

WEATHER
FORECAST.
Denver, Oct. 16. New Mexico:
Tuesday, fair, west, rain southeast,
rain or snow northeast portion,
colder east portion Wednesday,
fair, slightly warmer Tuesday.
Arizona: Tuesday and Wednesday, fair, slightly warmer Tuesday.
KKFOKT
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday,
recorded by the university;

69
Highest, temperature
lowest
34
Rang
.35
.
.
Mean
.........
f ..... .61
Hum d ty at 6 a. m.
..64
6
at
22
p. m.....
Humidity
Precipitation
, o
Wind velocity
$
'Direction of wind
North
Character of day... .......... .clear

5.000.

SAFE BLOWERS TRY
TO STEAL HOME BUT
GET ONLY AN ASSIST

WAR,

gravated

Lines and Six

Among the roads affected by
the decision are the New York
Central lines, east and west; Hal
tlmore and Ohio; Kansas City
bouthern; Kansas City, Oklahoma
and Gulf; Missouri l'aeifie; San
Antonio and Aransas Pass; Denver Union Terminal: Fort Worth
and Denver City; Gulf Toast lines:
Seaboard Air Line; Texas and
Pacific, and Wabash.
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Chicago. Oct. 1G (by the Associated Press). An eight-hou- r
day
with overtime, which is said to
amount to nearly a 23 per cent
increase in pay, was granted approximately 2,000 yardmasters on
26 class one railroads and at six
switching termlnnls by the I'nited
Slates Kallroad Labor board to- day. This is thn first timo the)
board lis estaiinstied rules and
working conditions for yardmasters who now rue classified as
subordinate officials anil subject
to the board's Jurisdiction under
the transportation act.
By establishing the eight-hou- r
day with pro rata overtime wages,
the yarflmriRtcrs aftecteel virtually
lure bnm attardeif u' Sfr pen- Cent
wage advance, according to .1. S.
Kldridge, president of tho Railof America.
road Yardsmasters
The organization is international
in scope.
The ruling affects all Yardmasters on the roads involved except
EUch general yardmasters as were
glassed ns official under a ruling
of the interstate commerce comOn
mission last November.
at
least 12 roads, yardmasters have
with tho railroads
agreements
which will govern in those cases.
The Delaware and Lackawanna,
the Pennsylvania and the Illinois
Central railroads were cxelud"d
from the decision toduy. W. L.
a labor member of
Me.Menimen,
the board, although contending
that those three roads were properly before the board in the matter, voted to exclude tllem in order to obtain a decision which
otherwise would have failed for
lack of one vote.
The rules provide that yard- masters required to work seven
days a week shall be given two
days off each, month. Tho yard- masters association is said to have
a membership of between 4.000

2,628,10, with no exactly comparable figure; for the reserve officers' training corps, $4,401,000
this
as compared to $3,100,100
year; for civilian military training camps, $2,1172,150, as comIS
pared with $1,800,000.
Budget For Next Vcur.
These figures, with the smaller
fitems, make up a military budget
Bert Ward Has a Bullet in for next year of $25.42S.17o, as
to $257,3r.l,6Sl this year.
His Back; Carl Valentine compared
items, including
The
and harbor work, reaches a
Charged With Assault river
as compared
of
$65,890,375,
total
with $79,736,406 in current approWith Intent to Murder.
priations.
The national guard appropriaSpecial tn Tlra Journal.
Clovis, N. M., Oct. 16. Bert tion estimate is based on the comnorth
pulation that the guard will havo
Ward, a young farmer living
of this city, is in the hospital here an average strength of 238,000 durdangerously wounded by a bullet ing the next fiscal year. This
in his back, and Carl Valentine, would have required expenditures
another farmer of the same neigh- of $47,592,900 and it was thus
borhood, is in tho Curry county found necessary to cut the provi
Jail tonight, charged with assault sion that allowances were mauo
for an average force of only .'lo,-00- 0
with intent to murder, in connecmen.
tion with tho shooting, which took
place on the Valentine place.
Valentine
went
to
the
Ward
I1O10U WAU VKTI.KAX
homo with tho intention of makIjondon, Oct. 16. Col. Sir Arthur
ing a neighborhood call. He states Davidson, K. 'C. B., died today,
the
into
that Valentine invited him
aged 65. He served wnn nisunc
house, then suddenly turned on tion In tho Boer war. From 1896
tno
oft
him
to 1901 he was equerry in waiting
place.
him, ordering
He was
Ward went out to his horse to ue to Queen Alexandra.
he
nnrt Valentine followed him,
knighted in 1910.
his
leave
to
savs. orderine him
horse and to run down tho road.
Ward ran and after ho had gone
AVERTED
but a short distance, Valentine is
alleged to havo opened fire (on
him with a pistol. Several shots
missed, then Valentine lay down
on the ground and with deliberate
NEAR EAST
aim. fired the shot
acwhich struck Ward in the back,
cording to the story told by Ward
to the district attorney louay w
VO
a loom nosDuai.
Valentine was placed unucr
hond of 13,000. Ward stated to
night he could not account iui British
Display of Force AgValentine's action.

F0LL0WJHESE TIPS

-- :!

Atlanta, Ga.. Oct. 16. Georgia
voters will go to the polls in a
special primary tomorrow to nominate a successor to the late United Slates Senator Thomas B. Watson of Thomson, Ga.
becking the seat in the upper
house of congress are Governor
Thomas W. Hardwiek. Judge W. V.
George, of Vienna, Seaborn Wright,
of Rome, long In the ranks of pro
motion advocates, and John R.
Cooper, Macon lawyer. Colonel
John T. Berfuilet, also of Macon,
and who has served as secretary
of Btate for many years, withdrew
at the eleventh hour.
BTAJf IS PAROIjF.D
Banta Fe. Oct. 16. Parole has
been granted by Gov. M. C.
to
Plan, who was
sentenced from Mora county In
April, 1922, to serve nine monthB
to ono year in the. penitentiary.. .
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BRITISH REJECT

His

LIQUOR
SAL

Forties."
Kehba
Crawford,
Captain
young nr.d determined, defeated a squad of police in a bat-li- e
of pleas before Magistrato
Oberwager. when she was arraigned on a chaigo of disorderly conduct.
s
Policemen testified thut Captain Crawford and her band
had stood last night before the
Gaiety theater, voicing her appeal to the Jazzy crowds that
swirl nnd eddy through Times
and
Iongacre squares. Sho
had created a disturbance and
was disorderly, they declared.
Captain Crawford told of a
long fight to obtain permission
to hold meetings in tho white
light district and declared that
tlin loss of tlio permission
would he tho most calainltious
event of her life.
"I have seen nnd heard and
have attended Salvation Army
meetings," said tho magistrate,
never saw one that was
"and
Indeed. I consider
iH'Oi'dei'ly.
etteeljent serv
tb.rier.'irm.s.r
lee. The case is dismissed.''

Not Be a Party to a
Treaty to Extend Right of
Search of Vessels Up to
12 Miles Off Shore.

16. British
Oct.
Washington,
rejection of the American proposal for a treaty to extend the right
of search of vessels up to 12 miles
off shnro was contained in a note
handed to Secretary Hughes today
by Ambassador Ueddes. The communication was in reply to Mr.
Hughes' note of June 26, setting
out difficulties
encountered
by
American prohibition enforcement
officers in checking the illicit flow
of intoxicants
into the United
States.
Secretary Hughes mado public
his correspondence with the am
bassador without comment. There
was nothing to indicate that any
Ifgr.thvr step-- 10 extend the viyht
of Veareh for Amurlean prohibition
officers beyond tho three mllo limit was in prospect. Action of the
cabinet recently in approving the
abandonment of such search, preFALL TO
sumably because of possible international difficulties, coupled with
the British reply of today, appeared to indicalo
that operations
would continue
to bo confined
IN
within recognized territorial waters.
The American Note.
Tho American note dealt particwith
ularly
smuggling operations
from British possessions in waters
adjacent to tho American coast and
suggested "methods which the ex
Will Arrive Here on the Eve isting extremely unfortunate condi
tinns might be remedied." Among
ning-o- f
That Date; Prep iinese was a proposal or caretul su !
pervision oi registries and cieararailOnS IViaUe lOr an til- - ance papers granted to suspected
vessels and an "international
thusiastic Meeting.
between the United
rangement
states and Great Britain under
Hppclal to Tli .lournul.
which tho authorities of each na
Santa Fe; Oct. 16. A. B. Fall, tion would be authorized to exerbeyond the three mile limit
secretary of the interior, who is cise
nf territorial waters a measure of
making a trip through the west, control
over vessels belonging to
has consented to discuss political
issues at the republican rally to tne oiner.
There was appended an inquiry
be held in Albuquerque on Tuesas to wneiner the British govern
day, October 24.
ment
was disposed to agree to the
Secretary Fall is spending a
right ot search up to
short vacation at his home at reciprocal
12 miles from shore, which, it was
Three Rivers, N. M. He was inB. pointed out, would imply no incon
vited by Chairman
Hugh
to the legitlmnte trade he
Woodward to take part in tlw venience
tween Nassau nnd Halifax passing
state campaign. He probably viil at
no point within four leagues of
make but the one address. Prepspores.
arations have been made to give American
In reply
Ambassador
Gcddes
him an enthusiastic meeting.
pointed out that the government
had already taken steps, before
Mr. Hughes' noto was received, to
LIBEL SUITS FILED
prevent tho practices as to regisBY THE U. S. AGAINST
try issuance and clearance papers
to wnicn
attention had been
TWO BRITISH VESSELS drawn. These stevs had been supplemented since then, he added,
New York. Oct. 16. Libel suits and tho British government hoped
will
were filed in the United Stales "that tho measures taken
successful in preventing any
district court In Brooklyn today prove
In
breaches
local
the
law."
With
by the United States district at- relation to tho
proposed
treaty,
torney's office ngainst the British
he said:
schooner Kmerald, seized Sunday however,
Opposes Extension.
night 12 miles out, by the United
"His Majesty's government has
States cutter, Hahn, and against consistently
any extension
the motor boat, Klsie, seized at of the limit opposed
of territorial wutets
the same time.
such as that now suggested. They
On tho two boats liquor was feel that the outbreak of
smuggling
seized, it was said, valued at $100.-00- which has led to the proposal
canCounsel for Captain John A. not bo regarded as a
permanent
Williams of tho Emerald, and his condition, but as one which will
crew of six' negroes, and Captain no doubt be suppressed by the
Albert Shannon of the Elsie, de- United States authorities withiD
clared the boats were 18 miles out the not distant future.
when seized.
"While, therefore,
aro deThe proceedings against the two sirous of assisting they
the United
the
bouts will be brought under
States government to tho-beof
new tariff law, it was said, and their ability in tho suppression of
will be the first ease under the net. the traffic and In the prevention of
. Under
the ruling of Attorney tho abuse of the British flag by
General Daugherty that no one is those engaged in it, they do no't
feel that they can properly acquito be arrested outtdde the three-milimit, the two captains and esce, in order to meet a tempothe six negroes were released after rary emergency, in tho abandon-meof a princlplo to which they
being taken to the district attorney's office in Brooklyn. They de- attach great importance."
The American note was quite
clined to state the ownership of
long and pointed out that British
the boats.
territories apparently "are made
bases of operations in flagrant violation of constitutionally and statutory provisions of the United
HARD NUTS TO CRACK1 States.
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coachTtagg has"two

Chicago',
Oct. 16. Alonzo A.
coach of the
Stagg,
of
University
Chicago, has two
football problems on his mind today. Ono is to defeat Princeton.
which pluys here October 28, and
the other is to crowd about 100,000
persons into Stagg Field, which
holds 31,000. The football committee announced today that every
seat for the Princeton same was
sold, that there would be no more
seats for sale and that thousands
ot requests for reservation wcro being returned.
.

.

Mexico to vote for him because of
his ability us a business man,
should make such statements us
aro credited to .Mr. llinkle. 1 can
hardly beliuvo that they come from
him. For instance: ho has been
quoted as having repeatedly said
that 4 2 per cent of the money derived from taxation is wasted by
the state. Mr. llinkle knows better than that, or if lie doesn't know
better, his mist.ike Is his own fault.
Tho books in Santa Fe are as open
to him as they are to me or anyone
else, and 1 havo before mo ait accurate statement showing just what
becomes of every cent of tax money thut is paid in by the peoplo of
New Mexico.
"Tho state does not get 42 per
cent ot tho money which you pay
in fo- taxes.
Tho exact amount
that tho state spends on an average in all of our 31 counties is 5.86
per cent, nnd I would like, to ask
any of you hero tonight if the
republicans have been recklessly
wasting your money or robbing you
when they only have a chance ut
less than six cents on a dollar? Mr.
tlinklo knows as well as I thut
your county boards are spending
your money in tho counties. Where
;the boards are ruled by democrats
lio same conditions cxiBt
as in
those ruled by republicans. There
is very liltlo difference
between
Mr. Ilinklo's county of Chaves and
my county of Dona Ana. In both
counties we spend approximately
SO per cent of our taxes for schools
and roads.
"Tho levies are made by the
county board and not by the state,
and us far as I um concerned 1 am
glad that Dona Ana is providing
for her children
schools
and
roads for her citizens, and I sympathize deeply with the people ot
Chaves t ounty who uro going to
follow the lead of Jim Hinkle and
go back to the time when he was
a boy in Missouri attending school
four months a year and walking
eight miles a day to get there.
"In regard to tho building of our
roads I want to say this: To build
an udtqiuite pystem of hb.hwys In
a state the size of !Srw Mexico Is
not child's play. It is a big contract and it is ono that will not be
completed tor many years to come.
Tho fact that the federal government is today paying sixty-tw- o
per
cent of the cost of our road construction is due entirely to the efforts of the republican party. Jf
tho people of New Mexico did not
want to accept this benefit from
the national government, then why
did they vote a two million dollar
bond Issue for that purpose? Most
of the voters In this state voted
for that bond issue. I voted for It.
and I think Mr. Hinkle did. The
difference between us now is that
l am willing and Kind to Dav the
bills and get the roads and he is
not."
Referring to the charges made
against him (in which the democrats allege that he is an El Paso
candidate), Mr. Hill said: "My
daughter and my grandchild live in
Kl Paso but If it is a part of the democratic doctrine that a man canuot
visit his family
because
simply
tlioy live across tho state line, then
I don't want any of that doctrine
in mine. I have never paid a cent
of taxes in the state of Texas in
my life. I am a heavy taxpayer
in this state and I am' proud to
say that more than 50 per cent
of what I pay goes to the education
of the youth of New Mexico to
make them better men and women, and betcr citizens."
-

THEO.S.

New York, Oct. IB.
ly Salvation Army lassie today
won the right to sound her
battle s'nig in tho "Roaring

Affected by Decision of
the U. S. Labor Board.

i'W,

IF YOU WANT TO BE
CORRECTLY ATTIRED

-

be-K-

A come-

Switching Terminals Are

SHOT, WOUNDED:

II

"-

power and strength of the
armada with which Germany
u
the war.

COMELY SALVATION
ARMY CAPTAIN WINS
THE RIGHT TO SING

ON

CLASS ON E

12,-00-

ments.
Debtors on tho Continent.
"The proposition, therefore, nar
rows itself to debtors on the con
tinent. Our annual payments from
the whole of our continental debt
ors would amount to a total of
about $350,000,000 per year for ir..
The bur
terest and amortization.
den falls with different weight
differ19
each
tho
of
upon
ent debtors, omitting the possible
five per cent that is hopeless of
collection, it will be found that respective annual payments due to
us from different countries varies
in their burden upon them from
two to twelve per cent of their gov
ernmental income.
"if there should be some of these
countries who should bo relieved
of the annual payments for a few
years in order to promote econo
mio stability, then thero needs be
a demonstration of tho facts In
respect to each individual country
thut would be convincing to tho
American taxpayer and congress,
Tho taxpayer would? naturally con
sider that there uro other things
of vastly larger dimensions
than
the postponement of $3."0,000,000
a year which must march in ad
vanco before economic prosperity
can bo secured to Europe.
For
economic stability requires that
bo
such political and
there must
oconomio
readjustment between
tho states of Europe as will bring
about an atmosphere of peace in
replacement of an atmosphere of

That

ICIER

SAIS

tonight to a crowd ot 600 people at
Hondo,
ably answered charges
mado by the domocrats thut ho is RENEWED PLEDGES
an El Puso candidate. Ho also anCOME FROM ABROAD
swered directly the criticisms of
James F. llinkle, the democratic
candidate, ot expenditures fur state An Outdoor Fete Is Held in
government.
"1 am surprised," salft Hill, "that
Historic Jackson Square,
a man who is a banker and who is
Mew Orleans, in Honor of
appealing to tho peoplo of New

'

CURRE0.il

Candidate Says j
Glad

OF LEGION

i

00

four-year-o- ld

,

Is

AIM

Money Has Gone for
Roads, Education Here. uuvu mucin a iiaiiuiuig ui
the Former Soldiers Is
16.
N. M., Oct.
Carrizozo.
Described
as One of
Charles L. Hill republican candi
Mistakes and Blunders,
date for governor, in an address

$340,-884,1:!-

'

WELFARE CHIEF

TAXES III TEXAS

Shepherd-Towne-

,

DISABLED VETS'.

HE NEVER PAID

Officers and 150,- r
Men
Are Necessary,
con000
was
act
maternity
demned as "another form of government "bureaucracy" which ac- is accompanTed
ONLY 5 PERCENT MAY
by
complished HUM more than the
NEVER BE COLLECTED separate states are now 'doing and
GENERAL PERSHING
has "provided soft jobs for politiappointees," J. Whalen of ChiSacrifices and cal
American
Force Authorized
cago, editor of the Illinois Medical Regular
declared here today at the
Cannot Fulby
Charity Cannot Them- Journal,
Congress
d
fifty-thirthe
of
opening session
selves Cure Evils From annual meeting of the American
fill All the Missions PreMedical Editor's association.
Which Europe Suffers,
scribed by Law.
.
Sessions of the editors association are being held in' connection
1C.
convention
annual
Oct.
Repudiation
with the first
Toledo, Q.,
Washington, Oct. 16 (by the
Press). The unshaken
of the loans made by tho United of the American Public Health aswhich
opened
sociation
formally
of secretary Weeks and his
associated
and
opinion
States to tho allied
here
convention
tonight.
its
advisers
unthat the nation's
military
would
nations during the war
Abolition of government? regula- military policy cannot be adedermine tho whole fabric of inter- tions over physicians in prescrib- quately
sustained with a regular
national good faith, Secretary of ing narcotic drugs and alcoholic army of less than 13,000 officers
Commerce Hoover,, a member of beverages, was udvocated by Dr. and 150,000 men was again laid
de6
H. McMechan, editor of the before President Harding today by
the alliod debt commission,
State Medical Journal.
the war secretary, who was acclared tonight in an address here. Ohio
men should be per- companied on his visit to the Whllo
"Medical
believe
not
did
ho
that
added
Ho
and whisky House by General Pershing.
the mitted to use drugs
any public official, either incounin the treatment of cases without
The conference had to do with
other
or
federal
any
United States
regula- estimates submitted by the war debeing hampered by
their
declared.
McMechan
should
Dr.
approve
tions,"
partment for tho coming year calltry could or
"Under tho present enforcement ing for total appropriations of
cancellation.
deterof
laymeit
a
bureau
with
laws
$:;;!!), 287,580, as
debts
compared
"Those loans are in fact,
-.
- mines how he shall use these valucurrent appropriations of
owing to our taxpayers," Mr. Hoov- able therapeutic remedies."
The army budget, hower said. "They were made at the
Dr. McMechan declared, in de- ever, still must be approved by the
urgent request of the borrowers scribing diptheria, that whisky is director of the budget.
and under their solemn assurances
Makes Position. Plain.
prescribed in certain stages of the
The war secretary mado it pluin
of payment. The louus were indiv- disease and thut a
whishave
of
a
nation.
each
They
child can bo given quart
idual-to
that he had not changed his be0
no relailon to other nations or to ky in 24 hoilrs and not become lief that the present army of
other debts. Tho American tax- drunk.
officers and 125,000 men could
"What is a physician to do in a not fulfill all of tho missions propayer did not participate in reparations and acquired no territory case like that?" he asked. "Buy scribed by tho national defense
ths whisky from a bootlegger, thus act. Tho new estimates do not
er any other benefits under
debtors. There ts breaking the law and running the
treaty as did our
provide fur an increaso in tho regno question ns to the moral or
risk of killing the patient because ular force above these figures, but
obligation.
of tho quality of tho liquor?"
.Mr. Weeks has officially expressed
IHibts Can Ilo Repaid.
act was the
Tho Shepherd-Townc- r
of the war depart"With the exception of some characterized by Dr. Whalen as mentjudgment
the most urgent
minor accounts, perhaps five per "one of those freak laws by which reason)thatforonlynational
economy
these
that
convinced
am
cent, I
selfish reformers are building a would warrant continuing the
debts can be repaid in some reas- medical bureaucracy."
army at thut reduced size.
onable period of time without realThe question of heredity H a
The principal item in tho estiundue
ization of the
Dr.
to
according
medical
mates submitted
tomes under
problem,
strain on the debtor countries or J. N. liurty
in
of
Indianapolis,
of the regular army"' at
the threat of a flood of goods from an address before the American "support
with
$212, 707,37a, us compared
debtor countries in such quantity Public Health association.
$223,4 11,512 for the current year.
as would endanger employment of
an
inalienable
Included in that item, however, is
"Every child has
the factories and workmen of the
disease, the pay, subsistence and clothing
right to be born free fromwith
United States.and
pure for ull branches of tile army, in"The proposals for further post- free from he-deformity
"Parents cluding reserve officers' training
declared.
blood,"
ponement of payment of interest with
are
fit corps, tho overhead expense of all
hot
a hereditary taint
for a certain number of years arise
This is not a posts, camps, schools, hospitals and
from tho belief thai certain coun- to be progenitors.nor an
intellectual otlw portions of the military plant.
tries cannot physically make theso moral problem
and out medical
The estimates provide increases
payments at the present time with- one, but an out solution
of which for maintenance of tho national
out undue strain, or that postpone- problem, on the
race
hangs."
ment of interest would continue to the welfare of the
guard and various training corps
and the
at the expense of the regular esgeneral economic stability
more rapid recovery of these coun
tablishment in order to keen withFor U19.
in ou4udiVt. tries in which vwyono would benefit. The British do not make
g'lurd, a total of $33, 910. 022 is
from
assistance
such
claims for
proposed, against 25, 810, 000 thU
us and are arranging their pay
year: for the organised reserves
18
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LARGER

Bureaucracy,"
J. Whalen Declares in a
War Secretary Is Unshaken
Speech at Convention.
in His Opinion That 13,-0-

Cleveland, Ohio, Oct.
Associated Press). The

fit

PRESS PLEA FOR

ernment

FIVE CENTS.

price

Ebert Reviews German "Navy"

WHITE HOUSE TO

CHICftpiTOR

DEBTSOWED U.S.

17, 1922.

DEMOCRATS NAME TICKET.
Oct. Clayton, N. M
The
domocrats of Union county have
nominated the following ' ticket:
For senator, Dan Molarity;
for
sheriff, Dan T. Roberts; county
Bruce Kennedy;
clerk,
county
treasurer, George Ruble; county
assessor, J. M. Lujan; county superintendent, A. L. England; probate Judge, Seruplo MIera: surveyor, Ira L. Pennington; representatives, Juan D. Casados and Mrs.
Kilfoil:
commissioners,
loore,
Hamilton, C. N. Funk.

!.

1

Visitimi Thro

New Orleans. Oct. If, (by the
Associated Press). The American
I.'gion, through its national commander, llunford MacNider.
today Unit the welfare of
disabled veterans was its chief in
Tlin government's
terest.
hand
ling of tho disabled veterans from
down to the present, was described
as ono ot ino
tragic nnstaKes,
polities, alibis and blunders" in the
report of the legion's rehabilitation
commisson, and Colonel C. R.
Forbes, director of tho. United,
Mt.'itmu Vet or;, n h' linrenll In a. ermn.
ter statement to newspaper men,
assorted that the bureau which ho
heads, was "the most perfect largo
organization in the world," and
thut Implied criticism of it was not
Justified by facts.
lloro Renewed PleugOK.
Charles Bertram!, president Of
d
the
Veterans' federation, and an officer of tho French
hegion ot Honor, bore renewed,
pledges of fraternity and friendship to tho legion from the nations associated with the United.
States in the world war, who hsva
twn flnVH nrinp
hnen in KOaisinn liot-to the opening of tho legion con
vention.
Tho convention held no Revision
,,

Inter-Allie-

rlnvincr iYia a f

,

ni

iinil VPtemn

n

spent tho rest of the day and much
ot tno nignt in impromptu re
unions on sidewalks, in hotel lobbies, and in the old French quar
ter ot New Orleans. The "buddies" were fighting tho war over
again, verbally, tonight with great
gusio.
Tho strains of "Mademoiselle
u,T.nnill.i.fl rtrifte,! Ihvreisrtl
the muslo of a dozen bands, army.
navy and civilian. tne, it win u
remembered by nil the veterans,
was the lady who "hadn't beeu
kissed for CO years").
l'lunes I'ly Over City.
Over tho city this afternoon flew
tflQ..iJcratJU.v5C.V1n,!1

hero

is part
Six

from

Pan-sacol- a,

of tho naval
destroyers and

representation.
thn scout cruiser "Birmingham"
are anchored in tho Mississippi
within rowing distance of the
hall itself. Delegates could
see the war ships from the conVarious athletio
hall.
vention
events, in which legionnaires from
the different state departments
took part, featured the afternoon a
uf nrnirrnni nnd a boxing exhibi
con-vent-

tion drew manv veterans tonight.
ot a flurry was
Something
caused at tho morning session ot
the convention, when Georse 1.
Berry of Tennessee, a national vice
commander ot tho legion, asserted
in a speech that the uction of the
Unlte.I states district auoiiicj
in obtaining an injunction in closparing a number of soft drink
lors "for the duration of the legion convention was a gratuitous
Legionaffront to the legion.
naires, Mr. Berry asserted, were
and
ot
law
friends and guardians
order, and had shown it by their
war service.
u Outdoor Vote.
in historic Jackson
Tonight
in
the heart of the French
square,
fete was held
quarter, anot outdoorveterans.
Jackthe
in honor
son square is tho spot where, in
IS 15, Andrew Jackson mustered
his forces to fight the British and
win the battle ot New Orleans.
from Belgium,
The
France. Great Britain, Rumania.
and
Italy, Serbia
were also guests at the fete and
seemed to enjoy the spirit of the
celebration greatly.
deb-gate-

Czeeho-Siovaki-

MAYOR TAKEN TO
LOAIELK SPOT BY

DEMOCRATIC
IN

MB WHIPPED
Theodore
Liberty,

Schierlman
of
Kans., Beaten;
Assailants Said They Belonged to Ku Klux Klan.

SPEAKERS

EMPIRE STATE TO
CARRY TARIFF

KITS

New York, Oct. 16. Democratic
spell binders will go about New
York state the next threo weeks
with an oil cloth kit under their
Tho kit contains knives,
arms.
scissors, spools ot thread and th
like.
the
Technically, it is know.i
"tariff kit." By displaying the
various articles to the audience and
telling just how the new tariff
affects them, the speakers hope to
bring home to tho voters in a practical way the democratic arguments
against the tariff.
Most of the speakers who will
campaign for congressional nominees will carry a kit.

a

Coffeyville, Kans., Oct. 16. Theodore Schierlman, 42, mayor of
Liberty, near here, was taken to a
lonely spot four miles northeast of
Liberty Saturday night und whip-po- d
with blueksnuke whips by 15
men who said they wcro members
ot tho Ku Klux klan, Schierlman
told officers today. The men travh
eled in motor cars.
Schierlman
U. S. WRIT
has a wife and three children. He RESENTS
has been mayor of Liberty for 18
ENJOINING SALOONS
months.
FROM SELLING LIQUOR
Mr. Schierlman,
his attorney,
Harold F. McGugln, naid toduy,
will bring suit under the Kansas
New Orleans, Oct. 16 (by the Asmob law for $100,000 damages sociated Press). Bitter resentment
against the city of Liberty. Schierl- of v federal writ enjoining 47 Now
man Is a Catholic.
Orleans saloons from selling liquor
during tho convention week wn
voiced today beforo tho openinff
cow:.Mxr'.n
whipping
BV KANSAS UOVFJINOU. session of tho American legion national convention, by George L.
Topeka, Kans., Oct. 16. "Kan- Berry of Tennessee, first vice comsas has never tolerated the idea mander.
that any group may tako the law
He declared that Americans who
into Its own hands and sho is not thought enough ot their constituto
tolerate it now." Gov tion to
for it in Franco
going
ernor Allen declared today, com needed 'nofight
federal injunction to
menting on the whipping Saturday make them obey tho law in their
night of Mayor Theodore Schierl- own country.
man of Liberty By alleged Ku Klux
klansmen.
"The whipping
SCHWAB A DIRECTOn.
Schierlman is a disgrace of
New York, Oct. 16. Charles M.
which every citizen of MontgomSchwab, of the Bethlehem Steel
ery county should be ashamed," corporation, will become a direche said, adding that he had been tor of Loew's. Incorporated, which
assured that
General controls the theatrical enterprises
Attorney
Hopkins is making a vigorous in- - of Marcus Loew, president ot the
.vestisatiaa.
company, it was learned toduy.

'
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Page Two
SENATOR'S WIFE STARTS PHONE DRIVE
TO GET CHICAGO WOMEN TO POLLS

HOSPITALS ARE
NEEDED TO

HE

Oct.

Request

for a ten million dollar appropriation to equip hospitals now being
constructed nnd to build additional
hospitals for
continued in tha repatients wasAmerican
legion's comport of the rehabilitation
before
mission for
of
convention
the fourth national Col. A. A.
the legion today by rehabilitation
gprague. head of the
The report criticises
commission.
the Rovernmenta achievements to
date in causllo language. construc"Tha story of hospital
up to
tion by the government "jmlK-lng
date," declared the report,
by actual results, is a tragedy
for tha sick, a discredit to the government, and an affront to the

whole-hearte-

I

American legion. There is not a
polities,
redeeming feature in it;
promises, plans, failure to prepare
in
alibis
advance, red
anything but
con- tape, excuses and contentions,
the actual proiplred to defeat beds."
viding of needed
Eioorlutes Solons.
a'
The roport, after commendlnR
nr enacting beneficial
congress
conIndividual
laws, excoriates
senators for what it
and
gressmen
terms "their endeavors to locate
he
tVinv nnnnnt
v.s..r.Ual
Mrs. Medill McCormick at the telephone.
used, and to keep hospitals when
secure
to
and
not
are
needed,
they
In an effort to get all women In Chicago to cast their ballots elecEmployment for their friends."
has
tion
day, Mrs. Medill McCormick, wife of the Illinois senator,which
Harding, the report
'' President
calls among her friends
of
chain
endless
an
telephone
started
witn
decided
after conferring
serts,
the United State Veterans bureau, the hopes will reach practically every woman in the city.
!

j

n-

committo appoint
tees: on rehabilitation" in various
of rep- tute the
to
up
districts,
present government owned
resentative citizens and
hospitals.
men.
"On September 13, 1922, there
commit"These
tees." the report declares, "would were h.'i'i'i beds in leased hospitals
and
beds, temporary facilhave helped to make a success of ities, 1,814
on government owned propThe
the rehabilitation program.
erties. Thero were
patients
request for approval of this reso- in contract hospitals, 7,974
I!,695 in tulution has been on the desk of the berculosis
In
4.123
hospitals,
president sinco June. Vp to the
hospitals, and 1,156
date of the writing of this report, in
general and surgical hospitals.
no action has been taken."
-"Unoccupied beds? Yes, a lot
"At the end of five years,"
of
them. Two thousand of them
the Sprague report, "the govthat date. Most of them were
ernment will have spent as much at
because badly placed."
hi hospital construction and rental useless
On ArmlMtico day (1818), tho reas was originally eslimuted and
there 334.000 men
declares,
port
requested In 1918. In tho mean- sick and wounded in army hospitime during tho period when these tals in this country and with the
beds were most badly needed when American
expeditionary force in
the France.
they would have helped to pay men
debt this country owed the
who had given most, they were
BURNS FATAJj TO l'RIEST.
lacking.
"What Was the Substitute?"
Atchison, Kans., Oct. 16. The
Hev.
Adalbert Blanlk, o. 8. V., pasf'What was the substitute?"
i "Hotels, sanitariums, nitrate tor of tho St. Louis Catholic- church
near
Inebriate
homes.
hero, died yesterday from
private
plants,
asylums and orphanages were pur burns suffered Saturday night when
can
a
of kerosene exploded. He
chased and remodeled and added
to public health hospitals,, army established a parish at" Pueblo,
cantonments and posts to eonsti- - Colo., many years ugo.
de

Syrup Pepsin Loved
By Hosts of Babies
Ball

of
Washington,
tho most remarkable features of
the struggle ' for the control of
congress is tho indifference of
leaders in both political parties to
tli o organized labor vote.
For the first time in. twenty
years tho- influence usually asseri-- !
id in political campaigns by the
busses and leaders of trade unions
is conspicuous by its absence.
The chief reason for the manifest Indifference of congress toward tho program of the organi.
zed trades unions was due to the
conviction of party leaders and
members o the two houses generally that public sentiment was
aggressively hostllo rather than
sympathetic with the ambitions of
causa.
tlio orgaulxed-lubo- r
Aside
from
tiie
Wisconsin,
trades unions have not exercised
nny conspicuous amount of influence in determining the re-- l
suits of primary contests.
The policy used hy candidates
for tho house and senate In the
present campaign is to dodgo positive commitments of a spool (io
character by generally asserting
d
friendship with tho
ambitions of the organized labor
Here
and there candigroups.
dates for tho lower house, running tnio to form, hava made
open bids for the support of labor by pledging . themselves
to
support its program in tho coming congress.
In eppraising the causes for the
loss of pub'lo support by
apparent
the union-labo- r
groups republican and democratic leaders place
first of all public opinion. The
consensus of tho professional political view is that tho labor groups
have displayed crass stupidity in
dealing with the reconstruction
economic
conditions
resulting
from the war and have not bhown
tho slightest sympathy toward
assisting in tho effort of the
government and peopla generally
to pave tho way for ihe return of
un even and normc.l balance.
The leaders of both
parties
hove no difficulty in recalling to
tho public mind tho arrogant attitude assumed by labor unions
during the world conflict; their
tiMscrtion of maximum
privilege
Pi the lino of profiteering at tho
expense of tha government and
people; tho compldte and, in fact,
coiii;n:pti!ous indlfi'erer.ci nf the
prcfcKtiuiial labor irroups toward
tho peoplo generally.
!n a recent discussion ot
interests
between
(wo democratic and three republican leaders of national prominence a logical explanation of the
unfriendly attitudsi Of th9 publn:
toward organized labor was
by a participant whoso demeanor has been most sympathetic to tue ambltloiiB of industrial
leaders generally.
It was substantially that organized labor did
not hesitate durlns the war lo
subject the averagu malo ond female citizen of tun United Slates
to every form o injinvenlei,ce
that a stupid assertion of professional privilege encouraged.
"The fact is," said the political
leader a republican, by the way
"that during the war tho government took labor by Urn hand
and coddled it and took the rest
of the peoplo by the throat and
penalized them.' Instead ot trying
to make friends through an intelligent and moderate exercise of
this power the attitude of the
average trades unionist was stuThe unfortupidly unreasonable.
nate part of the history of organized labor during the war was
that tho vast majority of trades
unions were silly enough to
assert justification for Mr.
Gompers' declaration that 'labor
won the war.'
Of course, lubor
did nothing of tho kind, as was
clearly established in tlis- debute
between Gov. Henry Allen of
Kansas and Mr. (lumpers three
years ago.
"I believe the people who nro
not connected with trades unions,
but are inclined to sympathl
with their reasonable ambitious,
became pretty well fed up with
tho arrogance displayed by the
organized groups during tho war.
I also believe the people still recall the causes resulting from the
state of mind ot
exaggerated
which they wcro the innocent Victims of labor stupidity.
"If the
coal and railway strikes recently Rettled or now
in progress of adjustment had
been supported by public opinion
both strikes would have been won.
The fact is, public opinion was
not only unsympathetic, but agThe threat
gressively unfriendly.
One

-

iiemo-pscliyiatr-

'

16.

,

Le-- Report of American
gion's Committee for Rehabitation Criticises the
Federal Government.

New Orleans. Oct. 16.

UNIONS LOSE INFLUENCE

fastest
BY

ARMY

speeo
IDE
PILOT

Lieut. Maughan Covers One
Kilometer
course at
Mount Clemens at Rate
of 248.5 Miles an Hour.

A

leaders to defy
of
the government fell upon incredu
lous ears.
"
Trealdent Harding Is not an enemy ot labor.' His attltudo toward
the labor leaders in the recent
and coal etrikos was
railway
clearly syninathelic. Ho threw tho
weight of tiis iuflucncu against
the railway executives and coal
operatives at every vital turn in
the controversy between tho disputing groups.
In so doing, however, Mr. Harding mado it absolutely clear that
he did not prupaso to permit
either group to assert special
privilege in demanding tho support of the government to the
detriment, of tho country generally. Labor leaders do not accept
thiM statement as correct,
but an
Impartial review of the successive steps taken in the recent disputes Joes not permit any other
conclusion.
n For reasons entirely obvious the
has been
greater consideration
naturally given to the agricultural
or
at least preference in
interests
comparison with the treatment of
labor. Tho president,
political
leaders ond members of congress
encountered no difficulty in supLabor
porting this preference.'
profited tremendously throughout
the war, The ''agricultural inter
ests not only suffered tremendous
losses in that period, but have
since been confronted with most
depressing economic conditions.
It was tho altitude of tho farm
er as much as that of any other
group in tho country which prevented the trades unions from re
cruiting popular support in the
recent"strikes. The farmer was
the chief victim ot the intcrrup
tion of traffic. Ho was compelled
to see his crops rot because the
trades unions refused to man the
trains to transport them to the
markets.
the trades
against
Feeling
unions is reported
by political
leaders to be generally proMost of them believe
nounced.
it will pass before any real damage is done. They think labor
will "see the point" and adopt a
more conciliatory policy than that
which has cost it tho confidence
of the people.
trades-unio-

LAST CARLOAD OF
FORT SUMNER APPLE
CROP SHIPPED OUT
Special tu Tho Juurnni
N. M.. Oct. 16.

Fort Sumner,

County Agent Laubmann has announced that the last carload of
Fort Sumner apples, which were
shipped to Colorado City. Texas,
brought tho growers tho nice price
of $1.68 per hundred pounds, and
wherever Introduced
Ihey have
taken and held first place with the
dealers and consumers.
Harvesting ot the Fort Sumner
sweet 'potato crop has opened up
in full blast, and it Is reported that
the Fort Sumner schools will bo
closed for a week that the students
may assist in tho harvest, which
promises tObe the. biggest in the
history of tne Industry in the val-

ESTANC1A
Elton-Brow-

mother has bcr choice of
remedies for her baby 'a
minor ills, but she should be careful which remedy she selects lost
she do the child harm. What
might bo safo for
herself may do injury to an infant.
You will find

First

stipated.
look
carefully to
lJi

ANY FAMILY MAY TRY IT FREE
Thoumndt nf parent! ere asking
thenuebei, " Where rut I Jmd a trustworthy lazalita that anyone in the
family can vt when comtipated?"
I uraa yon to try Syrup Prptin.
I will gladly prneide a lihtrat frrt
eampU holtte, Mufjicient for an adequate
tett.
Write me where to tend it.
Addren Or. W. H. Caldwetl. .1M
Washington St., Montuxllo, HlinoU,
Do U now!

that

if tho little ono
cries and doesn't
want to play that
its bowels are con- ilipt. mid itiva

waters and powders, which may
concentrate the blood and dry up
the skin; or mercurial calomel,
which may salivato and loosen
tho teeth.

fee a safe laxative lite Syrup
Pepsin, and esecially for the
children, for invalids, growing
H""8' nursing mothers, elderly
people, and persons recently oper- ul.ed upon who need bowel action
with tlie least strain. Mrs. Lillian
ltrenington of Woodruff, S. C,
IwBy Rives her children Dr.
.
Dr. Caldwell Syrup Pepsin is Caldwell s Syrup Pepsin, and
a compound of Egyptian senna Mrs. A. E. Blondin of Muskegon,
and pepsin with agreeable aroma- - Mich., will not have any other
tics. The ingredients are stated laxative in her home.
Your
on tha package. It is a mild, druggist will supply you, and it
gentle vegetable laxative that ev- - only costs a cent a dose. Try it
eryonefindseflectiveand pleasant, in constipation, colic, biliousness,
It is better for you and yours than flatulency, headaches, nnd to
purgatives, coal-tu- r
drugs, or salt break up fevers and colds.
the child

teaspoonful of
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin.
You will then see results in a
few hours. You will not have to
force it on babies or children:
they actually ask for it, it is so
pleasant-tastin- g
and free from
griping.

bery,

one-ha- lf
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FOR THE BIG SALE COttiHG SOON

DYES

Every "Diamond Pyes" package
tells how to dye or tint any worn,
faded garment or drapery a new
rich color that will not streak
spot, fade, or run. Perfect home
dying Is guaranteed, with Dlu- mond Dyes even If you have never
dyed before. Just tell your drug-- '
you
gist whether the material
wish to dyo is wool or silk, oi
whether it is linen, cotton, or
mixed goods. For fifty-on- e
yeart
millions of women have been
"Diamond
to
add
using
Dyes"
years of wear to their old, shabby waists, skirts, dresses, coats,
draperies
sweaters", stockings Adv.
hangings, everything!
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SKIRT WITH
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SWEATER

DIAMOND

Our Big Ic Sale
Seme Real Values in Drug Store Mer
chandise
j

WQODWORTIi'S PHARMACY
Phones
M

...i

197-19-

222 West Central.
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A Great Deal of

Porch Furniture
Owes Its Good Looks to
Varnish
Superspar
Vanished their porch furniture
Those who

H. CARNES

Good-Lookin-

SIGKWOMEN

'

X

Don't be

embarrassed bv

If yon know whit it means to he

nansed hv
oat of things because of a red, rough
don't
blotchy complexion, why
you begin at once
the daily nse of Reilnol Ointment and Resinol

w left

'Soap.
The Wind

mediutioMnKMim! Ointment. nlJedkyRMWil
Sntp mernt
right at thi root o( the troubU, tnd whilbar
a Mrtmii .Hactioa lika teraM, or manly a
laiio
elect ye
oauaJiy reif ca Keaiaol Oumnent tad Rttuol

km

M

RmP
i,.r1
in v tnd ft i nttii cone.

ly fleth colored tht it un bm
tttedon xpoKdBUrfftcwwith- rut ittractm uftdne ttn- tion. When uSt tlnn troubt
hat befi ovrotitt tht daily
tins ot Kettnol oap it
iily tuAritnt to kT most
compltt iom clVar, (rath ib4
glowing,

iResino

fnr

AtUJrtt
Buy th
product
today

ail

B.

Pinkham's

Vegetable Compound, and they
i'll told me about
I know what it
has done for mo
and I recommend
am
euro it will be a
I
as
it to others,
great help to all sick women. It is a
wonderful medicine, and I give you
permission to use my testimonial and
Mrs. Emma
my photograph. "
Baker, 10 S. East St., Lebanon,
Indiana.
These letters recommending Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
ought to convince women of the great
worth of this medicine in the treatment of ailments to which they are
often subject
Mrs. Baker calls it "a wonderful
medicine." If you are suffering
from troubles women often have, or
feel all run down, without any ambition or energy for your regular work,
tnke Lydia h. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound. It it a natural restorative
should help you.

ablemished skin
f Jpir.

11

strong, robust, healthy children. Physicians recommend
it in stubborn feeding cases
for Eagle Brand is easily digested and supplies complete
nourishment.

Special to The Jotirmil

not
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SURE HELP TO

ft

!!'

and Holdup Charge.

is

pared" food at all. It
pure country milk co
with pure sugar. It can
chased wherever you ar

-

er

.

Eagle Brand

Brand Milk
BORDEN'S Eagle infant
food.
It has been used for generations. Countless mothers
have found that it builds

Rob-

Mountalnair, N. jr., Oct. C
Klton nrown, who wus arrested a
ffw (lnys uko nt Lucy, N. M., on a
chnrKe of liolilinK up a S;mtsi Vo
guard at N'wa and taking his gun,
!r reported to have told f n. ydot
to burKlni'lzo tha Kntancla bank,
to have bocn dono by himsplf and
pals some times parly this Wrok.
Brown admitted having broken
second hand store
Into Chapiter
hero several das ago and taking
two pistols, some ammunition.
gloves, tobacco nnd small articles,
ucuordlni? to tno otutoniont of
He was given a preliminary
hearing and bound over to the
grand jury under $1,000 bond on
the robbery caso and $1,000 bond
case.
on the hold-u- p
,
Youttir Brown, who in about 10
years of age, hud a few jcurs since
lived with his parents on ono of
It life Wnldcn's farms north of
town. A year ago he came through
Mountniitiiir with a "hobo" and was
taken in charge by T. J. Payne, a
relative who gave him work and
eared for him during tho summer.
Later the young fellow went east
from here.

y-

mission of naval officers which will
reorganize tht Braiilian navy,

r

iVant Ads Bring Quick Results

Bring your roofing
troubles to Raabe &
MaugerV or telephone 305.

O. BAI.IlRIIXiB
LlTMIir.R CO.
4S1 Boatti riral fi.rMi.
I'hoo. tot.

well-furnish-

INVESTIGATE
"

TUB
OF

MERITS

Dr. Whittington's
TREATMENT

FOR

Tuberculosis
Write for free booklet and
Information.
3. D. VAN DEVENTER,
Special Representative.
S24 W. Coal.
Phone 2028--

pt

'

I
I

it

i

lUar Admiral Ctrl T. Vogclgeitng.
Rear Admlnd Carl T. Vogelgesang
'
of the U. S. navy It on
com-

t.

g

Superspar
last spring for the first time have learned as the summer
went by that from May 1st to October 1st their small
investment in Superspar has paid them scores of divi- dends in the nice compliments of their friends.
Dozens of times callers never entered the front door,
that the home is comfortyet in spite of this they know
well-kethe porch furniture
and
able,
'

-

t

Held, on

n,

your Baby's Food

Tells Officers He Had
Planned Bigger Escapade

PHONE
Patcel Delivery

-

Bl

ly

teiipoonfoj will nukt a fretful
yougsMr happy and playful

TIIE

II
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Don't Experiment with

PLOT TO RGB

n

Mount Clemens, Mich.; Oct. 16.
Traveling at a greater speed
than any human being ever
attained, Lieutenant It.
Maughan, a United States army
pilot, today set a new world's
by coverairplane speed recordcourse
at the
ing a
rate of 248.5 miles an hour.
The record was made during
official government tests of Bpeed
planes that participated in the
national air races at Self ridge(
ley.
field last week, and was eloctrlofrom
Mc
officers
timed
by
jnlly
cook, lieiu.
and
Aeronautical
engineers
army and navy officers who witnessed the flight were astounded.
The demonstration, they declared,
proved that there was no limit to
the spoed that might be attained
in the air.
Lieutenant Maughan niado the
i record
breaking flight in the same
plane with which he won the
Pulitzer trophy race on Saturday.
Tho machine is a Curtiss army
with Curtlss
powered
four hundred horse power engines.
After sotting the now record,
Lieutenant llaughan continued his
flight to show that the tremendous
On
pace could bo maintained.
four laps ho was timed at the
and
32.22
an
hour
miles
rate of
hl
average for eight laps was
229 miles an hour,
of tho machine
Kxaminatlon
after the flight disclosed that It
teeth the
in
was
perfect condition, and that
nothing in the nature of a "trick"
way.
right
flight figured In the record perIt's saf- eformance.
Later Lieutenant Maughan add.
no grit,
ed to the astonishment of pilots
and officials on the field by flying approximately one mile with
10c
targe tizi 25 e Medium
the machine on its side. The feat
was in reality a flight without
the aid of wings.
In other trials during the day
the speed record for monoplanes
C.
was shattered by ono navy and
'
SPECIALIST IN OtXLAB
three army machines.
Lieutenant Barksdalo covered
KEFRACTION
courso at the
the
107 & Fourth.
Pbooe 1057-rato of 191 miles an hour and
Lieutenant Whitehead made 187. Mrs. Baker, so much Benefited by
Loening-Fackar- d
drove
They
planes.
Captain Hunter, in a
Thomas Morse, was timed at 17S
Anxious to Help Others
360
miles an hour and Lieutenant
Calloway in the navy's Bee Liner
Lebanon, Indiana. "I was comracer made 177 miles an hour.
pletely run down from women's trou
bles and stomach
And Messenger Service.
trouble and for a
MemaR-tsPackages- - Bngga pe.
U. S. SEA FIGHTER
long time was
WILL REORGANIZE
hardly able to do
my work. I had
BRAZILIAN NAVY
somo friends who
had taken Lydia
Wind Shield Glass-Lumbbe-fo-

Vi

BOY, 18, BARES

BY LOUS SEIBOLD
(New York Herald Copyright)

FOR SICK VETS

;

October
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"said" so.
Nov the furniture goes into "winter quarters." The
best part of the Superspar story remains to be told.
Next spring, when the porch comes into its own,
that porch furniture will be as good as new-th- anks
to Superspar Varnish.
Superspar Varnish is well named. It stands up under

Especially

sdapted for
Table Tops

Window SilU

Front Doors'
Automobiles

weather that ranges from cold spring rain to blistering
August sun. It actually is a SUPER Varnish. Try it on
some difficult surface that requires a bcller than bed
varnish.
Sold by Leading Dealers,
'

MANUFACTURED jPY

1cMurtryMf(Co.
Paint and Varnish Makers

LUMBER
GLASS
CEMENT

DENVER, COLORADO

.

PAINT
PLASTER

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.
423 North First Street

McMurtry Paints nod Varnishes for Sale By

The Albuquerque Lumber Company
Albuquerque, N. M.

.

ALBUQUERQUE

October 17, 1$22
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MOUNTAIN TO BE CONFEDERATE MEMORIAL

DENVER FIRM

INTEREST

Page Three
RECEIVER'S REPORT'

LORDS GETTING

1

G1IHT

GETS

JOURNAL

MORNING

FILED IN MURPHEY
CASE
SANATORIUM

READYTOMEET

The report of Fred W. Fisher,
for the
appointed
sanatorium in the case of
Meta Murphey against W. T.
the Murphey sanatorium and
tho trustees of the property of the
Episcopal church, has been filed in
tho district court.
Papers, letter files nnd accounts
Game May Be Played Here referring
to the sanatorium business between September 13, 1921,
or El Paso; Opponents and
were
25, 1922,
September
by Dr. Murphey, according
Expected to Prove Tough burned
to information given the receiver
This Yeai
by Dr. Murphey's secretary. One
loose leaf ledger was turned over
Having returned from an inva- by tho secretary and six boxes ot
sion of Colorado that resulted in papers belonging to the scnitorlum
penses. The work already has (i defeat that was almost a vie- - were found storedtointhea local warehouse, according
report.
started.
tory, at the hands of the UniverAccounts against the sanatorium
The cutting of the memorial sity of Colorado, Coach Johnson is amount
to
$1,259.31,
according to
now pointing his Lobo squad for the receiver's
was begun early in September,
report.
and will be completed probably their game with tno Texas Miners
of El Paso, October 28. Tho gama
by 1930. The first section is to will
BURCH TRIAL POSTPONED.
be played either in Albuquerbe finished and unveiled in about
Los Angeles, Oct. IS. The third
El Paso, the place not
three years, and the second prob- que or in
trial of Arthur C. Burch, indicted
having been decided.
ably in five years.
The Miners this year are pretty for the murder of J. Reltoti KenAt the base of the mountain a much
of an unknown quantity. nedy, was again postponed today
.nonster hull will be cut as a Hitherto they have never boasted in the superior court until
memorial to the women of the
a team that could compare favorconfederacy. The hall, 200 feet ably with the Varsity, but under
will
into
reach
back
the the tutelage of Coach Vowell they
long,
solid granite of the mountain's
have been developing steadily, getbase sixty feet. The roof will be ting a little better each year, and
this year, with "Bevo" Bevans,
fifty feet hish. The hall will be
former Lobo backfield man, coachturned over to the United Dauging the backfield, the Ore Diggers
hters of th Confederacy and will
nre quite llkery to put a team in
be used fs their meeiing place
the field that will furnish real
and for keeping the documents
competition for the Lobos.
and mementoes of the confedthe mountain. A fund of $2,000,-00- 0
Among the members of last
has been raised .o defray ex
eracy.
back
year's Miner eleven who are
in tho moleskin this year are
halfback; Whito, center; and
Inst year's captain; "Porky" EvSPARK COILS STOLEN
ans, backfield man; and Olson, a
THREE TIMES IN TWO
Two valuable
powerful lineman.
to the Ore Diggers' squad
DAYS FROM I. SINGER additions
ore Joe Spenee. uxKie ana gunru
on the New Mexico Military instiIke Singer, 816 West Tljeras ave- tute team for three years, and
OF
nue, reported to the police last
guard in 1919, and
man of
night that his spark coils had been Lee Slaughter, three-lettcharstolen from his car three times in the El I'aso High school andwriters
Jaso sport
El
acterized
by
two days. Tho machine was stand- as one of the greatest halfbacks
ing in West Central avenue, near that ever played with tho El Paso
the Pastime theater, when the coils Tigers.
So, tnklng it all In all, the LoLocal Railway Men to Join were taken.
bos
may expect a real game when
317
W.
Charles
Greenshaw,
meet the Miners. They may
in Nationwide Movement South Edith street,
they
that
reported
find the easy pickings of old, but
was
entered
his
Sunday
garago
for More Memberships;
are that they will have
night and a rim and spare tire indications
to work for what they earn from
taken off his automobile.
City Campaign, too.
the Miners. At any rate. Coach
Is taking no chances. The
Kailroad men of all ranks in
Lobos will hit tho ball for the next
PASS
two weeks.
the membership of the local rail- SIX APPLICANTS
FOR
road Y. M. C. A. will participate
EXAMINATIONS
during the week of October 24 to
OSTEOPATHIC LICENSE
membership
27, in a continental
They will form one
campaign.
The stale board of osteopathy,
unit of an army of some four which
held a
yesterday
mm,
thousand railroad executives and and last night atmeeting
tho office of its
employes who, in every state ot secretary. Dr. C. H. Conner, rethe union and province of Canthat the following appliand expand the ported
ada, will
cants had passed the examination:
one hundred ten thousand mem Dr.
y TMS
n
htilxl In 111 ""
Daisy MacCrackeu. Dr. Frank
METHOD.
Smite
berships ot the Kailroad Young MacCracken, Dr. Ibcr W. Mervine,
AS ,,'JS:
ftirtiur
For
Ur
prtloolir
opChristian
Men's
associations,
909
C- - Suit
METHOD
Dr. Henry Lewis, and Dr. Mary
V?r
ss, . U AnnlM. Ctl.
erating at two hundred and
A free clinic was conCampbell.
Method
Imitators.
divisional and terminal ducted
Inhalant
Avoid
yesterday afternoon.
Five
points in North America.
Y. M. C. A. Street Railroad associations will also participate.
their efforts in TRIAL TUBE
To
TO MEN SEND COUPON
this campaign, deputies, from the
railroad associations have been
meeting at central points in the
past few weeks in groups repre
of the great
senting twenty-fiv- e
railroad systems of Canada and
'
the United States,
K. V. Berry, of the local railMur-phe-

y

Mur-phe-

'.ON

FOR

0BL1GAT1D

TEXAS MINERS

RAILROAD

ReSharp ' and Fellows ComFifty Million Dollars Is
pany to Build New Mexceived by United States
York
ico & Northwestern Line
New
Through the
Into Jcmez Country.1
Bank.
Federal Reserve.

Washington, Oct. 16. A payment of $50,000,000 from the British government on account, of interest on Great Hritain's obligations to the United States was received today
by the treasury
reserve bank
through the Federal
A
second payment
at New York.
is expected on November 15.,
The treasury announced that the
money received today wold be
used to provide in part for the
$137,000,000 of interest which became due and payable today on
Liberty bonds and Istreasury certificates.made in the
Provision
Liberty loan act that interest on
the war loans should be utilized for
this purpose.
The payment today by the Britwas made
ish treasury, which
Co., is the
through J. P. Morgan & $4,750,000,-000
first Installment of the
British debt to be paid since
May, 1919, when such payments
were suspended under a tentative
agreement between the United
States and the debtor nations. Up
to that time Great Britain had paid
approximately $250,000,000.

The contract for the construction of thn New Mexico and North
western railway from Bernalillo
into the James! country was let yes
terday to tho Sharo and jyonowsit
Construction company of Denver,
was announced last night by layman Porter. Work on the new railroad will begin as soon as possible.
The contract price was not given
out.
Two other bids were made for
the work, one by the Striker Construction, company of Las Vegas
and' another by the Peterson Construction company of Omaha, Neb.
Sharp and Fellows . were also
awarded
the contract for the
bridge. Mr. Matthews, a foreman
for the Denver firm, is already
hero and will look over the project
today. It is probable that work
will begin within a couple of weeks.
Tho contract for a mill to be
constructed by Mr. Porter and his
associates at nernnlillo has not yet
The connecting
been awarded.
track betwen the Santa Fe line and
the new railroad is already being
constructed by the Santa Fe and
will soon he completed.
Twenty- three miles are already on the
ground.

FLARES TO BE USED IN
TIME TABLE CHANGE
NIGHT FLYING WILL BE
ALTERS ARRIVAL OF
TESTED NEXT MONDAY
THREEJFAST TRAINS
be
to
16.
Flares
Oct.
Chicago.
A new time table, effective Wedused between Chicago and Cheymakes
the following
enne, Wyo., in the government's at- nesday,
changes in Santa Fe passenger
tempt to establish night flying from
coast to coast will be tested next trains:
No. 2, which formerly arrived
Monday, Superintendent of Aerial
Mails C. F. Egge announced here here from the west at 2:10 o'clock
m., leaving at 2:40 o'clock, now
p.
today.
The flares, Egge said, will be is due to arrive at 5 o'clock p. m.
placed 24 miles apart from Chicago and leave at 5:30 o'clock.
to Cheyenne, Rnd will be visible to No. 4, the eastboupd California
airmen 12 miles away. He added limited, which formerly arrived at
that attendants will operate the 5:00 o'clock p. m., leaving, at 5:30
signals and report by radio when o'clock, will arrive under the new
tho mail carrying airplanes Pass schedule at 5:10 o'clock p. m and
overhead.
leave at 5:30 o'clock.
Train No. 7, westbound mall
carrier, which has been arriving
MILITARY INSTITUTE
at 10:50 a. m., will arrive under
new schedule at 10:40 o'clock
LOSES TO CLARENDEN the
a. m., and leave at 11:10.

:

Tfnswoll. N. M.. Oct. 16. The
Institute
Vow Mexico Military
Broncos were defeated on Friday
Bulldogs,
the Clarendon, Tex.,
by
b'v the score of 29 to 2. Clarendon
tins
already defeated Abilene
Christian college and Wayland
University of Plainview, Tex.
was as follows:
The line-u- p
Institute.
I'luroluioil.
Clarke
le
Lane
Penn
It
Poeples
IB
Symcovitz
Katliff
...... Blair
rvilllnssworth ...c

nulls

.........rert

Smith
Hitchcock

""""

'

M.Goodwin ,
O. Close
O. Close .
Substitutes:

v,

Mills

Blake

.9.

...lh,
fb

-.

STOMACH

ABOUND

TM&i

DR. WYLDER'S CAR IS
BURNED UP ON ROAD

PART

little raiuus.
75
fruit sugar 1560 calories
of energizing nutriment per pound
in practically predigested form so it
goes to work almost immediately.
Also rich in food-iro- n
taste
good when you're hungry prevent
3 o'clock fatigue
provides real
pep. Try and see.

Little
Sun-Mai- d
"Between-Mea- l"

Raisins
Had

Your Iron Ttdayf

GREAT

er

The civil docket of cases for non
jury trial will be called in the dis
trict court this morning at 10
o'clock, it was announced by Clerk
Harry Lee yesterday.
Tho court has granted the Continental Oil company a restrain
ing order against nave Steel to pre
vent him from selling automobile
trucks on which money is alleged
to ba due the plaintiff.
Carlota V. Garcia, the widow of
Carlos Garcia, who died on June 3,
1922, has filed complaint against
the Sovereign camp of the Woodmen of the World to collect $1,000
on a beneficiary certificate alleged
to be due her. The money has been
refused on the grounds that her
husband had been suspended from
th lodge for
of dues.
This is not true, according to the
complaint.
Marriage licenses have been issued to E. L. Combs and Olive
White, both of Albuquerque; Carlos
Garcia of Los Grelgos, and Juanlta
Perea of Los Duranes; Leonides
Lopes of Espora, N. M and Maria
Gonzales of Albuquerque; Theron
Atherley of Battle Creek, Mich.,
and Marian Dell Brasher of Albuquerque; Cecil A. Thurman and
Ruby Crow, both of Albuquerque.

I CONTEST

FREE

road Y. M. C. A., states that although tho railroad department
of the Y. M. C. A. in America has
been a growing concern for fifty
years, it was not until four years
ago that the railroad associations
began to hold simultaneous annual
campaigns for memberships. The
plan has proven effective and

Mac-Crack-

n

,

Fit and Comfort
in

Nor-wa-

"'

sixty-t-

hree

Another Big

Blanket Sale

WOLVES DRIFT
OVER BORDER'
FROM MEXICO
Wolves from Old Mexico are tho
most "undesirable aliens" that ever
sneak across the border. So steady
is their drift across the line into
this country that a crew of U. S.
Biological survey hunters has been
concentrated along the border to
exterminate the aliens, accordinf
to the local headquarters.
Three survey hunters and two
association hunters employed by

Come with supreme confidence that you will buy
this Blanket for less than the manufacturer has
to pay for the cotton today.

Multiplies Itself in Lath ir

imes

ALL

two-third-

r IPv

as?

fc

economical of time as well.
"It has brought." he says, "the
membership as high as 123,000,
EL AT
and despite the railroad strikes of
the present year and business de- pression' it Is even now well over
110.000."
The call for service at an InIt's Quicksilver, Salivates, creased
number of points is
causes Rheumatism and
as emphasized
by fie
fact that G3.000 men use the railBone Decay
road Y establishments daily; that
are used 3.300,000
The next dose or calomel you the dormitories
in the course of a year, and
take may salivate you. It may times
are taken.
baths
2,000,000
shock your liver or start bone ne"Campaigns among the various
crosis. Calomel is dangerous.
It
are often
is mercury, qulcksil.er. It crashes groups of associations
Into sour bile like dynamite, marked," Mr. Berry states, "by
rivalry. Often the assocramping and sickening you. Cal- intense
omel attacks the bones and should ciations in one region, or along
the lines ot ono railroad system,
never be put Into your system.
If you feel bil'ous. headachy, challenge another. Each associaconstipated and all knocked out, tion can formulate Its own methjust go to your druggist and get a ods of campaign and devices for
bottle of Dodson's Aver Tone, for stimulating Interest."
The campaign here will be una few cento which is a harmless
vegetable substitute for dangerous der the leadership of one of the
calomel. Tako a spoonfui and if It local railroad men and will be
doesn't
start
liver and ono ot the units also in the Red,
your
straighten you up better and quick- White and Blue campaign which
er than nasty calomel and with- is to be conducted next week. The
out making you sick, you just go other two units will be composed
back and get your m aey.
of business and professional men
Don't take calomel! It can not which will be under the generalbe trusted any more than a lcop- - ship of Guy Lauderbaugh for the
Take Dodson's business men Rnd Dr. F. E.
rd or a wild-ca- t.
Liver Tovie which straightens you
for the professional men.
The generals, captains and ,team
right up and makes you feel fine.
Give it to the members
No salts necessary.
hold a meeting
children i because It Is perfectly Thursday atwill'
a luncheon at the Y
harmless a- ' can not salivate.
the
for
of
purpose
finishing plans
Adv
.
for the campaign.

The automobile belonging to Dr.
M. K. Wjider was completely destroyed by firo on Sunday afternoon when it Ignited during a
pleasure ride on the road to
canyon. Tho car Is a total
loss.
The fire was started by gasoline
which was ignited by a back fire
Famous Old Recipe
through the carburetor. The engine has been missing and the car
for Cough Syrup
had been stopped for an investiga
tion. When it was started again
Eailly anil cheaply mod at home,
a flame shot out which burned the
but It bmta them all (or
whole car. The firo was the secquick rectum.
ond automobile
loss which Dr.
Wyldcr has had. another car hav
ing recently been struck and dehave
Thousands of housewives
molished at the railroad tracks.
s
found that they can save
of the money usually spent for coutrh
TWO SMALL FIRES
preparations, by using this
old recipe for making cough
OCCUR LAST NIGHT syrup. It is simple and cheap but it
has no equal for prompt results. It
Two fires occurred last night takes right hold or a cough and gives
relief, usually, stopping an
during tha high wind. The first immediate
cough in 24 hours or less.
was at the Matthew dairy, on the ordinary
2
ounces of Pinex from any
Get
North Fourth street road, where
druggist, pour it into a pint bottle,
x manure pile
to
began
blaze, and add plain Granulated sugar syrup
threatening several buildings. The to make a full pint. If you prefer,
central (fire station responded to use clarified molasses, honey, or corn
the alarm and put out the fire. syrup, instead of sugar syrup. Either
The second was at 311 West Moun- way, it tastes good, keeps perfectly,
tain road, where a barn and sheds and lasts a family a long time.
It's truly astonishing how quickly
belonging to E. Martinez were
It acts, penetrating through every air
wnen we
you trie wit burned.
passage of the throat and lungs-loo- sens
son Bro's Way" for a Wil
and raises the phlegm,
MEN
TO
OWN
RAILWAY
soothes and heals the membranes, and
son Bro's unionsuit, we
but surely the annoying
know you'll ; . be' satisfied.
THEY.M. C. A. TONIGHT gradually
throat tickle and dreaded cough disThat's why we urge you to The Y. M. C. A. will keep open appear entirely. Nothing better for
house tonight for the railway men bronchitis, spasmodic croup, hoarse
come in and see.
or bronchial gsthma.
of Alibuquerque.
Every privilege. Doss
I'incs is a special and highly conthe gymnaIncluding . bowling,
y
centrated
compound of genuine
sium, the swimming pool, the bilpine extract known the world over
liard and pool tables, and the li- for its
healing effect on membranes,
brary will ba open to the railway
Avoid disappointment by asking
men without charge.- Socretary your
ounces of
for "2
druggist
Berry has advertised the- affair Pinex" with full directions and don't
at
and
the
shops
extensively
yard
else.
Guaranteed to
accept anything
411 WFfn' CENTO At
office, and expects a largo crowd. give absolute satisfaction or niuney
promptly refunded. Tin l'incx Co..
UnlliK. Dutcli, iTiipaucsc, Tulips. It. Wiiyur, lnd.
Kor
fall
Daffodils.
Hyacinths,
Adv.
plaining, f Ivch. riwnc 732. Adv.
-

Little rtd boxes (or 5c everywhere you go full of luscious

ALBUOUERDUE

COURT
HOUSE,

CALOM

Mrs. William Brown ileloney.
There is one of the much scorned
and ever present "weeks" which
deserves all the support possible.
It is "better homes in America
week." Inspired by the declaration of President Harding that he
would like to see in every community in America an exhibition of
a model house, Mrs. William Brown
Moloney of New York set to work
to perfect an organization which
would make possible such accomThe committee now
plishment.
aims to have a "better homes"
campaign every ySar.

5c everywhere

Bin-for-

T TRUST

Get at the Real Cause Take
Dr. Edwards' OUve Tablets

Adv.

Gutzon Borglum w:il direct
urmy of 1,000 men with pneumatic chisels which will transform face of Stone Mountain,
Ga., into a gigantic memorial to
Tha
the southern confederacy.
work is to be completed in D"0.
When finished an army of nearly
1,000 men will be carved into the
mountain side. Some of the figures will be more than fifty fett
ir. height and the features o'
Generals Lee, Jackson and other
leaders will be recognizable two
or three miles from the foo'. of

.

ii)iow',

UPSET?

.That's what thousands of stomach
eufferers are doing now. Instead of
taking tonics, or trying to patch up a
poor digestion, they are attacking the
real cause of the ailment clogged liver
and disordered bowels.
.
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets arouse
the liver in a soothing, healing way.
When the liver and bowels are performing their natural functions, away
goes indigestion and stomach troubles.
Have you a bad taste, coated tongue,
poorappetite, a lazy, don't-car- e
feeling,
no ambition, or energy, trouble with
undigested foods? Take Olive Tablets
the substitute for calomel.
Dr. Edwards" Olive Tablets are a
purely vegetable compound mixed with
olive oil. You will know them by their
olive; color. They do the work without
griping, cramps or pain.
Take one or two at bedtime for quick
relief. Eat what you like. 15c and 30c

m

CABINET RESIGNS.
Santiago, Chile,, Oct. 16 (by the
Associated Press). The cabinet
resigned today. It is understood
that the. resignations were caused
Dy decision ot a majority or tne
senators to vote for reservations on
the Tacna-Aric- a
protocol, which is
scheduled for a vote this afternoon.

Smith. D. B.
Stratton
Godfrey
Smith, F.
.r h. ,
Clarendon.
For
Bourlaud for Jackson, E. Goodwin
for G. Close. For the Institute,
Harrington for Penn.

Jackson

r

white.

rg

'

WOMAN PERFECTS
ORGANIZATION FOR
BETTER U. S. HOMES

Stone Mountain, Ga., the face of
which is to be curved into a me-trial. Below, Gutzon Borglum,
the sculptor, in charge of the
work.

For P

We asked 1,000 men what they most
wanted in a shaving cream. Then we worked
18 months, making up and testing 130 formulas, to completely meet their desires.
We who did it have spent our lifetime in
soap study. Some of our creations are world
is the
Talmolive
famous. One of them
leading toilet soap in existence.
So we claim you owe to yourself and us
this pleasant test we offer.

ip

Lot

0

Lot

Tin
Dept.

PALMOUVE
2,

nkets

Big quality Bed Blankets. These
of extra heavy cotton. Exceptional
values. Sale Price, each

Lot

4-BIa-

blankets are

C1 QQ

tO

nkets

Dependable qualities, 66x80, heavy wool nap,,:
plaid ; very desirable quality ; all colors ; plaids,;
pink with white, green, brown, grey,
CQ QQ
blue, tan, white. Sale Price, each. . . . pO(jU
,

.

-

Lot 5 Blankels
Barlin Plaid Blankets; pink, blue and gray.
broken lots in dark colors. Values
up to $7.50. Sale Price, each

Also

$4.98

-

1680

Blankets, full size, in plaids
and plain colors. This blanket is made of fine
wool. While they last, values up to Q? AO
, . ; .
$10.00. Sale Price
Big lot of

All-wo-

U. S. A.

ol

-

and mail to

Lot 7 Blankets

COMPANY

Milwaukee.

3-Bla-

Lot 6 Blankets

SHAVES FREE
tiimt

i
"

LIVE

Simply insert your name and

$1.48

100 pair Bed Blankets, assorted colors; values up
to ?3.50. Extra fine cotton twill
QQ
n)i-Sale Price, each

SHAVING CREAM
10

- Blankets

-

You are possibly content. But remember we
tried 130 times to improve on all other
creams. Give us a trial see if we've excelled. Cut out the coupon now.

O

1

Lot 2 Blankets

Here are five reasons why you should compare this shaving cream with yours."
It multiplies itself in lather 250 times.
It softens the beard in one minute.
It maintains its creamy fullness for ten
minutes on the face.
The bubbles are enduring. They support
the hairs for cutting while weaker bubbles
break.
The after effects leave you happy, with
skin smoothed and pores cleaned by the
palm and olive oils.

PALM

- Blankets

200 Apache Blankets, red only, with black stripped
border, extra "good quality, while they,
la,st, Sale Price, each
tyLt&iU

Five reasons

.

Q

200 pair Bed Blankets, grey only.
Sale Price, each

assothe stockmen's
ciation, are at work along the
southern border of the state. Six
wolves have been poisoned on the
Ballard ranches, east of
Paso,
and six of the predatory animals
west of El Paso have been killed
by trapping and poisoning since

$U0

LOOK AT THIS
We have just received a large shipment,
Bed Blankets. Made out of extra fine wool, good
assortment, in patterns dark, and light
plaids. Values up to $12. Sale Price.
all-wo- ol

$7.98

1

,
September 1,
The drifting of wolves Is not so
noticeable In the northern part of
the state, according to the survey,
although the few wolves that are
left are mora difficult to catch.
The last of the pack are always
outlaws and are wise to the ways of
hunters. One famous wolf in the
northern part of the state is out
witting hunters by cutting Us own j
trans through the woods, it is
trap-shas
and poisoned- - bait-sh- y
well. '
. The
coyote extermination work
in .the state will bo resumed on
November 1. The men who have
been working at rodent contro.
during the summer will be detailed
to coyote work.

Lot

r
REMEMBER
You'll Always Do Better at

SPECIAL CLASSES In Telegraphy, and Business and Conversational Spanish now being organized.
DAY AND NIGHT SESSIONS In all commercial subjects.
Private and individual attention to backward students.

ti:ij:phoni:

Phone 352

27.

1

1

?53

Opposite Y. to. C. A.

'
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FIRST AIR ACCIDENT AT DETROIT RACES

A

9

k

Latest Clues Brought Into
the Case Are Two Handkerchiefs Found on the

on

Whether to Break Up the
Coalition or Stand by
Premier Lloyd George.

.

London, Oct. 16 (by tlio Associated Press). This has been a
day of feverish activity in Down
ing street, the chief development
being a summons to the unionist
members of the cabinet and 350
unionist members of the houso of
commons to a conference at the
Carlton club os October 10. to decide whether to break up the coalition or stand by Premier Lloyd
tieorge.
The decision to call this meet11
ing was taken at number
Downing street. Austen Chamberof
consultation
lain's home, alter
Mr. CHamuerltun with his unionist
colleagues and the chief party organizers, among them Hir George
who, it is recalled,
Younger,
scotched'' the premier's general
election plan a few months ago
on the ground that the party machinery was not ready.
rhamlM-rlali- i
Will Preside.
Mr. Chamberlain as a party leader, will preside, at the Carlton club
meeting, the result of which the
girlnie minister will await before
.deciding on his line. of acton. Mr.
will ask for a voto
' Chamberlain
of confidence and on this will depend Ills remaining in office and
tho
general election. If
accorded, it will be left for the
premier to indicate his course,
which in any ease will not be divulged until after he attends the
Prince of Wales' public welcome
home, October 1!0.
The participation of Winston
Churchill, the colonial secretary,
in the campaign, has been sudof
denly cut short by an attackhim
gastritis, which has obliged
10 cancel ull public engagements
Prior to Mr. Chamberlain's consultation, the premier hold "a war
council" at number lu Downing
ntreet, with the members of his,
cabinet, including Mr. Chamber-Iainafter which he departed for
Chequers court.
"Ominous Rumblings.
are heard
'"Ominous rumblings
from labor nuarters, one promiofficial
being reported
nent partv
to have declared that no fewer
than 420 labor candidates would
appear in the next eiecuuu,
whom sufficient would be returned
to make it most difficult for any
government to resist them. J. !!
Thomas, speaking at Newport, de-of
livered a scathing indictment
the government which, he said,
had lost all prestige and honor.
.He predicted on election before
Christmas and roundly condemned
Mr. Chamberlain's suggestion of
other parties combining against labor, as depriving labor of the right
to vote and forcing the men to
dictate action.
Sir Walter Jtunciman, at a liberal meeting at Portsmouth, made
an onslaught against the governg
ment which he declared was
in its foreign policy and Infinance.
efficient in
Lord Gladstone, reply to Premier Lloyd George's attack on him
in. his Manchester speech, writes
To the Times charging the premier
with responsibility for menacing a
recurrence of Turkish aggression
ngainst the Christian populations
und Europe itself.

Phillips Farm Recently.
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Crowds viewing wrecked plane after crash.
sembled for the Pulitzer races.
pier at Detroit and was badly
Hundreds of curious persons indamaged. So far this has been
the only accident to planes as
spected the wreck after the crash.

Buffeted by a stiff wind, the
big Curtis triplane, piloted by
Lieut. R. Irvine, crashed into a

'

months' run on the "lane of white SANTA

j

Theater

Today

I.,

"11"

Thpntei"
starring in .1.

is at the Pastime theater
for five days, commencing today.
Mary Carr, better known as "the
sweetest mother In all the world,"
has, In this new production, the
role of a mother who spares the
rod and spoils the child the child
In this case being a selfish son
who browbeats a loving sister and
a brother. Wis arrogance lead
the mother to sacrifice the fruits of
years of labor in order to clear his
name from a stigma.

I lights,"

Betty

Compson
M. Hurries play,
"The
Little
Minister."
It Is
ukor but
presented by Adolph
J li'j man
a Paramount picture,
agement is also showing "Puttie
Review" and "Current Kvotits"
pictures.

Theater The Guldwyn
Lyric
Corporation presents a gi'at pic
In
ture
"Kemembrance," with the
principal stars being Patsy Kuth
Miller, Claude Gilliiigw.'iler ind
Cullcn landis; also showing the
comedy, "Law and Order."
Pastime Theater A great pic
ture is at the Pastime thi3 week,

namely: "Silver Wings," present
ed by William Pox and d tract
from a season's sensational nm
on Broadway, .Nciv York, with
Mary Carr as the star. A special
orchestra will accompany
the
night shows,, commencing at 7;4
o'clock.
BKTTY COMPSOV IS AT
TIlCATMIt, (STAItniXG
IX "LITTLE MIXISTKU"

""

Nigel Uarrie, who plays the
heavy role of Captain Halllweil
in "The Little Minister," Betty
Compson's new Paramount pics,
ture produced by Penryhn
which will be the attraction
at the "B" Theater for the next
few days, commencing today, Is
no relation to the author of the
Hut
play. Sir James M. Carrie.
from the beginning, the studio
folk started calling him cither Si)
James or Sid .Nigel.
."But I'm not related cither to
the long dead knight of Conan
Doyle's novels, or to tho living
author, says Mr. Uarrie. "When
I first came to the United States,
they feared I'd bo regarded as a
son or some relation of Sir James'
and so I was Induced to change
the spelling to 'Carry'. However,
I've gone back to the original
now.
My grandfather and great
grandfather wero both in tho
British military, and in this role
I made up to resemblo the latter
MOTION TO DISMISS
as I could, especially as
as
INJUNCTION DENIED to nearly
the arrangement of my hair."
Betty Comnson in the stellar
Coriscana,xTexas, Oct. 1C The role of Lady Babbie and George
as Gavin, are other
Hackathorne
motion to dismiss the temporary
members of a really excellent
injtinction filed by Davis B. Tram- cast.
mel!, in behalf of Earle 13.
democratic United States
senatorial nominee, was overruled YOU HAVK WAITK1 I OR
KliMEMBRASCK," AM) IT
1'y Judge Hcarbrough late today.
IS NOW AT THE IAMC
The motion to postpone was
then taken up.
In "Remembrance," the big
Goldwyn special, opening a run of
a few days at the Lyric today,
Rupert Hughes has again demonstrated himself a film craftsman
of the first order. The new phototo Mr,
play is a companion-pictur- e
Hughes' screen masterpiece, "The
Old Nest," which was one of the
really big pictures of last year.
Constant Itching Almost few"Remembrance
does for Father
Unbearable!
what "The Old Nest" did for
Wa know there la one thlnir that Mother; it presents tho head of the
house in a sympathetic light, lie
stops tcrcma. and that la more
j S. . R. builda them by "comes first after everyone else"
I he
million!
Tou ran inrrease your but In the end he comes out strong.
rolla to th point whfr It
Grout is the head of a
la practically Impossible for eczema to "Pop"
household which has developed
Into "spenders"; they look upon
"Pop" as a "good thing" to be
worked to the limit and "Pop"
works to the limit for his family.
When tho limit is reached, "Pop"
has an illness which nearly carries
him off to a better world and his
family awake to a belated sonse
of his importance in their little
world of the present. Mrs. Grout
becomes again tho helpful, sympathetic wife; the worthless son
who was on the point of stealing
the securities upon which the rehabilitation of the family fortutt'
depended, awakens to his wortl
lessness and repents; and ti.
daughters find they have a mi.
affection for their father.
Mr. Hughes directed the picture
s
We know (hat aa
eilt.
incrcaae In number, blood linpnrltlta as a film of this sort should be
anlahl We also know that night fol- directed with imagination and In
low! day. Both are facta! But bare you, sight as well as in a workmanlike
rczema anffercrs, eTer actually taken
way. There are .In It hundreds of
adTantaga et tbla wonderful fact? the deft little touches that go to
Tbouaands Juit like yon hare narer
make a Rupert Hughes pleture Inbought about it! Bkin eruptlona,
eczema with all Ha fiery,
finitely closer to real human beings
unreachthan the average run of photoplays.
torture and lta
able ltrblng. pltnplea, blackheads and It reaches the heart of the speclieila, they all pack op and go, when tator and Is not merely a pleasthe tlda of
begina to roll ant means of passing an hour.
s
lu I
ara the flghting-glantThe cast ranks in ability, Intelif natural 8. 8. S. builda them by the
with
'million I It baa been doing It alnce ligence and convincingness
the best that Goldwyn has ever
1S2S! 8. a S. la one of the greatest
blood cell builders, blood clranaera selected for any picture. Claude
nnd
known to as morGillingwater Is "Pop" Grout to the
tal! ! When yon put these facta to- very life. lie is an acior oi long- on tne stage
gether, then to eontlnne to bare eczeestablished
ma and akin eruptlona looka more like and a screenreputation
acquisition of which
a sin than a diaeaae. Mra. Arthur N.
Kate
filmdom should be proud.
Hntlth, Peart St, Newark, Ohio, wrltea: Lester
is "Mom" and the children
"My littl firt had a ry bed an et
ectasia. Sht bpan Ca&taf 5. S. S. and are acted by Cullen Landis, Patsy
it wtU fttv). I thank you wry muck. 1 Ruth Miller, Richard Tucker, Nell
tell ty frindt what a good mtdicim it Craig and Dana Todd. Esther RalI cannot telle too much 6m it, for ston, Arthur Trimble, Lucille Rick-seI know it it O. KJ,
Max Davidson, William CarHere Is your opportunity. S. S, 8. roll and Helen
Hayward complete
contains only vegetable medicinal Incast.
the
gredient!. Because 8. 8. 6. doea build
"The Old Nest"
if
you
enjoyed
It ronta rheumatium,
builds firm fleah, fills out hollow do not muss "Remembrance."
beantifiea
the complexion,
cheeks,
builda yon up when yon are
"MOTHER OP TIIK SCREEX,"
H. 8. 8. Is sold at all drng stores, In
MARY CARR. STARRING IX
two sixes. The larger alia bottle la
"SILVER WIN
Stan-law-

vacil-iintin-

-

CONCRETE ROAD IS ON
THE PROGRAM FOR '23
Niwlnl to Tho Journal.
16. Federal
Oct.
Se.nta Pe,
roads to be constructed across.
Indian lands in .New Mexico dur
ing tiio year 1123, will cost $979,- 500, it is estimated by Leslie A.
state highway engineer.
C.illott,
Under tho present federal aid
road act, tho entire cost of these
protects will be paid from the
United States treasury.
There will be constructed nine
with
art
aggregate
projects,
Of these,
length of 80 miles.
bo
of concrete, to cost
three will

The prologue shows
an ideal
American
family in a humble
home, and the comedy element is
especially evident here. It is tie
scribed as good wholesome humor,
ana tne piny itseir is said to be replete with laughs, thrills, and $709,000.
heart-throbOne of these concrete bouleOne of Mary Carr's own child- vards will be i!l miles in length,
ren Is in the prologue. This is between Santa Pe and Bernalillo,
Mary Beth Carr.
on the Albuciuerque-Sant- a
Other prominent characters in
highway.. The second vill
the play are portrayed by Percy Vegan
bo in Sandoval county, joining
Milton as the unspoiled son, Jo- onto the end of ' tho
present
seph Striker as "the spoiled boy," boulevard north of Albuquerque,
May Beth Carr as the daughter and running north Into Sandoval
in the prologue and Jane Thomas county a distance qf five miles.
as the daughter in the play.
The third will be eight miles in
In New York City, where it had length, on the Albuquerque-Los
an extended run at the Apollo Lunns
road.
"Silver
acwas
theater,
All the other projects will be
Wings"
claimed by the critics as one of the surfaced with gravel.
most wholesome and instructive
film plays that was ever seen on
There is no ignoring the fact thai
tho silver screen. Clergymen of the League of Nations Is still vital
all denominations unanimously ap- enough to carry, on operations
proved it and the photoplay form- which must involve n considerable
ed the subject of many sermons. expense account. Washington Star.
s.

Fe-L-

New Brunswick, N. J., Oct. 16
(by the Associated Press. Cessa
tion of all activities to turn the investigation of the double murder
of .the Rev. Edward Wheeler Hall
and Mrs. Eleanor Rheinhardt Mills
over to state authorities, it was
learned tonight, has followed promises bv the Middlesex and Somerset
county authorities that definite ac
in an nrresi
tion, culminating
would be taken within the next 24
hours.
Citizens of New Brunswick, who
have been caustlo in their criticism
of the handling of the entire case,
the
have
apparently accepted
promises in good faith and speak
of
early acoptimistically tonight
tion whjch will go far toward clearing the mystery.
A close race, haying as Its goal
an arrest, which will stand the Investigation of the grand Jury, has
developed between the county
and the three state troopers who have been working independently on the case on the orders from Governor Edwards.
The county prosecutors of Mid
dlesex and Somerset counties decline to Intimate the trend of their
latest investigation.
Tho latest clues brought into the
case, the new Brunswick
police
said tonight, wero two handkerchiefs found on the Phillips farm
Sunday following the discovery of
tho two bodies. One of them is
paid to be a man's
Inrge white
linen handkerchief.
It had no
mark.
The
second was
Identifying
smaller, Ince trimmed and b,ore the
initial "S."
The ten letters which Charlotte
Mills, daughter of the slain woman, announced through her attorney were In her possession and
which she said proved that
between her mother and
the rector was only "platonio," are
dated from Islesford, Me., and bear
dates of last August, it became
known today. "The authorities have not seen
these letters," said Julius Braun,
private detective retained by Charlotte, "and we do not intend to
disclose their contents now,"

Pay the price of Schilling
Coffee and get plenty of good

j

cheer for breakfast.

That's the way costs more
per pound, but not per cup.
Wings of the morning!

IN

THRACE!

EASTERN

imiiiiiwamii

in"

Oct. 16. Miy
Constantinople,
Associated
tho
Press). The
at
French
military commander
Adrianople has requested Gener
reinImmediate
for
al Chaniy
forcements in Eastern Thrace. He
Is
declares that "the situation
fraught with danger.'
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HINKLE

Showing a greater variety of
Overcoats, .Topcoats and Sweaters. Come in and see them.

TOR GOVERNOR

VOW CONGRESS

1

T

$16.50, $25.00, $27.50,
$30.00

YOU SHOULD SEE

Ms

THE NEW MODEL "BU31HALL" FUEL

1

and Kuppenheimer

Stein-Bloc- h

smart coats in the season's late

STOVE
Saves 40

creations now on display.

$35.00, $37.50, $40J0,
$45.00

On Your Coal Bills

Alway Pleased to Show Thi Stove Whether You Buy or Not.
EVERY STOVE

!

GUARANTEED

J. KORBER & CO.
Albuquerque's Big Hardware Store.
Just Acro8$Frcm City Hall.
BRINGING UP FATHER.
I

a

VONOER IF HE.

(

BT
THE

COLr LINK'b ON

I

ARE

FONNIER.THAN

WOMEN-THERE'-

y

For Quick and Certain Results try the Journal Want Ad Columns.

OILY - THE. MEN

DREt.-bl-

Mi

Albuquerque's Exclusive Clothiers.

Copyright, 1921, by tho International News Service,
Registered O. S. Patent Office.

a

'

waslnra 0,

Ho

We Deliver and Set Up Your Stove the Day You Wish.
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(Political Adv.)

with Eczema
!
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MORROW

JONES

it

veroo

Republican protection in this case from the possibility
of mistakes in dress arrangement comes high.
FOR StiNATOK

ii

.

is taxed sixty per cent more under the new

tariff.

.

asks TeISrcements

Good Morning!
That mirror

chillin

.

May-"fiel- d.

Blood-cell-
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DOUBLE MUKDEH

4
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a Decision

n

.

SOON III JERSEY

FUTURE COURSE
Reach

v

EXPECT ARREST

MEET TO DECIDE

Will

October 17, 1922.
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By George McManus
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HAWEYOUCOYA
CHEW OF TOSCCO?
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TELL. YOU
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CHEWING
EVER

a
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"Silver Wings," featuring Miry
Carr. the picture
Fox
William
chose to open his Broadway season
a
and which enjoyed
successful six

'
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Pace Five
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Woman's
MISS M'BKHJE FLACKS XEIXIE
CHAPTER 25.
Although it was Saturday Nellie
insisted upon going to see Miss
JilcBrlde about a position.
"I don't want to lose any time,
if I did hold up that old, crook
tor my wages and a reference,"
Hlio told Cora, who wanted her to
rent until Monday.

"Oh, I'll try so hard!" Nellie
exclnimed.
"They pay well," Miss McBride
"I don't know what
went on.
if
they will give you; to start, but
vou can fill the place It will mean
for
chance
with
to
a'
$18
$20,
more."
Nellie gasped. As much as Cora
was getting.
Oh, how she would
work.
must
dress neatly, but lu
"You
that office the girls do not wear
o
waists, nor bright colors. What you have on is very
suitable a dark dress with dainty
collars and cuffs, shoes cared for,
neat appearance.
a generally
Don't look so conscious. I always
advise my girls about their dress.
You may not realize it, but it
often helps a girl to get on. Take
two girls in an office who are
do their
equally smart and who
work well. If there is a chance
for advancement I have noticed
it Is the more quietly dressed, the
dainty girl, who Is preferred."Cora
"That's Just the way

BY LENORE

FROM PARIS.

For the woman who adores the
romantic grace of a cape. Dame
Fashion has designed many allurr
From
ing creations this season.
a miwvelous orange and silver ai- fair which I saw at Poirot's, to the

ALBUQUERQUE POLICE
AND WATER SYSTEMS
PRAISED BY W ATKINS

GIRLS

"1 bvlife
that AHnKiuci iIih
h;is the best police and water de
of
any city us
partments
the United Slutcs;"' writes II. I;.
t'ily (.'iminii.--sioiiSIIWatkins to Weil.
Mr. Walklns.
Sidney M.
who formerly was manager of the
Chamber of ComAlbuquerque
now has a similar po.siifon
merce,
to
Here
State Club Leader
with the chamber of commerce ot
His letter
Make
Arrange- Port Huron,ho .Mich.
Is anxious to sestates that
to
State
cure from Albuquerque the hisments for Trip
tory of the local police and water
Month.
in
College Later
departments, with statistics as to
personnel, salaries, receipts, disTwo young dark-eye- d
girls from bursements, and manner of conare
duction. It is presumed that Mr.
the Old Albuquerque school
is endeavoring to assist
going to show them how to prepare Watkins
municipal matters.
and serve a hot school lunch at Tort Huron in Calkins
and Police
Manager
the annual state demonstration City
Chief Galusha are preparing to
contest for boys and girls clubs at send Mr. Watkins all the avail27 able information.
State College on October
and 28, The final plans for their
Professor Sir Arthur Keith detrip and the demonstration were
made yesterday by Miss Amelia nies that a large head indicates
who
club
state
leader,
Alexander,
brains. In nuny cases it merely
was in the city yesterday from signifies that the owner won the
State College.
war. Punch.
The girls have prepared their
demonstration carefully.
They
will work for about 40 minutes
as
go
time
the
all
they
talking
ahead with the demonstration, explaining each process and telling
the reason for it. They will talk
Muir Peaches Evaporated
on the three grades of school
lunches and the proper kinds of
hot soups to be served at the
pound .
school to augment the lunch. They
Arkansas
will prepare a soup and show how
Evaporated
it should bo served.
Apples
The Bernalillo county team is
pound
composed of Miss Pauline Maestis
Both are Evaporated
and Anita Springer.
Apricots
where
school
Town
Old
from the
(fancy)
two
expehad
have
years'
they
rience in the preparing of hot
pound
school lunches. They will he ac- -,
Dates
Fresh California
Mrs.
eompanled to State College by
1
demon-per
home
Maud Doty, county
box
stration agent.
The team will be sent to theMonte Tomatoes No.
Del
BcrnaState College to represent
Other counties will
lillo county.
g
teams, poultry,
send
can
and
canning, cooking, millinery
Del Monte whole beets
sewing teams. All of tho children
will be entertained during their; No. 2
be
stay at the college, They willand
can
housed in the old barracks
Del Monte Sliced Pine- furnished.
be
will
meals
their
About 100 are expected to attend; apple No. 2
from all over the state.
can
"The oblect of the demonstra-Don't fail to visit The
tion is to show other children that
Groce-Tote- 's
the lunches can be prepared and,
Shillings'
served bv the school girls them-Tea
and Coffee Demonschools
selves and to Inspire other
I
strations.
to adopt the u"stem," said Mls
"People will
Alexander yesterday.
road and hear about liot nineties
hnt never nttempt them until they
These
see them actually done.
irlrls will clve demonstrations In
from
return
when
this county
they
the stale contest.1

EI

Br Edna Kent Forbes.

JANE PHELPS

local
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BEAUTY CHATS

RQMAHCE

A STENOGRAPHER'S
BY

ally Magazine Page

KAISER TO MARRY
1
GERMAN PRINCESS
AT DOORN NOV. 5

S TRATOR

Final

addressed envelope for the bleaching formula.
Josephine. The fleshy knob on
Dinty. Freckles are tho result
ot excessive iron in the blood, your nose can be somewhat reduced
massage. The apbrought to the skin's BUrface by plicationthrough
of
cream would
the sun's rays. The fact that you not help. vanishing
28
never had freckles prior to
Tilly M, D. I will be glad to
you the formulas on receipt
merely moans that you did not mall
of
a stamped addressed envelope.
have a condition previous to that
A
freckles.
girl of 15. height 5 foet 3 inches,
time that would cause,
weight at 110
Our bodies are never tho same will be norn.al
as they were a year before, pos- - ( pounds.
L.
You can purchase any
sihlv not the same one day as the( T. I.
mur nas hook at tho larger book stores.
past one. That your more
will
a
of
They
always order one for you
grown stronger and has
glint is possibly due to this iron if it is not included in thoir regwhich shows on tho skin and has ular stock. Y'ou can also be adon tho selection of books if
brightened and strcngthed the hair. visedaBk
such assistance,
You can bleach off the freckles you
Discouraged Lad. The preparas they show, but you cannot rid
do not remove
yourself of the tendency unless ations you mention Learn
to brush
some chemical change takes place hair permanently.
thes?
brows
so
stray hairs
in your own system. This is not your
will
not
This
may b
a
perdisfigure.
at all unlikely since many
son has freckled for a few years done by hushing down the hairs
that grow above the brow, and then
and then ceased freckling.
Embarrassed. Olive oil will not brushing up such hairs as grow
darken your hair. It your black below the brow, after which bring
hair is turning red at the roots It all of them into an arched line by
shows your scalp is in need of at- shaping them with your fingers.
every
tention. Massuge it vigorously ev- You may have to do this before
day, but it will not be long
ery day until the scalp la" loose
so
hairs
is
have
the
they
trained
bones'
blood
and tho
you
from tho
will stay in place without much
circulating healthfully.
Belle. I am glad to hear of your attention.
M. K. M.
There Is no way to
success in reducing as a result' of
artificially.
my diet chart. Your sister's skin make the. lashesNocurl
amount of hair
Subscriber.
,will likely be clear of these pimrestore your
a" few
will
tonics
condiThis
completely
in
years.
ples
tion often occurs with either boys hair if your general health is poor.
or girls of her age. The important The condition of the hair follows
condithat of the system. This Is especthing is not to aggravate tho
tion by eating too many sweets or ially true if there is any trouble
the nerves. But it is well to
very rich food: alfo never bruise with
all
tho skin by picking tho pimples; continue to cultivate the hair
bethis causes soars that will take the whllo the general health is
years to eradicate. Send a stamped ing improved.
ANSWERED LETTERS.

"This was your first position?"
more conservative but wholly lux
.Miss McBrldo asked, already most
urious black velvet model pictured
"kindly disposed toward Nellie betoday, the cape in many different
cause ot what Gladys Doran had
told her the more so atter seeing
the girl in person.
"Yes, my first office position,"
Nellie answered, a roguish twinkle
in her eyes.
'What did you do before that?"
"Slung hash for Miss Carter at
Hudson Corners, and learned to
typewrite between times."
r.-."Well, I don't think Miss Carter's reference would help you."
with a
Miss McBride replied
laugh. "But this reference is very talks."
very."
satisfactory
"Miss Cora is a very unusual
Nellie wondered what she would
You
if
she
she had written !girl, has splendid principles.
knew
say
it. herself.
then noinne led J r.!
She was and Gladys. How docs Cora like
Robinson to sign it.
Princess Hermine r.nd her yojng-chil- d,
tempted to tell her. Just to see her position?"
She was saying
Princess J Tie!
"Very much.
, how it would look, but restrained
how
grateful
only the other night
herself.
The
to
was
marriage of
"It's true, every word of It!" she"Wrell. so you.
and Princess Hermine will
y'ou want to try this
she said to herself as Miss Mctake placo November 5, according
"I place I told you of?"
Bride bent over her books.
to reports, probably in .ho cxilcJ
"Tndeed. I do!"
didn't say a word that wasn't true.
!
to
them At
monarch's castle at Doon..
"Take this card
The old skinflint didn't pay me
Their
o'clock Monday morning.
enough not for what I could do.
is on the other side.. If
And I did everything he gave me address
cannot do their work, or you
you
'
all right."
too hard, come back. I'll
BLOND BABY GIRL
Mips McBride interrupted her find it
find something for you."
musings.
IN COURT CUSTODY;
come
I
"Thank you, but shan't
"I have a position for a girl I
with decision.
MANY OFFER HOMES
wonder if you cou'ld fill it? I back!" Nellie said,
""" "
She didn't hear Miss McBride say
,e supplied this firm for years. as
out:
hurried
she
are very particular. The
j hey
A beautiful blond baby girl, aged
"I don't believe she will. But
place isn't particularly easy but
too
13 or 14 months, whose parents are
too
she's
pretty,
.altogether
But
fair.
are
very kind, very
they
be safe there but
By WALT MASON.
believed to have abandoned her. Is
it Isn't Just an ordinary stenogra- pretty.MissShe'll
McBride oont over ner
In the custody of Uichard Huest.
must
A
want.
girl
as
the
its
they
takes
pher
place
Too well she knew developments
desk
Captain
juvenile court officer.
wear.
for
really serve aB more of a secre- the frowning.
smart
evening
wrap
Guest says that nearly a dozen
pitfalls in New York ready to
i In a hall, do it right; if you'd build
A simple, gathered effect Is the
RIGHT.
IT
DO
tary to the elder Mr. Fallon, and
couples have asked to
must have initiative, as well as swallow young and pretty girls foundation of the cape illustrated,
(yourself a home, if you'd write 8 childless
the
Nellie Riley.
a
like
baby. Under the law. the
beIf
adopt
do
punch
itinoble
routine
to
you'd
poem,
tank
do,
a
the
that
have
distinguishes
feature
If you
knowing
regular
juris
Nellie Reports Her but tho
Tomorrow
dome, do it right, child must remain undersixthemonths
usual straight right- if you're making Irish stew, (neighbor's
from
tho
model
this
ing able to do that well."
Suceoss.
h
you have a humble task, diction of the court for
is the do it right- if you're darning
"I'm not looking for an easy
a
if vnn'rn nnttiiiir down do it right: if in Easy street you tl before bring subject to adoption.who
Job!" Nolllo thought of her work
long panel which is gathered into
The nnrents of the bnby,
iV vn.I'irt
wlndlne uu nlbask. do it right; for the fellows
at Mr. Robinson's. "These easy REV. SIR. GASTON RETURNS. the neck behind, and extends from
of ever rnme here bv tho name of Mr, and
hold
who
work
advance,
This
taking
shoulder.
it
to
if
elnrk
do
panel
Sloppy
think
right.
16.
shoulder
The
don't
N.
Oct.
They
Jobs
pay.
Tucumcari.
M.,
Mrs. Jnek Hurst, left the city some
cut diagonally at the base, andWlU hurt your fame: do It right; chance, profiting by circumstance time
they let you go early and como Rev. G. W. Gaston, who nas been is
no. leaving the baby in the
If jour duty's high
a shame: jdo it rignt.
late you should work for less, pastor of the First Metnouist Its stralchtness Is extremely chiccnreleFs workmanship's
of a woman whom they
labor
if
it
do
custody
you
and
th?
is
It
right:
great,
when
itself
when
you
cape
the
gatheredl(i0
paint
right:
when the extra time ain't isn't Church, South, here for the past
to pay for looking after
or
do
it
promised
the
for
state,
high
fix
tho
The
right;
when
the
close
collariutchcn
about
you
figure.
floor,
to
Tu
was
Arts Bring Quick Results
returned
much good to you."
two years,
low, it's iust the same; man should her, according tn Captain Guet. Want
chore
lie
is
of
whatsoever
your
door
squirrel.
knit
the
gray
The
another
for
know!"
by
year
agent
I
cumcari
"Yes,
hnve been gone for several
do It right. If you'd play a game always play the game: he must, if They
hoard
1ms
her brows. Fallon & Son were recent conference held at fecos.
been
weeks and nothing
of ball, do it right; If you'd lecture he'd sidestep shame, do it right.
ESTATE APPRAISE!).
one of her best customers.
They Tex. The Rev. .laston was made
of them.
secretary, a member of St. Louis, Oct. 16. Tho estate
Mr. finest says It is surprising to
kept several girls busy, were most assistant
ot
confer
Warren
examiners'
wealthy
Brown,
fourth
a
George
year
note the number of peopln who
great the
particular, and she had
me local shoe manufacturer, who died
JIY
' pride in serving - them. This ence relations, chairman 01 The
wish to admit babies: lie has been
on
finance.
last December In Tucson, Arizona,
Instrumental in placing several In
pretty yountf thing looking so commission
one
reports
today was appraised at $4,359,500.
wistfully at her was not at all Methodist church here
jond hnmes.
of
I6.40T
its
best
taxes
of
history,
the
years
Inheritance
totalling
the type she had in her mind for
of
from
the
the
assessed
both
been
have
standpoint
against
the place; but no one had as yet
FRAME WORK IS BLOWN
beneficiaries, it was said.
applied that she thought would finances and membership.
AS
reference
k do at all, and Nellie's
FROM TOP OF HOTEL
The perfect helicopter will enable
When you see a "dry" enforcewas certainly all one could ask
of
the
annual
and
The
rapidto
rise
program
open
a
vertically
plane
for. Then Gladys Doran had told ment officer approaching Jones'
arose las'
A severe windstorm
Music club will be
Fortnightly
ascending gradually.
"
her she was quick and clever. house it's a Blgn that Jones is ly Instead of
10
o'clock, blew
be
about
church
to
at
understood
the
are
night
or
PresbyteriaTi
given
Inventors
his
lose
to
said
either
liquor
she
let
"I'll
going
finally
you try!"
at 8 o'clock this pvenlng. The pub- down pome of tho frame work
Nashville looking over the Fordney tariff bill
his stock,
"unless when they see yolf,' they replenish
o
lic is Invited to hear the following from the top of the new
for pointers. Detroit News.
Tennessean.
think you are too young."
hotel, and carried with
program:
Yott trio, (n "Serenade." Schu it snme of tho eloetric light wires
Board Fills Vacancy Caused bert,
Echoes," In the alley at the rear ot tne
(b) "Woodland
hV ReSiC!Pati0n Of MiSS Weyman; Miss Eleanor Lynch, vlo hotel.
TUESDAY, OCT. 17, 1922
.
ilin: Mrs. E. I Roy Yott. piano; E
JOImSOn; New aeuieuiiyiLe noy Yott. fiute
Parltone solos, (a) "I Pld Not
Is Experienced Worker.
Know,'' Vanderpool. (bV'Take Me
Over Jordan," Rev, Charles
Miss Dulce Knox, formerly hosZither solo, selected, Joseph L.
pitality secretary of tho Young
Woman's Christian association, has Regensburirer.
Solo, selected, Maurice Klein.
been selected as executive secretary
Violin solo, "Vigeunerwelsen,"
of the Association. Miss Knox will Sarasate, E. I e Roy Yott.
Miss
by
take the place vacated
Soprano, solo, "Frovencate Song,"
For
Marian Johnson who resigned on Dell Acqua, Mrs. Ray C. Bailey.
Tenor solo, selected, Frank W.
October 1.
it
Darrow.
L
Tho appointment was made by
ill
Third
from
Jtifcjia
''Preludio
solo,
a
nt
Organ
meeting
the board of directors
:
fcr All
The Original
at the headquarters last night. Sonata," Qullmant, H. G. Bunjes.
E. Le Roy
Accompanists: Mrs.
Miss Knox was selected by a spe-- f
'
o
Miss
M."g.
Helen Gurule,
Yott,
cial committee composed or
RichMillc, Malted Grain Extract in PowRoy Graham, A. G. Shortle, Frank W. Darrow and Mrs. D. W. der (kTabletfornw.
D. S. Hill and Miss Winifred Shulcr Faw."
Avoid Is2iatio23 end Subtitatcs
who presented her name for the
.
VISIRLE SUPPLY OP GRAIN-board's approval.
in
16.
visible
New
worker.
a
The
York. Oct.
Miss Knox has been
.
the association for the past
supply of American grain shows
She hag been filling the the following changes:
Wheat,
unique position of hospitality secre- increased 827,000 bushels; corn, decoffee
creased 1,226,000 bushels; oats, Intary, the only one in the United
well-know- n
States, a department especially in- creased 946,000 bushels; rye, Increased 2,184,000 bushels; barley,
augurated for the transient girls
Here's a fine white enamel bed made by Simmons,
in the city. She has Just been off increased "324,000 buBhels.
you?
world's acknowledged leaders. It has 2" posts,
the
un a two months leave of absence.
An assistant to take her place win
is unusually well made will give real service. And
Apparently the Irish can Ilcli
be chosen In the near future.
if
New
Irish.
the
but
everybody
the price is only $10. Choice of full size or three-quarfeTho board meeting was presided York Tribune.
q The growth of the Wes
over by Mrs. Koy Allen fetamm,
at this price.
tern School for I'nvato
first vice president, acting as pres
been
has
trom
were
read
ident.
Secretaries
coffee
Reports
the hotol, cafeteria, travelers aid
rapid and steady since it
and girls' work secretaries and
coffee
board.
were
the
inauguration.
fpr
approved by
peek-a-bo-
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RIPPLING RHYMES
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20c
20c
........ 45c
25c
20c
24c
20c
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MUSIC CLUB
0FiV CONCERT
THIS EVENING

I1C1PIS
MISSKNOX

NEW SECRETARY

Probably th is Is Just the

This fine Simmons

formation

Infants-Invalid-

you have been seeking

.

:'

only

Fcod-Drir.I-

Mes-dam-

Nourishing-Noeooki-

.IlPii

oj.

5"

TJAS anyone ever told you that

five-years-

and tea contain caffeine

and thein which are
drugs,
'as any doctor can tell
If you are troubled with nervous headaches; you
lack energy; if you don't sleep soundly and restfully at
or tea you are drinking.
night, it may be because of the
yourself and see? Stop
Why not test it out
or tea for a week or two. Drink Postum instead. See if
this delicious, pure cereal beverage does not help build up
your system by letting you get sound, deep sleep.
The rich, satisfying flavor of Postum will surprise and
please you and like thousands of former
again.
you may never go back' to
Ask jfour grocer today for Postum. Have it served
piping hot, in all its rich, aromatic fragrance and see how
v
well you like itl
Postum comes in two forms: Instant Postum (in tins)
- prepared instantly in the cup by the addition of boiling
water. Postum Cereal (in packages,
for those who prefer to make the
drink while the meal is being pre-

rs

Armand

COLD CREAM POWDER.

ACTRESS SUED
BY UNDERTAKER
FOR BURIAL BILL

Addition after addition
was added to its building
at Eighth and Tijeras
Avenues, but tho enroll
ment grew faster than
space coud be added.

9

..

coffee-drinke- rs

coffee-drinki-

1

Until now a new building
must be erected to accommodate this years
student body, which is,
tho largest by far in ths
history of the school.
j

ng

buy a better
YOU cannot
than Armand

It is
Cold Cream Powder.
smooth, dense and delicately
perfumed. It spreads easily
and blends naturally into
the skin. And it stays on
till you wash it off.
Armand Cold Cream
Powder is the first dry faco

pared) made by boiling fully twenty,
minutes.

powder to contain a touch
cf exquisite cold cream. Wo
think you will lovo it. Try
it just once. It is $1 everywhere. And if you are not
perfectly satisfied with it
take it back and your money
will be refunded.
Ask your dealer for, or
send us 25c for a week-en- d
package containing generous samples of Armand

"There's a Reason "
V5BEWRA6E

for

Sill

IBS

Postum

Cream Powder,
Armand

Cold

'5

Made by
Postum Cereal Co., Inc.,
Battle Creek, Mich.

j

Bouquet,

Marie Shotwell, actress and
executrix of the estate of Marie J.
Pierson, has been directed to an
swer a. claim for $24D for trs
burial of her friend who was a
public school teacher in New York.

Rouge,

Cold Cream, Vanishing
Cream, Talcum and

Marie Shotwell.

ARMAND

I

2W

Dea Moines

The growth of no institution is accidental. It can
be attributed to certain
well defined causes. The
growth of the Western
School for Private Secretaries is due, we think, to
the fact that we are offering instruction that no
other school in the territory offers. Our student
are prepared for the better positions and ther'
are always more positions open than we can
fill at any time.
J And
remember, our system of individual instruction permits of enrollment at any time.

q

WESTERN
PRIVATE

'

SCHOOL FOR
SECRETARIES

Tijeras and Eighth
Phone 901 J
--

x

$1.00 D own an $1.00
a Week Wil ! Bu y the
Victrola No. 4 a t $25
Did you know that $1 down and $1 a week will buy
the Victrola 4, a favorite table size model. You've
always wanted a Victrola, you've envied your
friends who have them and here's your chince to
get one on the most liberal terms ever offered. If
you don't want to come down, just phone 96 and
we'll send it to you.

Ladies, Here's a Black
Calf Blucher

Sport Oxford
ml IP A

at w.w

This style oxford is a great winner in the east this
season. It's a black calf sport oxford made with
blind eyelets, genuine welt soles and fine rubber
heels. The outstanding feature of its design is the
mannish corded stitching. It's price is only $6.50.

Fajre Six

IE

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
SPAIN USES PLANES TO MOVE MAILS

COUNTY IN

CLAYTON HOUSE

BE REASSESSED

Tax

Commission
Orders
This Done in Guadalupe
Following
Complaints
Filed by Four Railroads.

Tupckn and Santa Fe,
i:oi-l- i
Island and
tin' Kl Paso and Southwestern ami tin'
Paso and Hock Island rai'ivay companies.
Throe of the companies charge.
"That a In rife percentage of nil
the property in the county Is not
assessed at all.
"That the property which la assessed is so inaccurately and carelessly described lh:it the taxes on
it conld not he collected hy Ritit.
and that, therefore, large delinquencies occur.
"That with the exception of the
assessments made and certified to
the county hy the state tax commission, all property is grossly

Fort

(tpoclnl to The Jnumnl
Sumner, N. M Oct.

16.

Decision is expected soon from the
director of the reclamation service
on which of the proposed dams at
Fort Sumner and Carlshnd,, New
Mexico will bo built, according to

2

w

Loading mail in uovernmcnt planes in Madrid.
in a last effort to keep i:
which threatens to continue in.
the mail. The strike has tied up
mails mo ,ir
in spite of the
nil other methods of transportadef.nitely, the Spanish governc:eat postal workers' strike
ment is using airplanes to
tion.
cc:rj

V. Dent, district counsel for
the service.
Two reservoirs of approximately
the same capacity, around liUO.OOO
aero feet, are heini? considered.
One Is sixteen miles above Fort
Sumner and the other elpht miles
above t'at'lslmd. Suitable dam sites
have been found for both, ami fed
eral land for the reservoir sites has
been withdrawn.
"J'oth reservoirs could supply
'ailsbad with water," said Mr.
Dent, "but the ono at Fort Sumner would take care of a larire
amount of land between there and
i.arlsoart.
A suitable site for a third clam
helow t'arlsbad, to supply water
to lands In Texas, has been
P.

3 Saia

of BaMmg

Fwte

Are Not Worth the Price

5

One

If they are the "big can and
cheap" kind because they
may mean baking failures.

THAT'S WHY

The Economy

BAKING PDVJBER

Is the biggest selling brand In the world; its salet
are over l$o greater than that of any other brand

Don't let a BIG
CAN or a very

(A KIN

CAM

9

4V

KIN

PO""- -

BEST BY TEST

low price
lead you.

mis-

Experimenting
with an uncertain brand is
expensive be-

cause it Wastes
time and money

THE WORLD'S GREATEST BAKING POWDER

Just the word "COAL" ought to be enough at this
time of the year to bring you in with an order.
Everybody in town ought to know the kind of coa!
we sell and the way we handle it.

Those Who Have Tried Our Coal
Say They Want Nothing Better-Tr- y
4
i

It

4

i

:

5

z,

vt

Watcli the Man
See the changes one week brings
Millions of women know this
icw way of teeth cleaning. And
:he pretty teeth seen everywhere
low show what it means to them.
If the man doesn't use it, get this
Tube for him.. Then watch
:he results. See what changes will
:ome in a week.

empty-gasolin-

.

CARLSBAD TO HAVE
IRRIGATION DAM

N. M..
The
i
Clayton,
is maklet attorney's office
ing an Investigation of a fire that
damaged the residence of T. B.
Butler on Maple street, several
The Clayton Ne-vdays ago.
says:
"The firemen reported that the
ceiling of the west mom !utd a
hole torn in It and the attic had
been treated to a baptism of gasAlso that In the attic
oline.
was found a five gallon
can, a small can that
had been used to throw the gasoline and a brown felt hat. Also
the back door had a glass brok
en out and jias Bineared with
blood.
,
with the fire.
"Simultaneously
T. K. Butler and YV. P. Hunter
reported to the hospital, suffering Intensely with severe burns.
Mr. Butler is not expected to live.
while Mr. Hunter is not so seriously burned and1 is recovering
very nicely.
"upon their arrival at the hos- nltal fhev
rpnnptert tha fnalarm be given, stating that Mr.
Butler's house was on fire. The
origin of the fire rms not ns yet
been ascertained.
The house had
ben rented and possession was
to have been given on Monday
the 16th. The district attorney's
office is making a thorough investigation."

Simply Mail Coupon

s

Atchison,

OR'

Free

dis-t-

the Chicago,

FORT SUMNER

10 Days

AFIRE?

This Is Question Leading to
of Recent
Investigation
Two
Men Badly
Fire;
Burned.

Spcrhll to The .lonrnnl
m
Santa Fe, Oct. IB. On
omit
of alleged discrimination in assessments in Guadalupe county, the
Htate tax commission has ordered
it complete reassessment of property in iliat onn(y. The charge
of discrimination iH inailp liy tho

The resolution of the commission declares that the assessment
for J 922 is not according to law
and Is Incomplete in many
Cost of the new assessment is directed to he paid out of
a balance of $2074 avallahle for the
purpose. The county commissioners are authorised to make nn additional levy tr take core of any
deficit In the cost.
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"MEW MEXICO TO

'

October 17, .1922.

One Ton at Least for
Your Own Satisfaction.

PARDON

T
i

NOW

WILL

rnn
run

iv

IIJRIS0N

fl
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YORK IS

s HO Bi

Convicted

II

of Wife Murder. Oscar Martelliere Receives
Five Bullet Wounds; Sur
Says He Kept Silent
so as Not to Break Up
geons Say His Condition
His Daughter's Home.
Is Critical.

1

SENATOR WALSH

That dingy film
Most people' who brush teeth in
ild ways have
teeth.
viscous film clings to the teeth,
inters crevices and stays. That
ilm becomes discolored, particularly with men who smoke. Then
t forms dingy coats. Tartar is
oased on film.
Film alst holds food substance
ivhich ferments and forms acid. It
lolds the -- cid in contact with the
:eeth to cause decay. Germs breed
jy millions in it They, with tartar,
ire the chief cause of pyorrhea.
too'th paste ran efe
No
fectively fig.it film. So all these
xoubles weie constantly inctvas-nand beautilal teeth were been
33 often than tod-- j.
film-coat-

old-typ-

g,

II

IS

STATE TO

New Jiwovi.ies

He

Pittsburgh. I'n., Oct. 16. Relatives of .lack Kdwards, a former
policeman of Johnstown, Ta., who
in the
is serving a life sentence
western Pennsylvania
penitentiary
for wife murder, today said they
would nppeal to the state pardon
hoard for his release. The appeal
will be based nn Kdwards' story
that ho killed his wife when he
learned she was in love with her
Word reached the prison late
yesterday that Edwnrds' daughter
was dead. When the news was imparted to the prisoner he declared:
"I've been silent for 12 years, for
1 did not want
my daughter's home
broken up. Put now that she is
dead I'm going to tell the story."
Edwards said that he valued hist
daughter's happiness more than
his own life and that this prompted him to conceal the motive for
the killing. He killed his wife, he
added, when he discovered
that
ishe and the
luid been
intimate.
i
" desired to preserve my
daugh
ter s love nnd respect for her
mother," the prisoner said.

New York, Oct, 16. Oscar Martelliere, instuance broker, was shot
five times in his office late today
by a woman whose name was given as Pauline Delorne.
The woman surrendered at police headquarters.
Surgeons said
Marteliere's condition was critical.
Tenants of other offices in the
building told the police that a moment before the shots rang out
they heard a woman ask: "Are
you going to do it?"
The broker's answer "no," was
followed by the shots.
Tlio first three shots penetrated
his chest and abdomen. As he fell
to the floor, witnesses said, the
woman stood over him, fired two
more Rhots Into his body and then
fled.

FRISCO PHYSICIAN
CLAIMS DISCOVERY

"

Solon Will
Speak at Las Vegas Tonight; Confers With the
Leaders at Ancient City.

In The Journal
Santa Fe, Oct. 16. Senator David I. Walsh of Massachusetts, arrived In Santa Fe this afternoon

Kpet'lnl to The Juurnnl
CarlMUud, X. M Oct. 1C

Not film alone
But Pepsodent brings other great
results which research proves essential. It multiplies the alkalinity
of the saliva. That is there to con- stantly neutralize the acids which
cause decay.
It multiplies the starch diges-tain the saliva. That is there to
digest starch deposits on teeth
vhich may otherwise ferment and
form acids.

.

nt

Those are Nature's great

film-coa-

tooth-prottjti-

forces in the mouth.
Every use of Pepsodent gives them
manifold power.

PAT. OFT.

A

10-Da-

ts

Tube Free

y

lotn

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY
1104 S. Wabash, Chicago.
Dept.
Mail
Tube of Pepsodent to

Dentifrice

New-Da- y

over, largely by dental
advice. Careful people of some
nations
now employ it daily.
fifty
Thus it is bringing a new dental
era. The glistening teeth you see
everywhere now show how widely
it is used.
Send the coupon for a
Tube. Note how clean the teeth
feel after using. Mark the absence
of the viscous film. See how teeth
wliiten as the
disappear.
In one week you will gain a new
idea of what clean teeth mean.
And all in yonr home will always
want those whiter, safer teeth. Cut
out the coupon now.

Only one tub

CATTLE THIEVES

Location
House of David Pena.
Precinct No. 0
Gabriel Chaves
Jacobo Armljo
Diego M. Sanches
Ijocntlon
House of Ambroslo Arpiljo.
Precinct No. 10
Romas J. Apodaca
Frank Mora

to

family.

of September, A, D. 1922.
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
(Seal)
Attest:
Acting Chairman.
A. I MORRISON, Clerk.

CERTIFICATE OF AMENDMENT
TO ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION OF, N. W. PRATT. INCORPORATED.
State of New Mexico, County of
Bernalillo, ss.
Francis
Franicler
We, N. W. Pratt as President
HAHDIMGJCOilNTY
Locution
and John F. Simms as Secretary
House of Filomcno Mora.
respectively, of N. W. Pratt, IncorPrecinct No. 11
porated, a corporation having its
Joe Swoyer of Cone Loses
James Hubbell
principal place of business in AlbuDolores Muniz
New Mexico, do hereby
querque,
to
Fail
Arrests
Stop
50;
Cipriano Sanches
certify that at the hour of two
Ixx'atlon
o'clock P. M.. August 2, 1922, the
Losses, and Thief Still House of James Hubbell.
Directors
of said
corporation
Precinct No. la
Believed at Large.
passed a resolution declaring that
B. Kuppe
an amendment to the articles of
Herman Mohr
was advisable,
incorporation
gprrlul lo The Jiiurnnl
A. S. Moraga
Mosejuero, N". M., .Oct.' 16. CatLocal Ion
To authorize. In addition to the
tle "rustling" appears to be coming
ltuppc's Drug Store.
present authorized capital stock of
Precinct No. 13
common stock, the issue by the
back or reviving ns a leading inDaniel
Martinez
of twenty thousand
Joe
Swoyer.
corporation
dustry In these parts.
Tomns Werner
dollars, 8 per cent
non- of Cone, reports the loss of fit)
Charles
Mann
cumulative preferred stock to be
head; Walter Jones, also of Cone.
Ion
Loral
divided Into two hundred shares of
ot ivneni.. i
B head: Mr. Hartley,
House of Jesus llomero.
o
the par value of one hundred dolhead, nnd Frank Corey of
1
No.
Product
lars each,, and that the said Board
to
the
head
two
contributed
Snulo
Ilcnera
of Directors
did call a special
by
Kntrv who are unhampered
Nicolas
,
lleirera
stockholders' meeting of said cor- any moral principle that atmitrht
Carlos
Herrera
for
oth
the hour of two o'clock
poration
forbid enriching themselves
IOcullon
r. M. on tne 25th day of August,
ers expense.
House of Nicolas Herrera.
922, to take action, thereon, and
One or-- two arrests have been
Product No. 15
that the said special stockholders'
made for this sort of crime, but
Simon Garcia
meeting was duly held at the office
it seems certain from tho above
Toriblo
Archuleta
of
said corporation on the 26th
separated
from
losses
widely
Koman
Nolasco
of August, 1922, at two o'clock day
P.
ranches that the cow thief is still
Locution
M.. and that all of the stock holdat large.
House
of
Toribio
Archuleta.
ers
of
said
are
Manv of the cattle stolen
corporation, In writing,
' Ire.'liii:t No. 10
waived notice of said meeting,
unbrnnded and therefore difficult
and
Rr.ael R. Carpenticr
that at the said special stockholdfor the officers to trace, f.very
Jose Gutierrez
ers' meeting, more than
farmer Is urged to get a brand
Abran Jaramillo
in interest of the stockholders, havfrom the cattle sanitary board and
,
Location
ing voting powers voted In favor
brand nil his stock. This, with care
of
House
Jacobo
Baca.
of the said amendment, and that
to look at and count the bunch
22
No.
Product
more than
of all of the
every day. will prove discouraging
Jose Domingues
stockholders
of the corporation
to the thieves.
Carlos Griego
having voting powers were present
Elefego Sanches
at said meeting.
One reason why public opinion
liocutlon
We do further certify that the
of the Volstead act is hard to gage
House of Jose Domingues.
location
of the principal office of
is that a "wet" wants liquor so
Precinct No. 23
said
corporation In the State of
much more vehemently than a
Manuel Gonzales y Lopez ,
New Mexico is 205 North First
Jose Crespln
"dry" does not. Boston Herald.
Street, Albuquerque. New Melcn
Pilar Trujillo
and that tho name of the agent In
House of Manuffl Gonzales y charge thereof and
upon whom
POLITICAL NOTICE
Lopez,
process against this corporation
Precinct No. 20
be served is N. W. Pratt.
may
Dr. Brlggs
In testimony whereof, we have
MKMIJEItS OP I50AT5T OF REG.
Jose R. Salazar
hereunto set our hands anil tna
ISTKATION
D. K. B. Sellers
seal of the corporation on this 11th
Ijocnilon
Precinct No. I
day of September. 1922. .
Store.
Brlggs'
Drug
Frank Arias
N, w. PRATT, President,
Product No, 28
.Tacobo Apodnca
(Corporate Seal)
Pedro
Arnnda
JOHN !' SIMMS. Seeretarv
George lllalte
Jose ..Saved
y Jaramillo
State of New Mexico, County of
Locution
Adolfo
Gonzules
.:
I
House of Frank, Arias.
linn IJU,
Locution
lie it remembered that nn hi
Precinct No. 2
Houso of Pedro Aranda.
tho
11th
Pedro Tlorboa
day of September, 192a,
'
Precinct No. 31
nciore mo personally came N. V.
Epifanlo Chaves
Anastaclo
(.iutierrcz
ana
Eduard .Sanches
John F. Simms to me
lassa Gutierrez
known to be the persons described
liration
Jose B. Maladonado
'
In and who executed the
House of Epifanlo Chsvcs.
foregoing
I nation
certificate
and
Precinct No. 3
that
acknowledged
House of Anastaclo Gutierriz.
JJax Chaves
they executed the same as their
PrediK-- t No. 35
free act and do d.
Thomas Gonzales '
.
Frank Gabaldon
Witness my hand and notarial
Justo Trujillo
Prenietio
Cnndelaria1
Location
seal on this the 11th day of Sen- E. E. Booth
"
tember, 1922.
House, of Max Chaves.
Location
',
Prrt'inot No. 1
(Seal)
,; JULIA
JOHNSON
House
of Premetlo Candcluria.
Andres Sanchez
Notary Public.
My commission expires April 15
Ulns Sandoval
LEGAL
NOTICE
'
1925.
Felipe Zamora
Location
State of New Mexico, State Corpo-ratio'
'
House of Andres PanchM.
ENDORSED
Commission of New MexNo. 11601. Cor. Kec'd Vol.
Precinct No. 5
7,
'
ico.
Certificate
of
157.
Comparison,
Elesco Chaves
Page
Amendment to Certlfl-cateUnited States of America, State ot
Jose Maria Baulo
Incorporation of N. W
Prate
New Mexico, ss.
Trinidad Lucero
Incorporated. Increasing
IXM'U'.IOII
It Is Hereby Certified, that the Capital Stbck from $50,000.00 to
annexed Is a, full, true and com- $70,000.00. Filed in Office of state
House of P. fianchez.
Precinct No. 0
plete transcript of Amendment to. Corporation Commission of New
Certificate of Incorporation of N. Mexico, Pop. is, 1922. 10 a. m
Roman Mo. aga
'
A. L. MORRISON. Clerk.
W. Pratt, Incorporated, Increasing
Rafael Chaves
'
Jesus Padilla
Compared: JJO to EMA.
capital stock ot $00,000.00 to 170,-00Intention
(to (No. 11501), with tho en;
House of Itomnn Moratf.i.
dorsements thereon, as same apINDEXED
Prwhirt No, 7
pears on the file and of record in State . of New Mexico, County of
..
!
office
of
Gutlerre
Darlo
the
the State Corporation
Bcrnallo, ss.
This instrument was filed for
Wenceslo Orlego
Commission.
In Testimony Whereof, the State record on the 15th day of Sopt.,l22, '
Jesus Garcia
Location
Commission of the at 9:55 o'clock a. m. Recorded In
Corporation
House .of Wenceslo Criego.
State of New Moxlco has caused Vol. "E" Misc. of Records of said ,!
'
Precinct No. 8
this certificate to be signed by its County. Folio 397.
David Pena
Chairman and , tho oeal of said (Sc,al)
FRED CROLLOT,
'
vn
1
Iregorlo Unrein
Commission, to bo affixed at the
Clerk and Recorder'.Ambrosto Candclni'iu
City of Santa Fo on this 18th day
Compared U, N. to E. Q.
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Unless you see the name "Uay-er- "
on package or on tablets you
are not getting the genuine Bayer
"'ft
product prescribed by physicians
(0 3,?-over twenty-tw- o
years and proved
safe by millions for
Colds
Headache
Dr. Albert Abrams.
Toothache Lumbago
Kheumatlsm
Earache
Dr. Albert Abrams, San FranPain, Pain
Neuralgia
cisco, claims the discovery of an
Accept "Bayer Tablets of As"electronic" theory of diagnosis pirin"
Each , unbroken
only.
and treatment. He declare3 he has package contains proper directions.
devised apparatus sufficiently deliHandy boxes of twelve tablets
cate to meter the vibrations in all cost few cents. Druggists also sell
ot 24 and 100. Aspirin Is
bottles
matter and thus determine the
of Bayer Manuhealth or disease of human tissue. the tradeof mark
Monoacetlcacidcster
of
SARAZKN LEAVES HOSPITAL.
He says ho is" able to determine facture
Adv.
K. Y.,
16.
Oct.
Salicyicacld
Yonkers,
sex
anti
age,
parentage,
physical
chamnational
Geno Sarazen,
golf
condition of subject from a drop of
pion, who was operated on for ap- ipendlcltls two weeks ago, twenty-- 1 blood.
four hours after he had defented
Walter Hagen, British open cham- NEGRO
MINSTRELS,
pion, In a 72 hole mntch for the
of the
Unofficial Championship
WITH RAZORS, STOP
World," left the hospital
today,
CARNIVAL HOLDUP
lie announced he expected to begin
n
In
month
his
Tacific
for
practice
coast tour early next year.
HM'iul to The Jmirnul.
Clayton, .". M Oct. HI. The old
"Hey Kub.'" cry of distress used by
circuses for years, sounded on the
YOU'LL GET RID OF
air at Clayton several nights agoi
It brought to the assistance of tho
BLACKHEADS SURE manager
of a carnival company his
Ther Is one simple, safe and sure entire minstrel troupe, armed with
u bunch of ennvasmen
never
and
fails to get rll of razors,
way that
Ularkheads, that Is to dissolve them. with stakes and clubs. Three young
To do this get two ounces of calo-nlt- e men, who are said to
have tried
powder from any drug store
iprlnkln a little nn a hot, wet Bponge to hold up Manager Ifoltkamp of
the amusement company, were arrub over th blackheads briskly
wsh the
iwrts and you will be sur- rested. Joe. Ka.ua, Felipe Martlnoz
prised how the blackheads have dis- and Ruben Mares are the young
little
appeared. Big blackheads,
blatkhands, ro matter where they men taken in. An investigation
re. simply dissolve and disappear, was begun Immediately.
leaving the parts without any mark
whatever. Blackheads are simply a
mixture of dust and dirt and secre-ilon- s TWO.TUCUMCARI
WOMEN
After V warm bath with Cuticura
frem the body that form in the
pores of the skin. 1'lnchlng and WIN MEDALS AT STATE
Soap there is nothing more refreshsqueezing only cause Irritation,
ing for baby's tender skin than
make large pores, and do not get the
his skin is red,
blackheads out after they become
REBEKAH'SJCONVENTION Cuticuraor Talcum. Ifanoint
with Cutinurd, The calonlte powder and the
irritated,
tough
water simply dissolve the blackTuoumcnri. N. M Oct. 16, Mrs. cura Ointment to soothe and heal.
heads so they wash right out, Ixiv.
toilet
are
for
ell
ideal
uses.
John Eager of this city who attendThey
Ing the pores free and clean and in ed
the recent liebekah assembly
natural condition. Anyone
their
afblukrrMkTltill. Addrm:
troubled with these unsightly blem-Ish- at Clayton, K, M., as a delegate and
Ir, Mld.a 4 J.Uul." Sold tmf
e contestant for the
8op2Se. OntniMt26and50. Talcum 0S.
should certainly try this
gold medals, was wh,r
flPVCuticura
Soap aharat without mat.
method.
of
two
of these medals,
the winner
Adv. tho third
going to Mrs. K. F. Dunn,
also of this city.
Tucunicariuns nttemling the assembly i and Brand lodge meet In
Guard Yonr Health
from this city were: Mra.
Clayton
M Sura To V
'
or headache nib the forehead John Knger, grand conductor. Mrs.
nelt and inhale the vaoora E. V. Dunn, Mrs. M. A. Butler, Mrs.
Laura Dixon, Mrs. (leorse Eager,
Miss Margaret Jackson, Mr, and
TheBaaaWmiiMaetfcKn for Mia
Mrs. A. F. Howard, Dr. J. M.
PREVENTIVE
Doughty, William Kicol and E.
Affarao Iftmaat Pralaetlaa
Tube
l
M. Higduy.
Ho. Kit
CATARRH
Over
Million
All DntmMa

Cuticura Talcum
Soothes And Cools

"CMInnlab-OTterlM,Dp- l.
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The

Some fifty nations
use it now
The use of Pepsodkj has spread
the world

Now advised by !entiststhe world over.
All druggists supply the large tubes.

and held a conference with leaders
at democratic state headquarters.

His only campaign speech In New
Mexico will be delivered in I.as
Vegas tomorrow night. From Las
Vegas he will go to Denver.
Senator Walsh displayed a keen
Interest in the result of the forthcoming election, and was especially anxious to know what Is the
Senator
prospect for
A. A. Jones.

HBOMMB

'

Six-rli-

Say "Bayer" and Insist!

David,
son of Mrs. G.
P. Whittlngton, who resides on the
W. II. Merchant place, southwest
of town, was attacked by a steer
lrst Tuesday and hut for the timely arrival of a cowboy, would in
nil probability have lust his life.
The little fellow was taking a rid
on his .Shetland pony, on the road
west of tho canal bridge, not fur
from his home, when lie rorto up
to a steer that was lying in tho
shade of a lnesquite. The animal,
surprised, jumped to ils feet and
took after the pony, goring it in
a frightful manner. The lad turned
his pony around, but was pursued
A cowboy near at
by the steer.
hand hastened to the child's assistance and detracted the steer's
attention, tilling David to leave his
pony and hide In the bush, which
he did. The cowboy then recoyed
the animal away. It develops that
the steer is one of the large ones
that are being held awaiting the
arrival of cars to ship them, find
was sick, so that It could not keep
up with the herd and had to bo
lift behind.

O

Massachusetts

ASP RIN

ANGRY STEER GORES ,
PONY RIDDEN BY BOY
WHO BARELY ESCAPES

Dental science, after long re

DEMOCRATS

search, has found two ways to
fight that film. One acts to curdle
it, one to remove it, and without
any harmful scouring.
Many careful tests proved these
methods efficient. Then authori-tie- s
endorsed them, and dentists
everywhere began to advise their
use.
A new-typ- e
tooth paste was created, based on modern research.
The name is Pepsodent.
Then
these two great film combatants
were embodied in it for daily

'
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5JMPLAINT OF WOMAN UNCOVERS CULT
OF NEW LOVE ; POLICE ARREST DIRECTORS

R
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TRANSLAT1D

AGED

53,

El Paso," Texas, Oct. 1S.
J. Simmons, vice president
and dlreoti of the El Paso Times,
died at his home here tonight. Mr.
Simmons formerly was vice president and general manager of the
El Paso and Southwestern
railroad, and at tin time of his death,
was general agent and representative uf the LOmpany in its dealings with tho federal railroad administration.
He was 63 years of
age.

Har-woo- d
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Is "in Effect a Plea for

It

of

the
Mnthmn

a

Pnnnrp5i''

Do- -

Dpm- -

;V So"

ocratic Leader Says.
ct. 16. The
Washington.
ter of President Harding to Representative Mondell, praising the
work of congress, which was mude
public yesterday was declared by
Chairman t'ordcll Hull, of the
democratic national committee, In
a statement tonight, to be "in ef- of
a'eet a plea for the
his"
congress."
"With the exceptions of the
members defeated in the
primaries." Mr. Hull said, "practically the entire membership of
this congress are candidates tor reelection and when President Harding asks the American people to.
approve of this congress he asks

I

tilYf.

let-

i!s

Fifty Sheets of Papyri, Dated in the Reign of Ptolemy, FoLnd in Forecourt
of Tomb of Thebes.

4

I "

-- 1

i

t

i

1

to appraise the
general results' of the congress,
which
says President Harding,
have been so helpful to American
welfare that they will not fail to
.appeal to the approval of the
American people.'
"It is the Harding round-aboway of doing what President Wilson did In 1918 In a direct way
when he asked for the election of
a democratic congress to aid him
in making a just peace, for which
he was criticized and abused by
republican
leaders,
republican

'It

!

is befitting

Miss Cl?o Jocclyn and the "Kev." Charles Newman, real name said to be
Harry Cohen.
Police claim to have uncovered one of the weirdest love cults In
recent years with the arrest of the "Rev." Charles Newman, whose tea)
name is Baid to be Harry Cohen, in Los Angeles. Newman is saiiLt
have had 1,600 followers who paid him large turns for seances,
rreat followed Miss Cleo Jocclyn's rtvclations.

I

AGAINS T
speakers and theEeactlonary re' BATT
publican press..
("President Wilson's plea was for
the continuance of a congress to
sustain an administration which
had entered upon and was successfully conducting a great war, and
which he deemed necessary to the
and Just
'making of a successful
peace. It came at a time when re
publicans In the Benate were plotdeprive
ting to disparage him andcredit
for
his administration of the
of Foreign-Owne- d
what it had already done and what Right
It planned to do.
to Enter American
Ships
on
"President Harding's plea,
the other hand, In effect, asks the
With Intoxicants
Ports
American people to condone the
Aboard Is Being Tested.
faults of a congress already discredited in the eyes of the American people and repudiated and deNew York, Oct. Ifi. The legal
nounced by republican leaders in- battle to determine the risht of
cabown
his
of
member
a
foreign-ownecluding
ships to enter ports
inet and the honest and intelli- in the United .States with liquor
gent element of the republican abroad was opened tonight with
press."
the issuing by United States District Attorney Ilayward of a reply
to the bills in equity brought by
five foreign steaniHhip companies
to restrain enforcement of the recent ruling preventing the carrying

LIQUOR

U

BEBINSJN 1.

1

d

Mone

Back

TUCUMCARI REFINERY
CAPACITY:
INCREASES
TO BEGIN WORK SOON
rt M M. Op.t. 16." J.
Tumi
C. Ronan, expert boiler setter of

El Paso, is setting stills at ine
refinery. He states that the material and workmanship of thes.
plant at Tucumcari is all
first-clas-

He is setting up four, stills at
the plant and expects to have
them furnished In about a month's
time.
After the stills are completed
the pipe work will be connected
up and the plant will be ready to
operate in about seven weeks.
Mr. Ronan states that the Rio
Grande refinery at El Paso is a
big money maker and says that
when started it did not compare
with the plant in Tucumcari. The
El Paso plant is about five years
old.
When it first started it operated at about a two car a day
It now runs in the
capacity.
neighborhood ot B cars a day.
It should be remembered that
the El Paso plant Is operating
under a greater handicap than
the Tucumcari plant duo td the
location and distance from the
The El Paso
crude oil supply.
longer haul
plant has a
one
here.
than the
Mr. Ronan predicts that the
Tularosa field is sure to come in
and that they are now drilling in
black lime at 3,200 feet, having
passed through a good gas flow.
This will assure a crude oil
an
supply with the advantage of lo-

ot liquor on vessels entering American ports.
The reply maltps, in the main,
four content ons: That the district
court, before which the cases are
to be heard tomorrow morning" has
no jurisdiction in the matter; that
the suits are really' against the
United States government;
that
they do not show that the government has consented to be sued; and
that they do not disclose any basis
Nothing Is o utterly nedtea as the for an action in equity.
Buffering from aching, painful corna. It
Upon these grounds the defense
of Secretary of the Treasury Mel- interstate freight rate for the
lon, .Henry C. Stuart, actine col
lector of customs for the port ef! The Peco Producing and RefinNew York, and Ralph A. Day, fed-- j ing company
held its annual
eral prohibition director for the stockholders' meeting October 7,
state of New York, will be built in and all officers and directors were
court tomorrow.
unanimously to servo
MA. Haywafrt, who is acting for for
the ensuing year. '
Secretary Mellon, in the reply,
answers snccificallv th
eround
SACKli TORN
upon which the requests for in-- ! MAIL
junctions are based.
TO PIECES: $20,000
As to the difficulty which the
foreign steamship ejompanies state
SCATTERED BY WINDS
they would suffer by reason of
laws compelling them to furnish
Springfield. 111.. Oct. 16. Five
wines to members of the crew. Dis- thousand
was scattered by
trict Attorney Hayward says that the winds dollars
in the village of Auburn,
the payment of higher wages would 18 miles south
of
Springfield today
recompense crews for the lack of when a mail sack
is as easy to peel off a corn as to aktn a such
containing
stimulant.
"Ccts-It
and the
Juliana. Touch It with
$20,000 was torn to ribbons by a
Regarding th loss of the profit Chicago
trlcV la dotic. For hard curns, toft corns
Alton
and
passenger train.
nny corn or callrs. All pain stops In- made by the foreign ships in the Residents of' Augurn spent some
and ihe corn proceeds to loosen salo of liquor, District Attorney
stantly
in
time
the money, and
up
picking
and eoon can be lifted right off.
Hayward claims that this loss is tonight but $2,000 was
Your money cheerfully refunded If It the
only one which the companies missing. Fifteen thousandreported
f.illri.
But it never fulls. Costs but a
suffer under a strict adherence in another package was dollars
trifle, E. Lawrence ' Co., Mfr., Chicago. will
intact
to the new ruling.
Hold in AUuiauprciue by Alvaradn Pharwhen found by searchers.
To the charge of the complainmacy, "Brigs' Pharmacy and Highland
Tho money in $5 bills was placed
J'liarfhacy. Adv.
ing steamship companies thnt the in a mail
sack and
from
attorney general's ruling is a mis- a mall crane. For suspended
some unknown
interpretation of the Volstead act, reason the crane failed to work
the reply states:
"If the complainants are correct as the train passed and the mail
in their construction of the na- sack, together with the package
the $5,000 were torn to
tional prohibition act, the implica- containing
PicceK. The money was consigned
tions involved are exceedingly seri- to the Federal
Reserve bank at
ous and the claim of the comChicago and tho First National
plainants, if allowed, would carry bank at Springfield.
with it as a necessary corallery the
right of any ship to transport STARTLING JAgTsT
liquor within the territorial waters
of the United States."
GOTTEN BY CONVICTS
Answering the plea of the carriers to permit the possession on
FROM
OWN CONCOCTION
f'"
board ships of liquors, which would
"on"" j
be kept under look and kev. durFort Madison, Iowa, Oct. 16.
ing "In port" periods, the defendants claimed thnt such permlsion State prison authorities investiwould make the enforcement of gating the apparent ineffectiveprohibition against the importation ness of the eighteenth amendment
of liquors, "already difficult," prac- to function In the penitentiary today discovered that convicts had
tically impossible.
The enforcement of the ruling of invented what to all intents and
the attorney general as to apply to purposes might be termed a huforeign ships is necessary to the man still.
Gathering certain weeds growprotection of American-owne- d
ton.
nage, the reply said, holding "on ing in tho prison yards, the prisinformation and belief that the oners placed them In buckets of
sale of Intoxicating liquors on the water, according to the Investihigh seas by vessels carrying the gators, and after the concoction
American flng ceased with the is- leached the desired degree of fersuance of the attorney general's mentation, the inmates swallowed
ruling, while sale of liquor on other it, following it up with a chaser
consisting of water in wXch suvessels has continued.
gar and yeast had been
The continuance of such an
Makes You
will result, there reply The result, the investigations disi
charged, in "damage to the mer- - closed, was a startling jag that
chant marine which will be great lasted almost, indefinitely.
EAT BETTER

"Gefe-l- f

'

800-mi-

fa s

pjj11

I

TAHtAC

ana irreparable."

63,'000 SEATS SOLD

WORK BETTER

FOR FOOTBALL

FEEL BETTER

ENTREATS POWERS TO
PROLONG EVACUATION

GAME

Oct. 1. The
Constantinople,
Greek patriarch in a moving apto
all the allied
peal telegraphed
governments tonight, entreats the
powers to prolong the evacuation
in Thrace, fn order to stay the
panic, which threatens in all parts
of Thrace. He refers to the possibility of masstferes by the TurHe thinks tho
kish gendarmerie.
massacres likely because the Turk"
at the present time are consumed
with fanaticism and are delirious
from military successes. He deHAMON WINS FROM
clares that ft disaster of InconceivA
FOUL able proportions will ensue unless
WELLINGTON
the allies take drastic action.
Denver, Colo., Oct. 10. Jimmy
Hanlon of Denver won on a foul O'DOWD WINS ON DECISION.
16. Phil
O., Oct.
Columbus,
from Joe Welling, Chicago lightColumbus bantam weight,
weight in the stxth round of their O'Dowd,
won
over
Pete
decision
the
to12
scheduled
judges'
round bout here
night.
Welling, heavy favorite ZIvlc, of New York, In a
before the fight, was leading by bout here tonight.
a wide margin when the referee
Detroit, Mich., Oct. 16. Bah
ruled he was "holding and hitSage, University of Detroit student
ting" and disqualified him.
won on a fqul here tonight in the
of a scheduled
Want Ads Bring Quick Results sixth round
bout with Jock Malone.

nt

Columbus. Ohln
All
i
of the annroximnf olv sa nan
in Ohio state's new stadium have
been sold for next Saturday's
Ohio
football
game, it was announced tonight.
The crowd will be the largest
which has .over witnessed
an
athletic contest in the middle
west, it was said.

30 Million BotllaSolJ

state-Michig-

Socretv
forever 75 yesrs ho
relied upon (jouriuds
Oriental Cream to keep
the skin and complex.
Ion in perfect condition
throusb the stress of
the season's activities.
Send IS e. (or
rERD. T. HOPKtr.'S

SOU

ten-rou-

MAN AND WOMAN PAY

$10 FINE AS RESULT
OF AUTO COLLISION

John Purcell, vice president of
tho Santa Fe railway, in charge of
the mechanical department, was
here yesterday and part of lust
Mr. Purcell
night on business.
spent tho day at the shops, and
held a meeting hero of mechanical
department heads, it was stated
that Ills visit had nothing to do
with stnt'e conditions. Union leaders said they held no conference
with Mr. Purcell, as had been reported on the street. Mr. Purcell
declined to be interviewed, saying
his stay was brief and he was
to devote his entire attention
to business matters.

SEVERAL INJURED

Cardui to Weak
Women.
Mrs.

ing November 9, will be executive;
accordingly, any one desiring to
present furt'.er facts for the consideration of the commission should
do so In writing, mailing samo on
or before October SO. to Cltircm o
In
Th Jotiroul.
C. Stetson,
8ppclal
executive secretary,
Santa Fe, Oct. 16. The followColorado River commission, deGovisstiud
was
notice
partment of commerce, Waiililn;'-toing
today by
ernor M. C. Mechem:
1). C.
After October 3H, all
"To tho public:
such communications should be
"The sessions of tho Colorado
to tho executive secretary,
River commission, to be held at in care of Governor Mechem, Sun-l- a
Santa Fe, New Mexico, commenc
New
Mexico."
Fe,

n,

Here's a Picture That You'll Love!

RUPERT
HUGHES
has

written and directed the new Cdiwyn Picture

mum

ht

charge of reckless
driving. A
truck driven bv Mrs. Trnnn Ami n
touring car driven by Elins collided at Second and Central Sunday
morning. Officer Renfro told the
court that each driver seemed to
try to beat the other to the

when

E. nnd N, passenger
train No. 26 and freight train No.
4.1 collided head on on tho
"passing" track, each apparently thinking tho other was on the main
line.
The injured were taken to Knox-vlll- e

It is even better than "The Old NestTJ
RIC- -5

DAYS STARTING

Cyn-

of Stanford, but now residing here,
after her third child war
born, she undertook to resunu
her housework too soon, "am"
this caused me a great deal ot
trouble."
"I began to feel weak and al
played out not myself at all," a;
Mrs. Vanhook describes her condition. "For about six weeks
was Just a nervous wreck. I had
to have some one do all my
housework.
"My doctor told me my imprudence had caused shock to the
nervous system, and the thing tc
do was to use a tonic to build
up my strengh.
"He recommended Cardui . ... ..
Very soon 1 saw an Improvement
in my condition. I used three bottles of Cardui and
my
health was restored.
"I
am
a strong,
healthy
woman."
This Kentucky lady adds that
she "never fails to recommend
Cardui to weak and
n
lady friends."
Thousands
of women prals.
Cardui to their friends.
This mild, harmless, vegetable
tonic medicine has been in sue
ccssful use for over forty years
in the treatment of maiiy common ailments suffered by women
Your druggist sells Cardui.
Eet him supply you, today- -.
Adv.

thia Vanhook, formerly

s&yt-tha- t

V!.UW4I
U

.laivswessas""

First St. and Central

Str
Telephones 63 and 65

...
run-dow-

All Fat People
Should Know This

Fat iienpls owe a 8ebt ot srat!turt t
the author of the now famous Marmola
Prescription, and aro still mr.re Indebted tor the reduction ot thii harm-lew- ,
effective obesity remedy to tahlct
form. Marmola Prescription
'"nhlrts rati
be obtained at all drug atorcs the worp!
ever at the reasonable price of ono dollar for a case, or you can secure them
direct on receipt of price from the Marmola Co., 4012 Woodward Ave., DeThis now leaves no
troit, Mich.
cuse for dieting or violent exercise f
the reduction of the overfat body
normal. Adv.

any Lessons
in Domestic Economy

economy consists of spending your money
you'll get the greatest satisfaction and service
it is possible to get for the amount you spend.
It consists of weighing and choosing the things you
would like to buy selecting the ones that will give you
the most enjoyment then seeing that you get full dollar
for dollar value.

REAL

Every day, simply by reading the advertisements in this
paper, you can take a lesson in household economics.
The advertisements teach efficiency in buying. They
show you the best markets. They lighten your housework by telling you about the newest conveniences and
g
devices. They give you a line on a thousand and one things that will help you materially.
labor-savin-

blood circulating

Sloan's drawi new fresh blood
to the aching part scatters con- gesftonandtbusreltevesthepatn.
Stc suffering, apply Sloan si
f'oin's soothes strained muscles.
acliinf barks. Stops nsuralfia,
cbecka colds in chest. Good wherever
congestion cause pain. Keep 11 handy,

Sloan's VtB&taetA'tilbpainl

j

If you want a real lesson in economics every
day read, the advertisements.
THOSE IN THE MORNING JOURNAL, DAILY AND
SUNDAY, ARE OF ESPECIAL INTEREST TO
THE PEOPLE OF ALBUQUERQUE.

TOR

r

.

CONSTIPATION
BILIOUSNESS

"Headache 4

INDIGESTION

Trouble
Stomach
--

SOLD EVERYWHERE

(

1

Hot Water Bottles Fountain Syringes Stationery Shaving Preparations
Tooth
Pastes Toilet Articles Coffee Tea Cocoa Candy and Rexall Remedies.

1

utarts

TODAY

hospitals.

Highest Grade Merchandise and Hundreds of Items for lc. You Can Buy One Item
at Regular Price and an Additional One for lc.

ends

Mount Vernon. Ky.

Seven

ednesday

Kentucky Lady Tells How
She Became Strong and
Healthy-Recomm-

IN

L, & N. COLLISION
1). M. Ellas and
Mrs. Charles
Ea Folette, Tenn., Oct. 16. A
Trapp wore fined $10 each in po- dozen or more persons wero Injurlice court yesterday evening on a ed, some of them
seriously here

Ilervons Wreck
For Six Weeks

ft

SLEEP BETTER

Over

Philadelphia, Oct. 11. Translation of fifty shoots of papyri,
dated in tho iel,'n of Ptolemy, of
but perhaps writPhiladelphia,
ten manv yeaM earlnr, ws to be
tho University of
ut
begun' today
by Dr.
Pennsylvania
Nathaniel Reich, formerly of the
I niv
mid
in
rslfy ot V:e.!iia.
one of tins only
inree living
of
scholars
rending
capable
demolic, which was tho shorthand
3.
of hieroglyphs
'Ilio sheets wera found in. scaled cylinders or J'tra i:i tho forecourt of a tomb at Thebes, by
Dr. Clarence .Stanley Visiter, and
!'.': virologists
liava been wailing
in H.tlontly for nearly a year to
secrets
nf ancient Egypt
learn the
hidden in tho mystld writing. 'J he
announcement that Dr. Rolen had
accepted the task was rondo yesterday by Dr. George Byron Gordon.
Demolic, it was explained, was
used for official documents and
other records in which a shorter
and more compact form of writwere
ing than the hloroglphyio
used for inscriptions on monuments.
has been
Enough deciphering
done on tho sheets to ascertain
that they contain Information n
how taxes wore levied and collected in Ptolemy's rotgn. Modern economists are particularly
n this, ns the syBlojn
interested
was said to have been so evenly
distributed that It brought in tre
mendous revenues with no apparent hardships to any class.
mu:-ii?u-

'
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Europe is now said to be anxious to
get hold of U. S. dollars. Europe always
was.

j

,

I

The kaiser, issuing his memoirs be- fore marriage, decided to have his say
while he could.

1879.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
One month by carrier or mail
Three months
Six Months
One Year

I

8
.

. .

So

.$2.5"
$1.75
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As to the least consequential consideration of the moment, it is conceded to
be France's wedding gift to the kaiser.
In ruling that an automobile is not a
necessary part of an undergraduate's
equipment Yale authorities seem to cling
to the
idea that "a student
should devote some time to study.

-

the

.October

'.

After Columbus' jaunt all Europe
wanted America, but it will now be sat- - 5
isfied with all America has.

-

TUESDAY,

About the only invention
that has
come out of Europe in eight years is the
circulating war.

$9.IMI

ADVERTISEMENTS.
any
Tho Journal reserves the right to reject
deem
advertising ...alter that it may cards ofi'"l'Pres
thanks, no-Calls for society meetings,
t
olntions society and church socials, lectures,
Sunday
ces calls for church meetings as (except
advert! lug and
church program, ) are considered
rates.
will be charged for at regular advertising
PRESS
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED entitled to
Associated Press is exclusively
of all news credited to
the uV- for
in this paper and also
U or uot otherwise credited
local news published herein.
17, 1922

REPUBLICAN ACHIEVEMENT
DTO OUT BY MOOT
with its
The Democratic party stands admims-tratioback to the wall. The national
to its
A prohibitionist in Iowa was surprised to learn
in less than two years, has
that botulism still exists, in spite ot the constituaccomplishcredit a record of legislative
which tional amendment.
ment, constructive and beneficial,
John Morrow boasts that he has no ancestors.
is unsurpassed by any other legislativeis
like Topsy, he "jess grew."
it
Possibly,
a
record,
such
of
body In the face
no
have
Democrats
the
little wonder that
Doctors have been advised to prescribe work
for some of the disabled world war veterans on
other recourse than a destructive
the ground that such a procedure will be good for
of misrepresentation. Let the
for itself and by it the Republi- the patients. Wo know of some fellows, not vetewho should be given such a prescription for
can paX will be judged at the coming rans,
the good of the community.
CleCThe'Republican Tarty was pledged to
No, Inquiring Header, the stuff the peanut pol
constructive legislation
give the country ever enacted a greater iticians usually put out Is not peanut butter.
has
No Congress
promised by its
percentage of legislation
First Man: "Wouldn't It be hard to have to
record.
its
Consider
partv.
it has 'call one of these women in knickerbockers
vital
of
importance,
and
First,
no "Mother?"
enacted no destructive, no sectional,
Second Man: "Much easier than calling one of
class legislation.
,
them Sweetheart."
Government
business
in
To put more
which
There is a new one called the Volstead Waltz.
it enacted the Budget law, under Adminof
this
Wo may look for the Home Brew and Moonshine
the economy programme
Waltzes almost immediately.
istration was made possible.
.
It reduced the public taxes $818,000,-000Carry with you armament, when at night you
a year, the bulk of which is lifted
!go about.
averFor some gland thiefs going to get you,
of
individual
and
from the family
be still jii you don't watch out.
age income. That taxes mightcut
,
public
further reduced, it unsparingly
vif''.
According to the present rate,
appropriations.
By nineteen twenty-fou';&'
It found 5,000,000 idle. To prevent
SellsForcpaugh circus posters
the
of
unemployment
Will be seen 'round here no more,
further aggravation
0
situation it enacted the restrictive immWell, i( looks as though everybody can vote for
igration law.
It found agriculture facing ruin. To Felipe Hubbcll without making anybody else sore,
J
relieve the situation it revived the War
A messenger boy who was sent to an Albuquer-iqu- e
Finance Corporation and turnisneu it wun
a billion dollar revolving fund to loan the have store to get some toelastic, found that he did not
money enough
buy the amount required.
farmer in his emergency. It passed the
a
Farmers' Emergency tariff, which stopped "Can't you stretch it little?" he asked the clerk.
'the flood of imports that was contributing
to agricultural distress. It increased the
funds of the Federal Farm Loan Bank in
Twsi!fy Yfcfirs Ago
the sum of $25,000,000.
The result was the revival of agriculThe educational council of New Mexico held an
ture, which brought the farmer, who purchases 40 per cent, of the manufactured informal session hero yesterday.
Present were
the Prof. J. A. Wood and Prof. Grant of Santa Fe;
products of the country, again into idle
Prof. R. R. Larkln of Gallup; Superintendent Stroup,
market, thus giving employment to
Attorney Ilickey and Prof. Decker ot Albuquerque,
men.
President Foster of the Agricultural college.
It enacted a permanent tariff which and
Dr.
Hewitt of Albuquerque, the president,
insures industry and agriculture anice pro- failedE. toL.arrive
on time.
tection from destructive foreign competition, and the working man steady employAlbuquerque yesterday lost the third straight
ment at a good wage.
game to El Paso In the territorial fair tournament.
creatIt enacted the Sweet law, which
The score was 5 t 1. Batteries: El Paso, Flaherty
ed the Veterans' Bureau, consolidating all and Beville; Albuquerque, Callahan and Kling.
Government agencies dealing with
William Erickson,
men, and facilitating the work of
formerly of Albuquerque,
n,

rec-o?- d
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Liberty Bonds
6.
New York, Oct.
Liberty
bonds closed: 318. $100.84; first
4 s, $99.30:
first 4is, 99.34; second
11.'
Olir.l
(OO
i 1. 9
fourth 4 4s, $99.14; Victory
l uiiruiK-i-

r,

iuij.,gv,

1CIO--

V

(called), $100.02.

4'
4 4

'S

GRAIN
Chicago Hoard of Trade
Oct. 16.
Chicago,
Although
wheat, corn and oats reached some
new crop record prices for the season, immense profit taking sales
led to downturns later. A decided
gain in wheat values at Liverpool
was chiefly responsible for the
strength shown by markets here.
Wheat in Chicago closed responsible for the strength shown by
markets here. Wheat In Chicago
closed unsettled, ',4c net lower to
a
like advance, with December
$1.12'i to 1.12, and May $1,1214
to 1.12 U. Corn finished 'ic off to
5iC up, oats down Va to ?je and
provisions varying from 17c decline
to,n. rise of two cents.
General buying sent wheat up
quickly at the start hero, but the
rise coming after recent other gains
proved to bo a great Incentive to
realize on holdings. Transportation
difficulties which tended to make
speculative selling unpopular failed
to have a like effect on hedging,
and the pressure from realizing
here was noticeably
increased
through active selling from Winnipeg houses, that were purchasing
at home. Besides, increases In the
domestic and Canadian visible supply totals served more or less to
temper bullish sentiment.
Corn and oats were governed
chiefly by the action of wheat.
Leading Interests reported that
Germany was paying 9 9 cents a
bushel for corn at Rotterdam,
equal to 78 In Chicago.
Provisions, excepting only October lard, showed sympathy
with
tho firmness of hog values.
Closing prices:
.Wheat
Dec, $1.12.;; May
.liny, ;i.n4 4.
ai.iz'.;
Corn Dec. 66c; .May, 67 '4c:
July, 67 '4c
Oats Dec, 418e; Mav, 4154c
July, 39c,
Lard Oct., $10.73; Jan., $9.30
Ribs Oct., $10.00.

$1.1S1.20.

Corn No. 2 white, 66'i67c;
2 yellow.
70!4Cg!71c.
Hay Market steady to $1 lower; No. 1 timothy, $15. 00r 16.00;
No. 1 prairie. $1 4.00&'14.r,0; choice
alfalfa. $24. OOfi) 25.00; clover mixed
light, $14.50 13.50.
No.

has took an' eat tip yer shirt.'
"'Well,' he said, with a restful
yawn, 'it's the way o' tho world:
Them that has must lose!' " Atlanta Constitution.

j

r,

Gridiron

JJlBookl

I

was ready hut nite and
pop liadent came home yet and
ma was wawking errouncl r.ervisa
looking at all the clocks, saying, 1
dont know wat can be kepping that
man, wy dldent he telefone if he
know he was going to be so late,
0 deer look at the time, he's never
this late, O deer.
Me thinking G she's setting worried. And 1 sod. U well, ina wats
a use in worrying, I clout think
enything happened to him.
Certenly mulling happened to
him, who sed enything did, sutch
an ideer, are you crazy? mil sed.
And she keep on wawking
and looking out the windo,
saying. Its mitoy funny, its bin
munths sints ho was this late, I
dont knew wat to make of it. Look- 1
ing more and more nerviss and
thawt I better make her feel better and I sed, Well I know one
thing, ma.
Wat, wats that? ma seu?
He dldent get run over, because
he'H allways too carefill, I sed.
O heavens wat a thawt, ma sed.
And wat did she do but give me
2 fearse slaps before I knew wat
was coming and another one after
1 found out.
And Jest then pop
came in with his key, saying, Good
evening everybody.
It may seem like a good evening to you but it dont to me. I
thawt you were killed or something
ma Bed.
Nonsents. who would kill me .'
pop sed. To tell you the truth I
stopped to buy you a little present
and it took quite a little time, you
know how slow these joolry stores
are, pop sed.
Looking as if she
O, ma sed.
felt mutch better, and pop sed, I'm
sorry 1 couldent bring it rite along
with me, but you know how these
sed it would
things are. The man sure,
lie sed,
be reddy by tombrro
and ma sed, How wund.rfill, as1
think youre perfeck. Sounding she
if she felt so mutch better
wouldcnt of cared if he never came
home, and tonite pop brawt home
u
lndvs cnesi vui wiuiuui
whether he
thing on It to show
or
today.
bawt It yestldday
Ki;pp:r

V

ce

who has been in charge of the Gross Kelly and Comrelieving disabled war veterans.
It appropriated for use of that bureau topany house at Tucumcari, for the past year, is here
attend the fair.
more money than was appropriated for
any purpose except payment of the public
The special train bearing Los Vegans to the
debt and interest thereon.
was wrecked yesterday 12 miles
territorial
It found the country officially in a south of LasfairVegas.
The five coachloads of peostate of war with Germany and
ple had to return to Las Vegas. The Las Vegas
rea
and by
joint resolution
band, however, managed to come down later, arrivestablished peace with these two nations. ing last night. The accident cut down the Vegas
It enacted the Maternity Act to safe- attendance several hundred. Engineer Wilson was
,
guard the welfare of infancy and mater- in charge of the special train.
nity.
people saw Clay McGonigal win
It created a refunding commission to the Eight thousand
contest for the championship of New
roping
on
loans
businesslike
a
our
place
foreign
Mexico and a
the fair grounds yesterbasis, and formujate conditions for their day. McGonigalfat purse at
roped and tied his steer In Just
payment.
45
seconds, which Is considered fast time
It authorized the formation of cothe rough ground on which he worked.
operative marketing "associations, which Carroll was a close second with 46 seconds, and
will be of mutual benefit to the producer a Navajo Indian with an unpronounceable name
of food and to1 the consumer. It enacted was third. The Indian probably would have been
the. Packers and Stockyards Act for the first, but he did not tie his steer correctly.
k
interests, and the Grain Futures
In the parade welcoming Montezuma to the city
Act for the farmer.
Sheriff Thomas Hubbell took the part
To promote our foreign
trade, it yesterday.
Montezuma. How many guessed It? Miss Hunt
amended the Edge Act to facilitate the of
was Queen Tecalo, and appeared a beautiful monorganization of corporations engaging in arch. Colonel John Borradaile
was marshal, with
A LITTLE LAUGHTER
export business.
Captain W. E. Elder, Lieutenant Frank Strong, and
o
the
for
J
It provided
reorganization
Lieutenant Stingle as aides.
The committee
of
the Philippine financial system, and an judges, composed of Charles Sawyer, EI Paso; W.
Mistukp.
Natural
Traffic Cop "Hey, you! Didn't
extension of Philippine credit in order to E. Martin, Santa Fe, and H. M. Dougherty, Some yelling for you to
hear
you
save the islands from bankruptcy, which corro, gave firet prize to tho flower boat driven
stop?"
S.
B.
secand
Mrs.
Solomon
Baker
and
as
a
result
of
Luna,
were
"Oh! was that you
Fiend
Auto
eight years
facing
they
that was Ju.it
of Government under the Democratic ond prize Jo the tandem driven by Mr. and Mrs. yelling? I I thought
had run over." Dry
E. L. Washburn.
Tho Judnes commended highly somebody
regime.
the Eagles float and the private turnout of Joseph Goods Economist.
It came to the relief of drought-stricke- n
Barnctt.
Didn't Stop to Count.
areas in our own country, extended the
Bobby was accustomed to suron
due
and
recla
time payment
irrigation
prising his parents every morning
by peeping Into tho kitchen while
mation projects, granted liberal aid lor
they were at broaKi.ist. uno mornstarvto
extended
relief
the
1BESTT
THOUGHT
TOMTS
public roads,
ing they were ttartlod by a loud,
Inbumping noiso on the staircase,
ing millions of Russia, reorganized the
which rose the cries of Bobabove
dian Bureau, strengthened the enforceby. They found him at the foot
Federal
amendthe
ment of
The world was made to be Inhabited by beasts, of the staircase.
prohibition
dear," said his mother.
ment, provided for the creation of more but studied and contemplated by man. It Is the debt "did"Bobby
you miss your step!"
wo
Reason
our
of
to
conowe
relieve
in
and
courts
order
homageJ
the
the
uhto
God,
Federal
"No, mother, I believe T hit
for not being beasts; without this, the world every one of them." Los Angeles
gestion of business and expedite justice, iswesipay
III as though It had not been, or as It was before Times.
and created a commission to investigate
the
sixth day, when as yet there was not a creaA Trw- Philosopher.
the coal industry.
that could conceive or say there was a world.
"Talking of optimists and philosIn addition, the United States Senate ture
The wisdom of God receives small honor from ophers," said the colonel, "reminds
in less than thirty days ratified seven those
heads that rudely stare about, and me of the old story of the very beEt
of them.
treaties formulated at the Arms Confer- with avulgar
gross rusticity admire His works. Those
"The old man had to keep close
ence, which moved the world toward highly magnify 'Him whose Judicious Inquiry into while the old woman washed
his
out to dry.
peace and committed the nations to a re- His acts, and deliberate research Into His creatures, only shirt andin hung it she
said to
"Coining
latw,
duction of naval armament and a conse return the duty of a devout and learned admira- him:
" 'John, I'm sorry to Kiy the calf
SIR THOMAS BROWNE.
tion.
quent reduction in taxation.
y,

4
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The Markets

Creators.

Uf ttl0 AsMicialed

I'rt-Bi-

.

FINANCIAL

Wall Street
New York, Oct. 16. Active bid-- !
ding up of industrial shares including United .States Steel common which was carried to a new
high at $1.11, at the opening ot
today's stock market, induced recent buyers to take profits with the
And His Present.
1
result that marked irregularity
arwouldn't marry that
( Mae
tist if I were you dear. Why, you took place in later trading. Rail
know nothing whatever of his past, shares came to life today and sumo
June Perhaps not, but when material gains were registered.
Traders who have been bidding
he's my husband I'll know somein expectation of stock
thing of his future. New York up stocks, received
a setback today
dividends,
Sun.
when Elbert H. Gary, chairman of
United
States
the
Steel
corporation
Needs All Ills Attention.
E. J. Corish, president of the
Friend Why do you always eat Nmd
National Lead company both dea cood meal before dining out?
Mr. Newrich So that I can give nied that any distribution was conby their concerns.
my entire attention to the manage- templated
More than 100.000 shares of
ment of the (Various knives, forks
United States Steel ronton changed
and spoons. Boston Transcript.
hands during the day', the closing
price, however, representing a net
gain of only
Violent fluctuations took place
After-DinnTricks
in the high priced oil shares, Mexican Petroleum moved with a radius
ot nearly S points, closing at a net
gain of 41,4 while Standard Oil of
New Jersey, which bad touched
218 14 fell back to 21 3 14, or 2 'A
points below Saturday's final rate.
Total
sales
were
1,191,000
shares.
.
Call money opened at 4 '.4 per
cent but advanced to 6 before the
closo as a result of heavy withdrawals in connection with
payments.
Closing prices;
72 ',i
American Can
American Smelting & Ret'g.. 113
American Sumatra Tobacco,. 38?4
124 '4
American T. & T
EO t'
inaiinnilfl wvep...
,rT,rH
Atchison
10714
E6
Baltimore & Ohio 77
Bethlehem Steel
Vo. 13.
Strike Saery Matches With Butte and Superior
334
ut Bex
64
California Petroleum
1484
It Is commonly supposed that a safet. Canadian Pacific
natch can only b struck oa the box Central Leather
4lTi
&
i. neat little stnnt Is to strike ons a Chesapeake
Ohio
7514
he sole of the shoe, and then challeng Chicago, .Mil. & St. Paul..
"294
2S
my one to duplicate the feat, whic. Chino Copper
Colorado Fuel & Iron
33 '
hey will be unable to do.
The secret is quite simple. The aid Crucible Steel
881,4
a match box was preriously rubba Cuba Cane Sugar
H 14
16
ifainst the sole of the shoe, at thi Erie
9 '.
nsten. Borne ot the substance la thu Great Northern pfd
from
3S7-ransferred
the box to the ahe Inspiration Copper
aid the striking of the match become l'nt- Mer. Marine pfd
62
34 H
simple matter. As the Instep doe Kennecott Copper
lot touch the rroand the applicatloi Louisville & Nashville.
143'j
.
rill not wear off for some time,
.
Mexican Petroleum
205 7,
. 74
toorrixht. 1031. by PuWia L4nr Comn Miami Copper
Missouri Pacific
21
New York Central
99

"Yes. The football
coach already considers him sufficiently
(promising to be photographed for
the press." Birmingham Age-Hald.

1

Afeiirp

:

"How is your son getting along
at college?"
a
"I think the boy is going to do
me honor."
"Indeed?"

j
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QUAY REPUBLICANS

,

NAMEFULL

Tucumcari,

.ortnern

TICKET

N. M., Oct. 16.

have put out a full county ticket in Quay county, this being
the first full ticket In years. The
lineup of candidates is as follows:
For state representative: Royal A.
Prentice and Mrs. Warren Halght,
Tucumcari; sheriff. J. J. Hyder,
Logan; treasurer; Oscar R. Brandon, Narl Visa; county clerk, Miss
Dora Sisney, Tucumcari;
county
assessor, Walter Moncus, Ima; suK.
of
Pack
schools,
perintendent
of Tucumcari;
probate Judge,
Monica Tafoya, Puerto; commissioners, Herman Oerhardt of Tucumcari; Charles Alsdorf of San
Jon, and Will Montgomery of Jordan; county surveyor, Teo D.
H. M. Wharton
Tucumcari.
was
county chairman.

1

acme

Pennsylvania
Ray Consolidated. Copper
Reading ,
Rep. Iron & Steel. . . . .
Sinclair Oil ft Refining.
Southern Pacific . . , . . . .
Southern Railway
Studebaker Corporation
Texas Co
Tobacco Products
Union Pacific
United States Steel....
Utah Copper
.

u,

Chicago
Chicago. Oct. 18 (U. S. Department of Agriculture). Cattle Receipts 28,000; strictly choice and
prime native beef steers, .beef cows
and heifers scarce, steady to strong;
lower grades slow, about steady;
Other classes
irenrnllv
early top native beef steers, $12.75:
some highly finished kinds held
above, $13.00; bulk of native beef
steers of quality and condition to
sell at $9.00012.25; supply of western grassers liberal; bulk vealers
early around $10.50 to packers;
heavy grass calves fairly active In
demand; bulk desirable bologna
bulls around $4.2."); bulk stockers
and feeders, $6.20 7.50.
Hogs Receipts 35,000; market
slow, around
steady; few sales
strong; big packers bidding lower:
bulk 170 to
averages,
$9.25(5)9.35; few good and choice
220 to
butchers, $9.40(5)
O.jiO; top, $9.00; bilk packing sows,
$7.85 i?i 8.35; pigs strong;
mostly,
$9.00 9.23;
heavv, $8.65 iff 9.45:
medium, $9.25 (it 9.50; light, $9.15
9.35; light light, $9.100 9.20; packing sows, smooth,
$7.90 E 8.60;
packing sows, rough, $ 7.35 8.00;
killing pigs, $8.75 9.25.
Sheep
Receipts 27.000.
Fat
lambs opening strong to 25c higher. Early top natives, $14,00 to
packers and city butchers; l.SUU
lops from a twelve-ca- r
train of
Montana lambs, $14.00; feeding
lambs, slow; none sold early; sheep
steady: 174 aged western wethers,
averaging 122 pounds, $6.75 for
slaughter.
210-pou-

d

Kansas City

95 aj

26'i

135

51
62',!;

ljil

Hfl',
67

'

Kansas City
Kansas City. Oct. 16. Eggs
Market unchanged. Firsts. 31c.
Market
unchanged.
Butter
Creamery, 42 ft' 43c: packing, 23c.
Market unchanged
Poultrs
Hens, 2l)c; broilers, 20c; springs,
ITc.

Xcw York Metals
New York, Oct. 16. Copper-D- ull.
Electrolytic spot and futures,

14c.

Tin

Spot and futures.

Steady.

No.
Iron Steady
$34.00frt35.00; No,
No.
$32.00(3.1.00;

northern,
northern, '
southern,

$25.00 fi) 27.00.

Lead Firm. cnf
,,V',, St
Zinrv VImh Vnmt
and nearby delivery, $6.80.
Antjmony Spot, $6.70 fa 7.00.
fi

-.
r.n ik RV,. r-, u.
T.rmln imnl

New York Cotton
New York, Oct. 16. Cotton fu.
tures closed harelv steadv. Dec,
$22.42: Jan., $22.27; March, $22.41 ;
May, $22.33; July, $22.20.

VETERAN ENGINEER
OF TUCUMCARI DEAD
Special to Xlie Journal.

Tuciimcari, N. M., Oct. 16.
Frank Klmmons, a resident of
since 1907 and well known
in railroad circles of the southwest, died recently in El Paso and
was buried here Saturday.
Mr.
Sinimo.13 Is survived by a wife, two
Ruth
und
daughters,
Sallie, and a
son, Frank Jr., a brother, Harry
Simmons of this city and Mrs. J.
C. Owens.a sister,
who lives at
Santa Rita, New Mexico.
Mr. Simmons had been an engineer in regular service on the E.
P. & S. W. railway since 1900.
and was held in high esteem by officials of the road. During the
course of his experience he survived three bad engine wrecks. His
death came after a nervous break.
down about six weeks previous.

PROHIBITION TO BE
)
ENFORCED IN THRACE
UNDER KEMALIST RULE
Constantinople, Oct. 16 by the
Associated Press.) Total prohibi- tlon of alcoholic drinks, one of the
tenets of tho Mohammedan religion, will be applied
throughout
Kastcrn Thrace as soon as the
Kemiilist authorities are installed,
according to dispatches received
by the local newspapers from Angora, seat, of the Turkish nationalist government.
The same rule will be applied to
Constantinople immediately after
the Kemalist occupation
of the
capital. It was announced and those
violating the law will be liable to
punishment eorisiKting of
three months In prison and
a fine of from sixty to three hundred Turkish pounds.
forty-lashe-

s,

SANTA FE ROAD HAS

n.

SPENT $48,351,076
FOR IMPROVEMENTS
Topeka, Kims., Oct. 14. The
Atchison, Topeka and' Santa Fe
system spent $48,301,076 for improvements in 1922 up to September according to a statement issued
here today by W. V. Storey, president of the road. The 1923 im
provement program will cost about
tne same, he said. Locomotives
and cars will cost more than twice
the pre-wprices but a little less
than they did in 1920-2Mr.
Storey pointed out. He recently
ordered now equipment amounting
to nearly $19,000,000.
ar

,

FORT TURNED OVER TO
INTERIOR DEPARTMENT
Washington, Oct. 16. The Fort
Apache, Arizona, Military reservation, containing- approximately
7,500 acres, has been declared useless for future military purposes
and placed under control of Secretary Fall of the Interior department. The reservation has been
since 1877 under war, department
Jurisdiction.
It sometimes seems as If the war
grafters must have got out a sweeping injunction against the department of Justice.

Ohio State

teIM his

Kansas City. Oct. 16 ru s
partment of Agriculture).
Cattle
TYPEWRITERS
Receipts 37,000: trade slow and
unuvrn wun eany sales most VlfiSWuniSKS All
niaKei overhauled
classes nrounri ut
and repaired,

rtlbbnna for

ma-

every
steers, $10.50; bulk cows, $3.70(f? chine.
A!huqueriua
Typewrlr
chunsre, Dhon 90J-J23 South Fourllr.
u.vv; most canners,
$2.502.75;
cutters largely, $3.00 Si 3.25;
PKOhESSIUNAL CARDS
bulls mostiv, $3.253.50;
ariiiHAaia.
practical top on vealers, $10.00.
Hogs Receipts 12,000,
Market WILSON ANU WILSON.
AltorneTa.
6
to
10c hleher to ahln.
very close,
and 19 crumwel) Bundles.
pers; mostly steady to Backers? rtoomt id, itrnone
1163-w
bulk hogs unsold: Rhlnnor inn
PMV8II1ANH
AM) HI'KUKONR.
$9.10; packer top, $8.95; 140 to
160 Doundn.
montl. ti.naoiTA. UK. 8. I.. BURTON,
190 to 240 pounds, $8.759.05; 250
Dlaeaiea uf the Slomaeh
Suite 8. Burnett Bulldtnsr
to 300 pounds, mostlv iX Knufonn.
M
UK.
AIMiAKUT
CA11TH KK.HT,
bulk sales, $8.45 (&9.05; packing
nneiuenc
SOWS.
StenAV?
tail central
hzj
mnctlt. 17 tftiT BK.
Phone 671.
stock pigs Steady; mostly 18.40
K-

UK. S. MAULK

Sheep Receipts 10.000.
to 15o
generally strong
-

Lambs
higher:
UtallS. $14.00nsarli.
western
largely $13.80 & 4.00; better grades
imuves mosriv x z.iiiiiiii . a na ehnn
steady: ewes, $6.00: few wethera
odd lots yearlings.
$7.007.25;
1

$10.1010.60.

Denver
8
Denver, Oct. 16. Cattle Re6', ceipts
10,000.
Market steady to
15c lower. Beef steers, $6.00 0 7.25;
14
cows and heifers ' S3 nn,i k nn
81
60
calves, $6.00(69.00: bulls', $2.60
3 Mi d. i;
stocuers and feeders, ,$4.50

Xcv York Money
New York, Oct. 16. Cull money
Strong. High, 6 per cent; low,
iVi per. cent; ruling rate, 4V4;
closing bid, 6 per cent; offered at
6
per cent; last loan, 6 per cent.
Call loans against acceptances, 4
per cent.
Time loans Firm. Mixed collateral. 60 and 90 days, 4' to 4
to
per cent; 4 and 6 months, 4
LODGE HAS RECOVERED.
5 per cent.
16.
Oct.
Senator
4
Lenox, Mass.,
Prime commercial paper, Vi per
Henry Cabot Lodge, w.ho was cent.
troubled with a slight cold yesterday, has recovered, his physiforeign Exchange
New York, Oct. 16. Foreign excian, Dr. Brace W. Paddock, said
today.
change, irregular. Great Britain
demand, $4.43; cables, $4.43?i.
Tt is easy to Imagine the leniency Sixty-da- y
bills on banks, $4.41 Vj.
7.51 H;
cables
Germany would show in collecting France demand,
the
7.
had
from
France
52.
Belgium demand,
reparations
6.99;
rabies" 7.00. Germany demand.
result of the war been roversed.
.03
Xaahvllle Southern Lumberman.
cables, .03U. Holland de- Mar-teni-

LIVESTOCK

j

cwt;
River

River Ohios.. $1.0001.15
bulk Red
Uhios, 90 Q $1.05 cwt.

North Dakota

$34.00.

Kansas
Kansas City, Oct. city
16. Wheat-- No.
2 hard. II.
lo1.32; No. 2 red.

;

j

'111- -

--

,.

Austria-Hungar-

mand, 38.91; cables, 38.97. Norway demand, 18.21. Sweden de19.88.
Denmark.
mand, 26.73.
Switzerland demand, 18.46. Spain
demand. 13.30.
Greece demand,
J 44 ; Poland demand, .01; Czechoslovakia demand, 3.34. Argentine
demand. 36.00.
Brazil demand,
11.02. Montreal, $1.0(1
3

as sueond class matter at the postotfioe
N.
hanla
of Albuo.iiero.ue. N. M.. and entry in of
March 17.
of
undi-act
Congress
M
pending,
Entered

A BUNDLE

Wcll, the world appears to be safe
for European debts.

INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
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IOLKXAI, Pl lU.ISIIIXCi COMPAXV
AN

JOSEPH

THERE'S A GENTLEMAN AT THE DOOR WITH

THE WAY.

7.25.

KKKKLS,

Osteopathic

I'liynlelan

OltlKen Tlnnk HlrlB. Ph. SS1-or 1
UK. (t. C.
LAKKt,
Eye. tor, .Note and Throat.

SS9-

-'

4bnnu lit.
Building.
Office Huure
and 8 to t p. m
DR. HL'GH M. DcWITT

Earnsrt

to U a. m.

Osteopathic Physician and Surgeon
317 VV. Gold
Phone 594

W. M. SHERIDAN. M. D.
Practice Limited to
UENITO
URINARY KlbfASESl
AND DISEASES OIT THE SKI
to L'onnctln.
HiHtrmai LahurHtnnr
Citizens Bank Bll. Phono H8.

Hogs
Receipts 460. Market
F. C. BAKES, M. D.
steady to week. Top, $9.25; bulk, Disease of the Kjt. Ulaeaea Fitted
$7.259.00.
Office removed to 114 N. SecSheep Receipts 3.000. Market ond st. Ground floor. Phone 842.
steady to weak. Lambs, $1 2.25(g)
13.25;
ewes, $4.005.50;
DR. W. T. MURPHEY
feeder
lambs, $12. 00 13.00.
Practice Limited to Tuberculosis.
Barnett Building l'hone 836.
Hours: 10 to 12 a.m.; 2 to 3 p.m.

PRODUCE

Chicago
Chicago. Oct. 16. Butter Mar-khigher. Creamery extras, 44c;
firsts, 36 38c; extra firsts. 40
42
'jc; seconds, 84S)3jc; standards,
40c.

CHIROPRACTORS

xmssaesf.Chlriiprartlc

'
IS anil M ArmUii Bullrtina.

Aiuuquerque-eani-

a

r-

t

-

li.nl

'

ie

1JAILV HI AOS
To Taoa tHeaa
Leave
J: ill a. m.
Arrl.e
.....11:10 a m.
n. m.
l.eav.
,...la:J0
Lear
p. m,
Il:in
:UO p. m.
Arrive

ReEggs Market unchanged.
ceipts 9,344 cases. Firsts. SI 35c;
ordinary firsts, 25 26c; miscellaneous, 28 g 30c; refrigerator exTo AUmqaerqne (Head lp)
tras, 26 Ho; refrigerator firsts, 26c.
Albuquerque ...Arrive,.. 7 100 p.m.
Alive
Market lower. Santa
Poultry
re...., ,, .eave... 4:00 p. m.
Fowls, 1422c; springs,
Panta Fa. ...... .Anlve...lS:5 p. in.
roosters, 14c.
Eipamla ..... .Arrl.e... J :1 a. m.
RePotatoes Market steady.
Tana
a, m.
Iava...
FARE TO SANTA FR, t:i
States
154
total
United
cars:
f4.M
ceipts
TO TAOS.
ll.5.
shipments 1.58S; Wisconsin sacked
Albuquerque Headquanera
Rtncllat
cwt: Brothers'
1.15
round whites,
$1.00
CHcar
re, 210 Weet Central
same bulk, $1.0501.15 cwt; Mlnne. Avef . Pane So,
sot.
sota sacked round whites, 9Br,(i
santa Fe fee inane
ink (,nree- $1.05 cwt;' Minnesota sacked Red , uoiiery. rhiwe 121.

lSc;

1

.
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i "tm lav

WANTED
wilh ca!'s
Two youns
for country circulation work.

in
Opportunity to make goodmen.
newspaper work to l'lglit Mora-In- s
See Circulation Manager,
Journal.

$u00 cash

the Following Property for Sale
Reasonable

m

$35 monthly will

buy a new
house, bath,
sleeping porch, fireplace,
hardwood floors; prlco is right;
only
two of these left. Mee

Ackerson

and Griffith

Realtors.
Fourth,
I'ltonuJlH.
F01S SALE

Am Offering

1
flat, 8 rooms
each side fully furnished; each
side rents for $10; llvo in ono
Bide and rent the other; only
4
blocks from new hotel;
$4,000; terms.
brick, 2 bis screened
in porches, 5 rooms upstairs,
all have hot and cold water,
steam heat, could ba divided
to make a or 3 apartments;
fine
income
property unci
home now rented and well
cared for; double Kara ire; 4
blocks from new hotel; $8,600;
terms.
7 rooms, stoam heated, modern home, Just off V. Central
on Twelfth; fino location; write
me and I Mill show you one or
all of those. I am here for
See me at
few days only.
once.
P, L. Williamson
207 West Gold Avenue.

and

lu.u'JO-

HU!- IIiardvtooil

.1

........

t...

I

v inuU .
flour, Ruml "tirisn- went, furnare, gum, sidewalk, lawn;
ii'iir i.ium Boulevard.
4,ouu
bnck cottage, modern.
North Fourth St.
I5.00U
pebble dnsli dwell- injr, bath. 0tn torner lot 100x142. tine
block from Central, Highlands, cloa In.
14.500
frame, modern, line chuda,
(rood location. 8. Wolter St., cloae in.
Homa good btiya In buelnesi property.
Lots and bouaea In all parta ot the city.

A. F1LEISCEI1EE. Renffllor

PRICED

'

TO SELL

Six rooms and Biassed sleep
n,
Ing porch, in first class coiuli-tio-

on paved street
paving paid
and tho prlco is only $4,500
with good terms.
Five-roostucco bungalow,
with glassed sleepins porch,
hardwood
floors,
fireplace,
built-i- n
features, furnace heat,
ftarago, on paved street in the
Fourth ward. Owner must
sell. rice us for prlco and
terms.
located

In tho Hit?r lands,

Jas.

M, Johnson
Keal Estate Loans
210W. lioltl
l'lioiio 2 10

Insurance

NEW HOME
four-rooIn Fourth
ward,
stucco for only $3,900;
small

3-

'

payment, balance llks rent.
Wanted: Money to loan: I have
clients for $L',n0O,
$1,G00 and
It. JtcClughnn, liealtor,
$1;000.
204 W. Gold, phono 442- -

THE PLUMBER,
216 North Third,

PAT,

National

Plumbing and Ueatlnc.
Repair Work a Specialty.
PHONE

. FOR SALE

iCH

fcALB OH KENT

Investment Co.'

Realtors
Insurance All Kinds,
ileal Estate
List Tour Property With

201.

House.

200

i

V.

Gold.

two lots

Cheap,

FOR

4-

5-

- room

frame, furnished,
$1,500
for only
- room modern house, sleepfront
lurso
ing
porch,
porch, lot 02V4X142, for
$3,100
only
- room modern stucco, nearly new, 2 large porches,
Fourth ward, easy terms.
$3,S50
for only,....'
modern brick, glassed
in sleeping porch, hardwood

FOR RENT

UNIVERSITY

ronslstlntf of fifteen rooms
well furnished and tho best location,
rihort distance from
tho postoiTico.
Diuinjf room in
connection.
Kasy terms.

HEIGHTS

bungalow in Fourth
ward, two sleeping porches, k;i- rat;e, shade, south front, nicely
tennx.
furnished, all for
Now
home,
lourth
In
modern
ward,
every respect,
Kouth
larffo
front,
lot, lawn,
built-ifeatures, hardwood floors
throughout, $0,150; tortus.
Five-roo-

modern house on ex.
desirable
lot, largo
treniely
sleeping porch, adobe garae,
owner leaving and will sacrifice; prico only $2,000.
'

Phone '657,

"Our personal Rttcntion
every littlu detail."

hot water
Highlands, for only

heat,

floor,

to

Franklin & Company
llealtors
Insurance
l.fan.
Rentals
221

Martin Co,,. Realtors

L.

223

W, Gold.

$1.-0-

Phono

130.

TiAIiGAIN'

adohe stucco house,
of mountain road,
milo
$000; tortus. Inquire at Kahn
First.
109
North
store,

irth

Kclclicr, Realtor
.11

Phono 410.

BEAUTIFUL HOME
r.EAUY TO MOVK INTO.
Von- m.'iy Bcloct
your bath
and clucti iu fixtures it you act
-

'lva largo rooms, adobe,
floors, fireplace, Areola
heat, lovely porches, will build
gariiRO to .match; this ia a
Any real estate man
Or see me,
oalc
.

McMillion & Wood,

W. Gold.

206

YV.

THE THIRD WARD

IN

C'loso

e have
in,
a
brick with inaplu floors
throughout, sidewalks, shade
trees, lawn arid trood garaso.
This pkico is Koitig to gcll.
Make us an offer.

H.

five-roo- m

Clias, Roehi
l'lioiio

Realtors

Insurance

(.Juki.

Rooms

If urnisbeti room. 6U lSoi'th
KKNT
Second.
Us.
C33
l'lioiio
FOK
Seveial rvoma, unrurnHheO.
T
1.4 Kouth Edith.
Funnelled room nd garuyo,
k'OU
Hnrnn.
Apply 414
VOH KENT
Furnliiieu ruuan. .18 boutb

Foil

name, lights, lot
north Mountain Koad $1,230
adobe, lot 60x240;
north Jlountaln Itoad
$2,800
adobs etucco, two
$3,950
porches
Very easy terms on all.
1

j

,

Tf.

CI'.).

Coiner of Second and Gold.

Co.

n

Tlcnltors
220 V. Gold.

Insurance
1'lKinc

323,

ZAPF
1021

W.

New

York.
Office Phone G40, Second and
bold.

For

Houses.

Rent-rooin-

s

with Board

FOR
QLINC-Krt-

SALEMicellaneou
.

rhensj

FOH SALK

Phone

914.

inos-J-

.

llara coat heater, large

al.ie.

Folt SALE Trailer and ahotgun. 100
North Edith.
Tit ' BUDDY'S MILK; BEST IN TOWN.
Phone 2113-11Full SALE Apples ot ull viricl.es.

HOME

at a Real Bargain

40;

Shelley-Brau-

BEAUTIFUL

A

"

Home Phono

FOR RENT

D,

FOR SALE

J

FOR SALE
1

j,

0;

n

Phono 667.

(Jtlii'li.

A

olliaiiffirsasil

$4,300

New adobe stucco finish, oak
floors throughout, sleeping
porch, fireplace, hot water
heat, sarage, for only..$5,o00
A,

V. Girt ff

Msia

OPPORTUNITIES

ROOMING HOUSE

.

Accident, Autoiuoblla Inauruncc,
Surety Mond, Lotion.
So. 1U 8, lourlb Street,
l'houe 674.. cash
Fire,

SPECIALS
THIS WEEK

MARTIN'S

Health Seekers Paradise

120 S.
I

ElIlSEMEMTS

CLA

a

Seven largo rooms, modern
every respect, fireplace, all
built-i- n
of
kinds
features,
plonly of closet room, fino
electi-h-nfixtures, fino sleeping liorch with eleven windows, good coal range, electric
washlnB mariitiRo, electric
chine, lnundry stove, laundry
basement
with
larjro
tubs,
waali room, coal bins,
fruit
fino
hot
water heating
closet,
adobe
pood
plant,
gnrngo with
servant's tiuarters. This house
is built of adobe and is ono of
the best constructed houses in
tho city and in a fine location.
The lot is extra largo with
good walks and pjhado.
If. you are interested In a
real home at a bargain this
purierty can be bought for
less than it would cost to
build tho house. Call us for
an appointment.
D, T, Kingsbury
Heal Estate, Loan, and
Insurance.
210 W. Gold.
l'lioiio D07-In

'

l

As Long As

It Last3

$10.00 Per Load
A

(Of

Hotter

Grade

$15.00.

about 1,000 feet)
Cull with Wagon
Terms Cash

McKinley Land &

Lumber Co.
Albuquerque,

Now

Mexico.
II,
Clarke,
Wlsi O'liper.
phono 240;,-H4- ,.
KOOFLNO
ASU HUAIllJ, l'J a wuek. ill
EXPEltT guaranteed vork. Phone 1834-House, furnished. FoH HKiNT New
Hi South bnuin jjruailwfiy.
Male.
house, 0110 largo room,
0nC8- Bftventh, phone- 729 MANZANO OIN'UEH AL
l'Olt KE.VI lluuin, uuU board if
",S Vlrlu'a
w est Aiinnrlc.
WANTED Milker.
Phone S413-Rboulevard.
d
roasunablo.
slicil.
rouin, very
HEt.P9dlgestiuriand a nerve tonic,
ci,.f, in. Phone !:uas-J- .
KENT Four-roomodern furWANTED Delivery boya at The Econ- 1'Ort SALE Five-rooNo filck. .'hnnn 11M-brick house, two 1'Uit
BERNARD A. SLEYSTER
FOIt
SALE
OJNC.li.VIAL
jab si5Berlinwlnmchlne
nished house on North Second. Phone
girl lu shttrn sleeping poroh.
omist.
lm,Ulr0
0W"cr- - 1C9
lit bargain. Plume J 4 r 7 f
Phone 1136-FOR ItKNT FurntHhPd room adjoining
Klcojiiiini-- i iioio-dAll Kinds of Insurance.
407
WANTED Young man to work, morn- KOK
t Itoma.
bath.
GGOU Uoaril.
S,
RENT Kurnislied
Vi
liomtls. K lapsed "sleeping Full SALE Cook stove, N
SIx-loSALE
four
ho7
HEAL KSTATJB.
w Full
new.
and evenlnKB. irur iioura each
ing
i: i ' U'
14 South Arno. nlim, p
rooms and screen povh.cotiage,
1037 Korrwiter.
rooiuB.
HUNT
2."U-lfc
Fttlt
1115
Korth
huusttketping
porches,
112
basement,
fine
locution.
Call FI'Hi.
South Third Street.
Cull 803 West Ti.ierna.
day.
at the Art studio.
r.ndfsrfllppvp Kkr'trlo pompany.
UlilO STA'I'l.; boarrllnu: house: room and Full HA LB Ten shares liryau i'larves-te- r
First-class
WANTED
etock for II 10. 100 South Arno.
Phone
b""ril. ti: suuih Uroadway, Ph. 1S71-cleaner, modern FOU BALE iimmi
Folt HENT
OKA VaTON
21
ruumi. CI'jV. West Gold,
at A
houe
monoru,
furnished
I plant;
De
wages,
steady Job; good
Mrs. 12. Uultli,
Heasonable.
phone 210-iron AittNT I'ot- Kentlpinua only, one Full SALK
partly furnished.
cottage un South Walter; easy terms
Winchester puuip
T.uxe Cleaners, finikin, N. M.
2414-RPh"ne
ou
gun,
,01
bpd
410 North
good condition, J:o.
Apply
East tfunta Fe.
1207 East
sleeping
LAHG. cool rHm,lfautilu1ly furniibed.
p.irch.
If you wn,itt a real home in
WANTED Uood,
tailor or FOK SALE Thr,.,..r,;r,
TTT": ,
house and sleep" Ftt't lilCNT Four-rooprlvaip hnth. 1211 U'tit Roma,
tlto Lowlands let 113 show you
man on eteam preys. Apply New Way
o.uvlu iousi',
FUU
ing porch, partly furnished.
SALK Velvet dress, now, sue all.
.......
on
100X14J.
1IHXT
Fell!
corner.
c
Hr,,,in
rcom.
ItKNT
furnace
Kuniinlied
Ailloill-InIt
Fit
I,:.....i..
taut
ItilS,
poivli.
Cleaners. 1116 North Fourth.
y
thtsa two:
West Central.
Make otter.
sale. Auulv laoo
Address O. A. L care
batli. llwird if duslred. Phone
,h
heat, no sirk. L'(7 Hnjth Wnltor.
DO YOU WANT
WANTED Man who w.u-kJournal.
and woinur.
OK bALB
turn, sired uti- Foil JUCNT
New modern home, jooo FOIt lll'l.vi Five-rooMouVrn, cfinvonient slfeping
who is wltlnir to coo'ic tor threa men
ONE IS
FOIl UALiS Klve
lise, modern. 894 South Walter,
416 KiiPt Hflvr.
room, refifinnlilc.
Larse tronl room und
dry goods
111 Bouth Ertlih.
nut
rent.
"ivuiin,
iiayiucnta
Amlv at enon.
Prompt
i'l:.
Ear.t
Adjustment and ServPacific.
J. A. Hammond.
cuunlers.
t.:;.
Ki4
Kaiin'a Btore, Ion
Apply
uiu.five-rooporch nnd bomd; suitable fur two. North
A
briuk with 0110
liul watpr l)pat; no 111) Ninth)
FLiiiMiitl
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Apply Puvtiy hotel offici. niuetbe right. Phono 1617-home,
town; $100 per month on year
brick home; separate bttthi and aepuratu fourth.
JUS.
Journal.
Oliver
Morning
uaed
typewriter,
truck
SALE
Duilso
n
$510.00
four-ruui-l
lease. See
THK New laundry service tloai-iron- d
Hrand new FOK
Full HKNT
CLEANING PAPEK Kalaomiuing. John cellar and double yard.
t'lothe mangle, 110.
nine months, good condition. D. E.
finished. 12o pound. Hunshlne Launapartment, very desirable location. ApGood son, pnone
garage.
:0.
Property In fine ehapo. Must
Daltun adding machine,
& Liry Cleunlug company, piioue
be sold at once.
ply at 1H. West Mnrhlt. phone 145?-M- .
dry
Leaving city, van ui Hurrington, 703 West Slati
roKitlon by experienced stenbox
sized
"WANTED
Full
(jo.
sprinirs.
Oestreich, Realtor
Addres 1213 sol South Kdlth.
FOR SALE Ford ton truck, 102J, in A-- l b'OH HISNT 'J br
Phone
Inferences.
Need tin dlnero.
pleaattnl routnu, bath U18.
ographer.
FOR SALE
nieohaDlcal oondltlon. $5u; cash. 1UJ7
ana front porch completely furnished; MAX BAltijAIN KTOIti;. at Sli Houth
210 a W. Gold.
South Williams,
rhouo 099
407
Vet,t
Copper.
no nek; no children.
Fotd roadster, cheap,
Houth Ninth.
-FOR SALE Furniture
First, will pay the highest l' rices for
with railroad, law
Xew white stucco cottage, 5 i
6TENOOKAP1IKK
,
shoea and
parts, FOU ItifllST (Strictly modern, new, tlive .vjur second-han- d
experience, F til i N I T U ifltJ "H liiP A 1 IU N Ci , Lulled lor SAVE 60 to 76 per cent ou used
clothing,
2
rooms
office and other officii
and
modern,
porches,
difFOIlSALK Gentle saddle pony. 1601
etc.! full etock for ovr twenty-fiv- e
wants position. Phone 1379-ruoins, sleeping- purelx, front pfKu--th, riirnlture. Phono gry.
built-i- n
end dellevered. Phonel72-H- .
hardwood
features,
311 West C"P-pe- r. private bath, unfurnished.
West Central.
L
70S
WANTKt
Three horsepower fctai
for house cleaning FUHNirUHH REPA1RINU and upbol ferent cara. Mclntoth Co..
CALL HUTCHINSON
floors, located Fourth ward;
Ap-rl- y
pii-IniOntral.
8000
SALE
One Jersey uoiv (i
ami
FOH
Kallon
tank, pump
613-or BSI8-and wall cleaning, floor waxing, paintPhone
atering.
price, J3.000; $500 cash and
1415 South Edith.
Must be In good shape and wut-tThree-ruoi- n
furuiKlitii
i'OK
JlliNT
chimney sweeping; vin Bedding Company.
ing, kalsomlnlng, and 8098-J.
$30 a month.
FOH A COOD med car corne and aee
price asked. Albuquerque Nurseries. I', FOH BALE Two Airedale pups.
Call
sleeping O.
apartment with trlassed-l- n
Odd Job Man, phone
HALE Household goods of a 1'
Box 216, city.
70
what we have and those we have listed porch.
New
No alck.
No children.
white stucco
713 Houth Broadway.
nt
room house; cheap. Must be sold this for sale. Oden Bulck Company, Firth end West Lead.
WANtED-jajegme- n
KUG CLEAN lilt
An elegant modern pressed
adobe house, modern, built-i- n
FOIt 8 ALE cheap. All of my rabbltt
Week.
821", South Third.
Qold, phone 1200.
9x19
'
Three-rootl."5.
furnished
Huge Cleaned,
brick home Just completed. It
FOH ItKNT
and fryers. 710 West Lead.
features, basement, good locaFOH SALE .Second-han- d
corrugated
J.S0 and up;
MATTRESSES
and
renovated,
aleeplnK
bath
Is
apartment,
private
a gem, 5 magnificent rooms
tion
Fourth ward; price $4,000,
choke Jersey heifers,
next three months, permanent posi
furniture repaired and packed. Krvln Full SALE Two old.
roofing; ten gallon milk cant, $1.!0,
apartment. IluJ
porch. Also two-roo217 North Third.
Now
finished.
terms.
fifteen months
handsomely
HSC-H13-ert A t.TTT" PAHR
tion for man wno can mu'".t able -to typewriter, 114.00; large atoclt of good
or
TTrnrja
Plionee
Co.,
Second.
lledding
North
Must be
used furniture, new mattresses, pump A LARGE STOCK, to choo8 frura At 11
sume responsibility. l.iOH-ready for occupancy. Elevation
FOIt BALE On fresh Jersey cow. on
Your plana to apply 00
WANTED
threu-roofurnishFOH
Two
Kent
and
BlltlsfV
a
Real
tiuuiti
will
i.Aan.,ntr-flnPhone
32o
n
Estate Exchange
finance self.
shotguns, violins, churns.
lot; beautiful view of, city and
Jersey heifer. J. P. Wilson,
yearling
of new
used player plauo.
ed
hot and cold water,
10 First.
'
ft! Vi 'S
2404-Bi'.r . .n-.rn.oi.tn r rose n t southwest.
you. H0BB8M0T0U CO phoM 434. liKiits aparlmeiita;
mountains. See it.
409 West Copper.
und phone paid; rent reasonable. Phone lot and we will cell and quote plxfne
the
bis-l- s
weat
Oan
BALK
buyvaluee
will
Pigs.
FOK
make
that
represent ua throughout Good
conservative
4:1 li Routli Broadway.
ESSMAKING
P"P' ur- be eeen at 713 Houth Broadway Tute-de- y
Only nursery In state.
FOli KB i'l Vodern upa- imont, four er sii up and take notice. Oeorge F.
tlon to right party. Albuquerque
afternoon
SEWING by day, 12, or at borne, l'houe
City Realty Co,
rooms, aleeplnir porch, front porch. LesnaA
CARPENTERING
5H. city.
i series. P. O. Bo
1430-Well furnished, Including piano, garane. WTntU IJveijbody tu Uaji that the
Hlgh- salesmen.
real
He
call
Room
lllia money.
Office
& Compton Art ejtudlo special-Itii'RENT
btlO
FOR
ODD JOBS and ooniraot work,
lonatl
FOK
For
or
to
Sale
S07
V.
Trade
rent
Kcaeonable
Uoilnoi
Vhone 067.
on
Gold.
home.
party.
M1CNU1NU
to
and
take
darning
1B75-class apecialty proposition, calling naco.nr.itrelal
In fine Porialture
North Twelfth,
Klgln hotel, i rtoom 1 9.
FOR ftET Offlue apace, or Uek room.
and
manufacturers,
Flumerchants
Kodak
and
kalsoinbrick
I'hotugraphy,
3My
aud
haiiglnK
pressed
PAINTING,
yaper
907
Uold:
Swam,
FlllST-CLAS- a
West
Call on Mr.
Dotia-.- l
dresamaKing. work guartional institution.
Art Studio,
Uorup'.t-ininfrt iree esiiinmeg. rimn
and sleeping porch, ! modern
FOH RENT Furnished front apartment, shing.
4
1
anteed. 118 Ko'jth Walter, phone 1067-- J.
FOR BENT Otlce room. Central ave- West Crural.
,
ui.iiinifl hotel. 4 to S P. m.
. HEMSTlTCUiNO
two rooms and kitchenette, hath ad- 20DAK
by day ur
kalsomlnlng-and
home, corner, east front, shade,
nue.
manuiao-above Mtoa' Book store. Kor
Phone
and
Mills
pleating.
dee
THE Winona
FINISHING I T1M- -9 A OAT ber
if
in-front
W.
wip
garage
A.
contract.
Un
. -- mr.ui. Company
porch;
joining;
large
llBm,
Auto
Oomnent.
6K1-itnea Hosiery.
ami
roam
Deprtmnt.
JUellnl building. Myrtle
garage.
auaranteed.
Remember.
eatlstaotioD
sell-IWe sired; thoroughly clean and sanitary: two
taiued?
t
when
leak
D1U
In
ruof
Wevert.
America,
Ten
cent!
your
Sweaters
and
estabyard.
n
Bend your finla
derwear
t a reliable
P. O. BOV 576.
adults only and no alck, 124 BoutUArno,
tin or any thin
fix thein. Ilubborold,
'
Real
Estate
WANTED
uu
direct to users. Want good salesman
lished
firm.
63K-Iletura
side
and
pal
box;
L.EATLV3,
postage
ascordlun,
i
H72.
B- phone
mall order.
Henna Jb Hanna, Ino. IV VOL) ti. ve" tiuiliw.s priipvrl for sal,
for Albuqnerquo an4 other New Mexico
N.
crane, Zlfi 'North Guarantee Roofing- company,
mail orderi,
.
l"
kalsom-inlriftowns. For partlciilnrMihon.2039-wCiimmereiai Phntosjrephera, Fng Newa
Seventh. Crane Apartments, phone 814 PAINTING Paper hanging and L. W.
lll It with MrMllMon h Win
nil work iruarnnteed.
IflOiNEY
WANTEC Dressmaking; prices reason Owena, 6t)S South Edith, phone 1844-"PERSONAL
POR
SALE
.Ranches.
Miss
able: satisfaction
guaranteed.
FOR RENT Storeroom
my low pilcea MONKV TO LOAN On watobea,
wtr.T wash iu
Paulln Vorbach,, phone M. 420 Wct I WANT yuu ..1tu Investigate
ult I'HAllI Who has "a
n hotl.l Inir nrnnnnlttuD
i.t.
guna and everything valuable. rOA'bALJi,
Building at 1 i" Weet Cop",
FKENT
et wasrr. and
house
lot
tiold,
tu
nice
a
twen
for
trade
3
Bouth First,
Mr. H. Marous, SI
per: suitable for garage. Inquire II. E.
have In view. A. K Palmer. Bunga
"
acre ranch; one and ulte-ha- lf
miles
watcn. cioc
ty
ilJtilSTl'JCIUNO dune promptly In The you
.
Flrst-cliis- a
First Bavint Bank and
at
j, W. BRAsniiLD
j.uj-,.real
noim
ou
MONEY TO LOAK,
rear
from Baro.o brtge. - bee Broad Bicycle Sherman,
t,Mt nosBlhla manner. Di'lcea reasonable. low jauntier, .tnr 11, city.
jewelry Worlt. 316 Boulh Bcconn. in
Trust Company, phone 3.
of four rooms, almost new, frame stucco, well located
a.0ui).
I1.0U0,
(l.tuO,
all work
estate)
t'o.. ;jo Houth Second. Dlruue
NEWw6'rk or alteratlbne;
117 Uold avenue, phoue 787-Singer
to
Chicago
....
ton
a
Wood
want
and
Will Bold.
IF you
...tLiiiitv r,..A. ailll mull.
.cheap trip
in Fourth ward, electric range and shades go with
1IANC1I of four acres,' entTrcfy feticei WILL arrange to suit tenant a 55x1110
.
SU.i.iowi,
oinpauy.
sewing Mi.enin
address box H. R. V. J1nrn.1l.
In
on
a
brick
watchee
Job
foot
goud
aondlllon;
hlghlande
on
close
MONEY TO LOAN
very
diamonds,
figure
with five-fopoultry wire, three-fourt- opposite Kantabuilding;
house. Priced to. lell at $4,000; $500 down and $60 per
reasonable
Fe
Phone 1755-Ii E. John- - and goud Jewelry; liberal, reliable, conWOMAN desiring cheap railroad transshops;
I IMG or helKhts.
IKfcSS
KENOVA
ot
mile
MAI
west
Barelae bridge;
J0
V
soti nm jonn.
fidential. Oettlleh Jewelry Co.. 1H8 N. let.
portation to low or Chicago. Phone
month. Call
house, three screened pjrehes; term, See or write L. Heyraan.
ML
UATTKESS KhiNOVATlNU; fiM and up.
J57S-In house, new garage and chicken North First, Albuquerque. N.
water
fur
furnkure
Poultry-EggSALE
repairing,
i
Kug oleanlng,
WANTED Houses
s;
MRS. FRED OILMAN
chickens and
housea;
Millinery) hats
C1J-or K84-LOST AND FOUND
also furniture; terms. Call owner,
made to order; remodeling a specialty. niture racking. Phone
FOIt SALK White Leghorn hens, (12 WANTKU
To rent four or five-roo.
Room 1, Superior Hotel. 8181, West Cen Brvin Bedding Companr.
per dosen. phone 2407-Rfurnished house.
Phone my agent. I'ia-Jeonday evening on, roatl going
tral.
Vim. phone I4
'
Elifhtoen hens, one roosneons i'Otl BAL.E
wet, black leather bast containing
FOR
313 West Qol.
Phone 110.
WANTED To make the acquaintance
IS seren months and 10 five WE want a home of five or six rooms
toilet
ter,
pocket book, (3u bill,
article,
ot some lady who values a home Fult ItKM Piano. Phone ailiil-to. Reward, v Return tn Journal offlc.
mom hs old, Dullets.
In good location.
Olve lowest cost WUM.H tiltll.Utlu. driven and repaired!
All from Hays K.
City Office University Heights Development Co,
more than wages. Address 10. B., care FOR HRNT Uaragn. 010
TrUll. I. It. (train.
All through, moulting, price, and street number. No agents.
pump, tanks, tower. J. F. WotkUgi
riione IiC3-J- ,
.Call ;031-J- ,
Journal, ,
Adores. nt Box 9, care Journal
A, C. Mdst,
iJl West Marble, phubk H51-s
Journal v:ant Ada Htlns IteiulM,

HELP WANTED

h'OH SALE

House, close In,
cosh,
balance like rent. 414 flouthlion,vunh.

FOU

BALE

Two-roo-

"
'h'wane'r

FUU

ItKNT

H.ouih

otiu-ruu-

Walnut.

cottage.

Ill)

Walter. Phone lfl7J.
FOR REN T Furnlntiec rtwLO.

ItClO.M

e"v.

'

-

"

uh

wi

gar,

frt

ti.

FORALEU8o4.

$750TERMS$750

Journal Want Ads
Bring Results.

fcTt&AN

A COZY. LITTLE HOME

..

tUR

Rf.NTrVIiceii

Vt

WILLIAM J, LEVERETT, Realtor

"WELrCdNtRf5R

,

J

Switzer's Club
We just want you to try
Then we know you are coming back

that will surprise you.
them once.

after more.

Let Us Send a Man

NOTICE

opened a first clans genn-In- o
Jloxlcan
parlor. Call
and enjoy good chili dish.
207 WEST CENTRAL.
liiifi

WE HAVE A COOKIKG APPLE

replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co
Phono 421. 423 North First.
To

Oct.
Ktartinjf Monday,
10,
Star stage will leave Santa Fe
10:45
at
Mondays. Wednesdays
and Fridays.
Will leave Taos
at 8:30 a. m.. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.

Gordon Landon's
Shade Shop
made to

DYERS AND HATTERS
I'hone

Itl'G (LEANING

4...

Cor. lith niid Gold

P

Shades
(Victor Luxor

time.

CASH

STORE,
Order

508 West Central.

STUDEBAKER

Delivered for 10c

"EASY
CITY

Phone

LOCAL ITEMS

free

sum-

His sister,
main Indefinitely.
Jessie M. Steele, who was also In
several weeks
returned
California,
ago.
Mrs. 11. L. Arlnlsc; has taken a
four-roojiermit lor tho creciion of a South
adobe house at lUj
Ninth street. The cost will he
?3,500.
John Jojola, a young boy, yesto the, police a
terday returnedover
$00. which lie
pay check for
street. The hoy
the
in
had found
was praised by the chief mid
fur his Honesty and
thoufjhtfulnes.s.
l'uvorite. who
Weinande
Miss
lias been spending some time visiting In this city, has left for Denver, where she will spend the
winter.
0. K. E. Sellers left today for
San Juan county to investigate the
oil situation there.
Miss Kleanor Sullivant left Sunday night for Mexico City to visit
her brother, Congressman Edward
Sullivant.
She expected to be absent three months.
M. L. Fox, manager of the
d
Chamber or Commerce, spent
in Santa Fe on business.
Curtis E. Lyter, who spent the
summer in Santa Fe, has returned
and has taken an apartment at
1116 West Central avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert lliekey
were in tho city yesterday returning from a short motor honeymoon.
They will make their home at Hurley. N. M.
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Johnson and
daughter of San Francisco were in
the city yesterday on their way to
Mexico. Mr. Johnson is passenger
agent for the Santa Fe const lines.
Mrs. J. A. Goodrich of Douglas.
Miss Kate
Ariz., and daughter,
of Bisbee, Ariz., are
Goodrich
spending several weeks in the city.
They are librarians for the Phelps
Dodge company at their respective
hom. They will go to Acoma
on Thursday with tho Koshare
Tours.

Tel.

Wanted

Ives
Adv.

Phono 732.

Dr. D.

lirecii-lionsc- s.

BITTNER

HOUSE ROOMS
S19H South First.
Phone 221--

CANON CITY COAL

the Market.

Coal Supply and Lumber Company

TOiGHT

DANCE

4 IMiones

100

Music by the
SYNCOPATORS

FOGG, The Jeweler

North Fourth.
i,iw,.,..

r.1

Bo'!

Diamonds, ' Watchea, Jewelry.
Highest Quality. Lowest Prices.
Opposite Postotflce.
118 South Fourth.

'

Now open.

Let our tip to tho minute trucks bring comfort
to your home.

f
iiEjl
rvsfe!Jsn
JvW'
MlWWV

.

"

421

llll.'--

V.

C

Forget

Combine Satisfaction and Economy

Colombo Hail

CERRILLOS EGG COAL

ORDER

"Bon-To-

I'llOVi:

4Hi

Costs Less

llurns Longer

"

fiA W

VVKM

1

Good girl for general housework and cooking; apply at
once.
. NORTH ELEVENTH
41.--

COAL

PATHE

THE

EVENTS

REVIEW-CURRE- NT

Regular Prices.

CAFE

OF

;i.

,1.1(1

' "!

SUGARITE
SWASTIKA

is open

for Business

Makes More Heat.

fit oi

co

Split Wood,

Kindling, Fireplace

Losrs

PHONE 85.
City Office, 108 South Second.
.

;''!'...."!!'

a nnn?iD;
Tui?
LYRIC XlJL!iXl.'JJL

Always

Worth

Theatre

While

JL

5 DAYS

Company

STARTING

PINION

WOOD

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY

214 West Central

Finest

Los Lunas, N. M.

GALLUP

con

CEDAR

Again

PHONE 91

erai

Aibyqyerque's

FOR SALE
Age 18 months
Huning Mercantile

Womans Benefit association of
Maccabees meets this afternoon at
L': 3D.
Adv.

,

Mamlo Adams' girutcst
stage siiwss. niado Into
n grcutpr photoplay. With
hundml,s in tlio oast ond
" ntttr wImi whs born for

i
ii

frW
B'V'lvV''

l',M''TOvm!

them

slM'wcil

r,R"f- -

11

I

'"

,v,,llt " blt ot ,ove IU" Uo
" set the whole thing

y

it.
kUi'""t'
Y1V

iWVvAWsl
WwV. VIi
!urV VMiV VS

oa

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

Oil'

HAHN COAL CO.

,....

RAMS

'

'"'''

'

X

imVmmi

1083--

'

rtl

'

Am-vv(UV-

lliat
Bn'sy
t
it
upM.--

'"
ean,e
Bedevilled
soino more!
,lm b'BWlss' ,nl"'s,tL,r "uU

"

5,

ou

,M1 n

Guy's Transfer is prepared to fill
your bin with either Gallup lump
or Hagan coal. Leave your orders now and avoid tne rush.
323 South Second.
N. Phone 2122-Phone 371

FACTORY WOOD

Four"

a

A TON

AND A LOAD

Music by
THE FAMOUS

O. F. Card

Party

TONIGHT

TONIGHT AT 8:15.
St. Mary's Hall.
Bridge and 500
Refreshments.
Price, 35o.

1

"i,st--

Central

Drive It Yourself New Fords
and Dodges. Coupes and Sedans
ALHl'Ql ERQL'E
DR1VEHLE.SS CAIt CO.
Cars Delivered.

W.

The slory of a
t

1
-

it
mW'l'i
'
1141

Competent woman or girl for
general housework; no laundry; must be able to cook;
good wages.

COAL

EFFICIENCY FOR YOU

method of Individual Instruction
guarantees highest efficiency and shortens time.
All Business Courses. Positions secured. Foremost
Business Training School in the Southwest.
THE WESTERN SCHOOL FOR PRIVATE
SECRETARIES
Tijcras Avenue at Eighth Street. ' Phone 901-- J

THE

RENT A CAR

17;

Tele--

6.

Our exclusive

RAMBOUILETT

Ailv.

HMl-R-

MECCA
Phono

MINISTER".

lf

WANTED

HEIGHTS
AUDITORIUM

n.

Hear Miss Ethel Mickey on "The!
History and Folk-lor- e C. A.of New Mexico" at the Y. W.
Wednesday,,
October 18, 7:30 p. m. Admission.
io cents. Adv.
3

W'4

RENT

WANTED

(LABELED)
UNLOADING NOW.
Most Heat, and Lasts Longer Than Any Coal on

Moonlight Serenaders

ufter-nooAcoma, leaving Thursday
October 19; returning October i'O.
Islotn:
Regular trips Tuesday,
Thursday, Saturday, at J p. m.
KOSHARE TOVRS
314 V. Gold.
Pliono U02--

ANNOUNCEMENTS

headquarters,

one-ha-

"THE LITTLE

?!

Adv.

Republican

lOll

play'

'1

f$m

modern furnished
apartment, $60 a. month. Three
rented rooms upstairs will pay
the rent. S30
for over
North Fifth.
PHONE

Every SATURDAY Night
Music by.

SPECIAL TRIP

treatments.
Hi.

South Third.
Will open for business Octo.
ber IS.
1

1'

P'V

U

Factory wood, full truck load,
five do.lars. Huhn Coal company.
Phone

No more hunting on my
pond unless you have a permit.
J. P. JACOBSOX.

Six-roo-

Shop

r

Notice to Hunters

Little Wonder Art
1

DAYS STARTING TODAY

,1

MacCKACKEN,
B. MaeCKACKluJ,
DR. DAISY
Oslcoputblc Physicians.
K. P. Iluilding. Phone Oil Ice 8D-Residence

Murray, Osteopathic and
T'hone 741.

TX.

y

anil

RMGRY

yes-tera-

Violet-ra-

Mecca Cafe

Touring . Cars
Coii pus.
Drive Thorn Yourself.
The Pioneer People of the
State.
Phono 580
151 North Third

5c DAHCE

r

FRANK

WAITERS AND WAITRESSES
APPLY AT

Kew Cars

325--

701-- J.

fern.

ISeaiitil'iil
1)11.

Cars for Rent

HKMKMUEU."

Speedsters,

C. II. CONNER, SI. I). D. O.
Ost CO pi! 1 1 1! S K'clu US t.

Slorn Rldg.
Adv.

Six competent saleswomen.
Room 17, Over Pcnnoj's Store

214 W. Central

SHOW
2IS Smith bwund.
Call and Deniery. Adv.

I. ling nnil Stomach Specialist.
has Office
000 K. Control. Phono 515-- J.
re-

mer in Southern California,
returned to the city ami will Mi.-

Wiseman, Jeweler

SEDANS

i:l.MJTH10 SIIOB

Robert
i. rim.wingtox
OSTKOPAT.il

inc.
the

C. A. Steele, who spoilt

TO

WANTED

order.

J,

PHONE 123

THEATRE

DAY

Our Christmas Club.
SAN K MONEY

Hand-Ma.l- o

Kirsh Curtain Rods
415 North Sixth
Phone 1019-.-

Hanson's Taxi Service

Phone 28

3

KVKUY

Fresh Ualtlmoro Oysters
CITY FISH SI AUK FT
Phone 8N.1-300 S. Second.

3

Corner Second and Gold.

Cloths)

WARD'S

FRESH FISH

JOIN NOW

EHHBE Cleaners

Swifts Erookfiekl brand all pork sausage.
Fresh Frankfurts; Boiled pork loin.
California budded walnuts.
Yellow free peaches expected tomorrow some

I

October 17, 1922.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNINGOURNAL

:'age Ten

STARTING TODAY

DAYS.

TODAY-FI- VE

DEATHS ANDFUNERALS
--

t.
KABAT The body of Otto
who died here Saturday, will
be sent this afternoon to Chicago,
Mrs.
Kabat.i
by
accompanied
Blakemore & Son have charge of

'V

Ka-ba-

tho arrangements.

HICK

KELLY F. II. Kelly died yes- on
tcrday morning at his home
South Arno street, lie is sur-- ;
Mrs.
Emma'
yived by his widow,
The body was taken to
Kelly.
home,
Blakemore's
mortuary

pending funeral arrangements,
GONZALEZ Mrs. Josefita L.

P. O. Sorenson Co.

j

Corner

Gonzalez, aged 68, died yesterday
afternoon at her residence, ltil2j
She is sur-- 1
South John street.
vlvcd by one son and three daughters, Mrs. Ed Kramer. Mis. IjouIs
Borguinun. and Mrs. Susana Gonzalez, who reside at Las Cruces,
N. M. The body was taken to
Crollott's funeral parlors pending

The

Chavez.

body

PERFECT

was

The New Laundry Service. Float- ironed, finished 12 cents pound.
Sunshine Laundry and lry Clean- lng Co., Phone 378. Adv.
Float-irone-

d

12 cents

pound.

Corsapes,

Phone

(Quality,

AdT.

Season Sensational Run.

WdlUmVox
Uft and love ever

presents

fild

I

FUR-NAC- E

Rupert Hughes brings back the past as vividly and
truly as though each of us were young lovers again in
Arcady. He has created a beautiful love story that you
will remember forever. He has written the eternal
drama of a father and mother in whose hearts love
blooms again despite the troubles and tempests of life.
Here is the story of real American people, of a man
who sees wife and family growing away from him but
who fights courageously for his home and fireside. If
you liked "The Old Nest" you will love Rupert Hughes
greatest motion picture "Remembrance."

Preparation,

GALLUP LUMP
I

AZTEC FUEL
COMPANY
L.

732.

ilk fBwiF
0mMA

&

Uniformity.)

Service, finished,
Sunshine LaunPhone

Wedding

V

Direct from

and INTRIGUE'.

OMERA EGG

Adv.

Ives.

ggjk

THRILLS

e-

(Gives Satisfaction)

dry and Dry Cleaning Co.
378.

love-romanc-

COAL

taken to Crollott's funeral parlors,
pending funeral arrangement.

j

Xorth First Street and
Avenue.

Mai bio

funeral arrangements.
Chavez,
Julianlta
CHAVEZ
at her;
aged 11, died last night
North
on
residence
parents'
She
is survived;
Fourth elreet.
Mrs.
add
Mr.
her
parents,
by
Nicolas

"DC.

Fire Brick
Face Brick
Common Brick Fire Clay
Tile
Floor
Tile
Fireplace
Mortar Colors
Flue Lining
Sewer Pipe
Metal Ttth
Wall Board
Carey Hoofing
Beds
Murphy
Cement
Plaster
Lime
Tel. 1253--

.

bouquets.

Phone 251
Joe Miller, Prop.

GOLOWYN

prrr.ts

Fancy Colo. Potatoes 100 lbs .$1.85

a ' u3

These Potatoes will keep for some time. You will
make no mistake laying in a supply of these.
Extra Fancy Grimes Golden Apples
&C) QC

Dj.Otl

Box

NEW CITRON
Quinces

mm

written and directed

NEW DATES
.

I

V

CASH WAV AND BAN K THE
DIWEKJENCE."
Phone Tour Orders If t Yon Camiot Conic to the Store.
i
Orders Over $5.00 Delivered Free.
Smaller Orders Vfllvcrcd for 10

TKY THE WILLY
'

rk

i

m

th-.,tH

A GOLDWYN PICTURE
SPECIAL ORCHESTRA

205 South First Street.

Phone 60.

rv tu

iivn

mm

by

SKINNER'S
WILLY-WILL- Y

m

RUPERT HUGHES

.

pound

Vj

'

WILL ACCOMPANY THE EVENING
ING AT 7:40 P. M.

TIME OF SHOWS

X ILLY

Matinee

SHOWS.

START

1:00, 3:10, 5:20, and 9:40 p. m.
ADMISSION:
Adults, 35c; Children, 15c: Night Adults, 50c; Children, 25c. Tan included

ADDED

"LAW AND ORDER"

ATTRACTION

PTHCIES

Matinee

Adults
Children

.

.25c Night
. .10c (6 to 11)
.

(Tax Included.).

;

-

;

.35rf

Adults
Children

15
'

.
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:
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